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THE BURRItL NATIONAL BANK,
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OF ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
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bankruptcy—Est Stephen Casey.
Bankrupt notice—Est. Thomas Sheehan.

Non-resident tax notice—Lamoine.—Hancock.
—Brooklin.
—Winter Harbor.
,** J*
Staples Piano & Music Co.
BurriH Nat l Bank.
Blubhill. Me:
Haucoc]t Co Agr’l Society—Annual meeting.
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We will sell for you.
We will rent for you.
We will buy for you.
We will certify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will call on you immediately.

fTOiason,

c. w &

First Nat!onal
Main street,
r wrt

Bank Bldg..
Ellsworth, Me.

9MUC.

2*210 feet of lanl situate on south side and at foot of Sea street, Northeast Harbor,
Mauie. This lot of land Is on the shore and title given to iow*water 1110' k.
H. W. Carr property, Water street, Acres of Laud west side High street. Ellsworth. Me.
Farm with buildings In good repair, Acres fine shore properly. Fast Bluehtll. Me.
One 11-2 story house newly shingled aud painted. New stable 28x32. New hennery 13x42
mth six acres of land more or less all free from rocks, with never-falling well oi water at the
door Wood-house and carriage-house connected whh the house; cuts five tons ot hay. This
is a very desirable location for summer home, or for a market garden, being easily acesslble
io Bar Harbor market*. Situated at Lainolne, Maine, about two miles from U. d. Coaling
station.
At a bargain—Ibe Bfmon Flood homestead at Surry, about 50 acres; 1 12 store dwelling
Apply to C. W. & F. L. Madox.
a,ill stable.

W.

O.
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J. M. Parker, of Medway, Mass., was
the guest last week of his brother, Walter
K. Parker.
O. W. Tapley who bas been confined to
his home the past w'eek by the grip, is out

again to-day.
There will be

insurance:.

fire:

We

George Porter Paine, professor of mathematics in Ripon (Wis.) college, is ai home
for the holidays.

represent

Largest and Best ‘American and Foreign Stock
Fire Insurance Companies,
and are prepared to write large lines on improved property at the lowest pof.
Bible rates.
You cau wire orders at our expense.
The GEO. H. GRANT Co.,
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor Maine.
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When 81.00

puts

a

s

week

an

EDISON
in your home, isn’t it
selfish to deprive your

8
S

IH

gg
f family of this great I
^ pleasure?
I
Get fall Information about

our

easy terms.

Raphael Tuck’s Christmas Post Cards.
a for S oonts, 8 oonto and IO cents.

Copyright Books 50c. New $1.50 Books $1.10 each.
Framed Pictures from Lamion Studio, 30c 00c 70c.
Games and Toys at low prices. Last year's
stock of Games, etc., at half price.

new

Call and

j

see.

j

j

J. A. Thompson,
*

Main Street,

Ellaworth, Main®.

THE

Bargain

Store

headquarters

for

HULLS, TOTS,

MISTRUH MB
JIPMESE CHIBA.

■XCLUSIVE

Tax Notice!
Arrest will be made

LINE TAILOR-MADE Poll Taxes after Dec.

SHIRT WAISTS
in flannel, madras and linen.

on

all

unpaid

31, 1907.

J. H. BRESNAHAN,
Collector.

SEE THE

beautiful

doll

to be given away.

Christinas Wreaths and Holly,
Cut Flowers and Plants,
AT THE

H. 0. TRACY CO. Ellsworth Greenhouse
Long-distance telephone 43.

Master Charles Haynes is spending the
in Boston with the
Gleasons,
summer residents of Shady Nook.

holidays

H. E. Davis andTwife left Monday for
Waban, Mass., to spend Christmas with
their daughter, Mrs. J. A. Bryant.
The woman’s auxiliary of the Congregational church will meet w’ifh Mrs. S. A.
Goodwin next Tuesday afternoon, Dec. 31,
at 2.30.

Shirly Norris, wife and infant son, of
Bar Harbor, are here to spend Christmas
with Mrs. Norris’ parents, G. F. Newman
and wife.
The Klark-Urban company delighted a
crqprded house at Hancock hall Monday
evening with the comedy “A Girl from
Mexico”.

Prince on Dec. 8,
The arrival at Port
of the BChooner Harry W. Haynes, Capt,
8. J. Goodwin, eight days from Wilmington, N. C., is reported.
au

are

invited to attend.

Rev. 8. W. Sutton closed his pastorate at
No
the Unitarian church last Sunday.
arrangement has been made for a new
pastor, and the church will for the present
be closed.
To-morrow being a legal holiday, the
banks will be closed all 'day. The postoffice will be open until 9 a. m., and then
be closed, until after the distribution of
the evening mail, and will then remain
open until 8 o’clock.

from Donniaon'a.

want.

Prof. Harry C. Emery, of Yale, is spending the holidays with bis parents, ChiefJusice L. A. Emery and wife.

others interested

X-MAS NOVELTIES

Everything you

Irene chapter, O. E. S., will have a special meeting Friday evening. Important
business will be considered.

The annual meeting of the Baptist
society will take place next Monday evening. All members of the society and

STAPLES PIANO A MUSIC CO

All the

dance at Hancock hall

furnish music.

sixteen of the

■

a

Friday evening^ Jan. 17. Monaghan will

ELLSWORTH.

roulwnjfT™'^
■■■■■■

those who are home for ChristMisses Sophie Walker, from Bos-

Among
mas are

•> cu

TAPLEY,

IbSrrUermotts

THE MUSICAL LIKE.

■

—.

Can show you the very best makes of pianos in all the different gratis;
ton^Harriet Hollins, from Shelton, Conn.,
Bernice Giles, from Boston, Grace C. King,
have an immense line of the famous Edison aod Columbia Phonofrom Chester, Mass., Gsorgie C. Foster,
and Records, Sheet Music, Musical Instruments, Supplies, etc.
graphs
from Wellesley, Margaret Dresser, from
We can supply your every musical want, at moderate prices. RememBoston, Helene Bellatty, from Waterville,
ber Christmas is near at hand!
Paulene Foster, from Concord, Mass.,
SCHEDULE OF 4A1L3
Ralph M. Holmes, from Orono.
AT ELLSWORTH POST OBTICB.
George Brown, t*he crazy sailor, continIn effect Oct, 7, >$07.
ues to haunt the Bangor police, who are
S. J. CLEMENT,
“SSW^SKBSSC'*
MAILS RECLIVED.
still laboring under the delusion that he
From West-71 a in, 4 30 and 6.0; p m..
from
an
Ellsworth
officer
while
on
escaped
From East—11 07 a m, 12 O', 5 5’ and 10.52
p m. his way to the asylum at Bangor. The
MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOBFICF.
Bangor News Friday said Brown applied
Going East—6.30 a m, 4 and 5.30 p xc.
to the Bangor police for shelter, and was
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
MASONIC LODGES UNITE.
GotsG- West— 11.45, ll.SOa m, 5 30 and 9 p in.
being held for the Ellsworth authorities.
No Sunday mail.
Mrs. Fred Grace is here from Green Lake
On Brown’s first visit to Ellsworth, over
I Lygonia and Esoteric Consolidate
visiting relatives for a few days.
a week ago, his peculiar actions
Under Charter of Former.
placed
Dr. J. H. Patten, of Amherst, is in Ells- him
Mrs. M. M. Moore, who has been in
under suspicion, and City Marshal
Lygonia and Esoteric lodges, F. and A*
worth to-day.
Finn saw him safely aboard a train bound Boston the past week, is expected home M., at special meetings held separately
Howard and Martin Adams are at home for Eangor, presumably on his way to his to-day.
last week, voted unanimously to consolifor Christmas.
home in Rockland. This is the only founEugene A. Carlisle and wife are receiving date. Esotericf lodge will surrender its
Fred W. Joy is at home from New York dation for his escape from the Ellsworth congratulations on the birth of a daughter, charter, and the new lodge will take the
charter of Lygonia, No. 40. The consolifor Christmas.
police. Brown was back in Ellsworth born last week.
dated lodge will have a membership of
C. A. Hanscom and wife, of Baltimore, again Saturday, but did not remain long.
Albert S. Kincaid, of Otis, has been here
Frederick E. Sargent, vice-president several days visiting his mother, Mrs. ever 500 in goo l standing.
are here f >r the holidays.
The matter of arranging the details lor
and treasurer of the Jeweler’s national Mary E. Kincaid.
Herbert R. Holmes is at home from
consolidation was referred to the commitbank of North Atileboro, Mass., who was
Isaac Watson, brother of Mrs. Eben M.
Rumford Falls for theiioiidays.
tees which have had in hand the prelimifound dead in the bath tub at his home
Jellison, from Portland is here for a visit
Mrs. Lizzie Goulden, of Bar Harbor, is
nary arrangements, consisting of M. Galthere Tuesday night of last week, married,
of several weeks.
the guest of Mrs. George P. Butler.
lert, Henry L. Moor and Capt. J. M. Higthree years ago, Miss Marion Morgan,
Mrs. Henry Lord has gone to Portland gins, from
Miss Florence Smith is at home from daughter of E. E. Morgan, of AuburnLygonia, and ?A. W. King,
to spend Christmas with her daughter, A. W.
New York for the Christmas recess.
Greely and James E. Parsons, from
dale, and well known in Ellsworth. The Miss Bernice H. Lord.
Esoteric. The matter has been reported
Mrs. Charles P. Libby, of Limestone, is death of Mr. Sargent was under circumMiss Leota Hardison, of Waltham, is to the grand lodge, which will now take
stances which suggest suicide.
It folthe guest of H. L. Crabtree and wife.
spending the holidays here with her the necessary action and designate the
ioh
uit uau<v cAouiucif nuu
George Parcher is at home from Harsteps to complete the consolidation, which
cousin, Miss Alice Clough.
work
on the bank’s books the day
began
vard medical school for the holidays.
Frank E. Fernald and wife left Monday probably will be done before the annual
before. The bank has been placed in the
George W. Higgins, purser on the hands of a receiver. A statement issued for a visit of two weeks with relatives at meeting next month.
steamer J. T. Morse, is at home for the
Lygonia lodge was charted on April 11,
by the directors is to the effect that “as a Portland and Dover, N. H.
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Tuesday evening. Miss Saflord, the reader,
who was expected to be present, is unable
to come on account of the critical illness
of her mother.

The Sunday schools of the Methodist
and Baptist churches will have their
Christmas entertainments and trees this
(Tuesday) evening. The Congregational
Sunday school will have its Christmas entertainment Christmas night.
Wivurna encampment, 1. O. O. F., on
Monday evening elected officers as follows: William E. Joy, chief patriarch;
Harold S. Higgins, high priest; John A.
Moore, S. W.; William A. Alexander, J.
W.; F. L. Mason, scribe; H. F. Wescott,
treasurer.

There will be a recess meeting of the
city government Thursday evening, when
the petition for the laying out of the new
section of the Shore road as a winter road
will be acted upon. The petition for Sunday closing of stores may be acted upon at
the

same

meeting.

Mrs. E. G. Nash, who is in charge of the
Western Union telegraph office, returned
Monday from a vacation of two weeks.
H. H. Duffee, who has been at home from
Boston on a vacation, has been substit uting for her. He will return to Boston
after the holidays.
has
Goodwill Sunriee
corporation
elected the following officers: President,
Charles M. Brooks; vice-president, FreeWheel den;
man S.
secretary, John A.
Lord; treasurer, Charles E. Pio; trustee,
Edmund G. Hopkins; legal committee,
Milton Beckwith; heating committee, E.
A. Lermond, C. E. Pio, Mrs. E. W. Allen.

iuv

>
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result of farther investigations into the
affairs of this institution, they (the directors) were convinced that as a result of
the personal transactions of the late cashier, the bank is insolvent, the complications are many and far reaching, and in
justice to all, the only proper course is to
ask for the appointment of a receiver.”
The shortage is estimated at |2d0,000.
Rev. Ralph E. Conner, officiating at the funeral, said: Every person in the town knew
and l«tyed Mr. Sargent, and his memory
will always be revered, even though there
might have been happenings that would
throw a shadow over his life. The people
gcilb
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Wallace McGownand Mrs. Carrie Lynch
married Sunday evening at 6.30 by
Rev. H. W. Conley.
They will reside at
North EUsworth for the present.

were

Rev. J. D. Prigmore and wife invite all
the children of the village to the parsonage
on
Wednesday afternoon, from 3 to 4
o’clock.
The annual Christmas tree and concert

by the children of the Sunday school will
be held in the vestry Tuesday evening,
beginning at 7.30 o’clock. All are very
cordially invited.
The

children’s concert in the church

1622. Ellsworth proper at that time
contained only sixty-seven dwellings,
some built of logs, but most of them frame
buildings, while in that part of Ellsworth
which in 1821 was annexed to Surry, and
reannexed to Ellsworth in 1829, there were

fifty-one dwellings, one tavern, two stores,
and one meeting-house. There was a
total of 178 voters in Ellsworth and in the
section of Surry now a part of Ellsworth.
Mail was received twice weekly by way of
JBucksport, being carried from there by
Abner Lee, on horseback.
The first meeting of Lygonia lodge for
business was held May 14,1822, in an attic over Major Langdon’s store, on the
west side of the bridge, near where the
steam laundry now stands. This was for
several years the masonic hall.
After the so-called udark age” in masonry—1831 to 1847—Lygonia lodge was
reorganized, and has continued to grow
and prosper uninterrupte dly through the

Sunday evening was a success, and was
largely attended. The programme, w bich
was well rendered, was as follows:
Singing, school; scripture and prayer, Rev. J.
D. Prigmore; recitation, Gertrude Flood;
exercise, three children; recitation, Mrs.
George Austin; singing, Catherine and
Frances
Burton
Conley;
reading,
Milliken; recitation, Bessie Lake; singing,
Lake:
Aiice
school; recitation,
solo, Miss
Bertha Joy; recitation, Doris Heath; sing- past sixty years.
Madeline
Esoteric lodge was organized in 1870,
Fernala;
ing, school; recitation,
singing, five girls; remarks, Rev. Henry and the first regular meeting was held
W. Conley; singing, choir; benediction,
under dispensation on Oct. 7, 1870, and
Rev. J. D. Prigmore.
was duly1 constituted in July of the following year.
GREEN LAKE.
The consolidation of these two strong
lodges is an important event in masonry
arrived
week
from
BosFrank Fitts
this
in Ellsworth, and the result of long ana
ton.

Rebekali Entertainment.
The sewing circle of Nokomis Rebekah
lodge gave a delightful entertainment at
Odd Fellows hall last Wednesday evening.
“The Spirit of *70, or the Coming
Vfcoman,” was presented under the management of Fred *E. Cooke. The parts
were all taken by local talent, and the
play was one of the best ever given in
the hall.
The parts were taken by Mrs. L. F.
Giles, Miss Helen E. Bonsey, Miss Annie
L. Gray, Miss Julia C. Cushman, Fred H.
Osgood and Milton Beckw ith.
John Merrill is at the home ol his son,
Miss Ida L. Higgins played a violin solo, Irving Merrill.
beMiss
Mrs. Frank Wilbur and family, of EllsMaryF. Hopkins
accompanied by
tween the first and second acts, and there worth Falls, have moved to Green Lake.
Wilbur is chopping cord wood.
Mr.
the
Povich
between
was a song by Sammie
Elmer Grace, brother of Fred Grace at tbe
second and third acts. During the evenhatchery, haB caught some fine pickerel,
ing there was a sale of fancy articles and many of them at Rocky pond.
the
home-made candy. A dance follow'd^
Samuel Drinkwater and Bert Foster, of
entertainment with music by Monaghan’s Bangor, spent a day at the lake lately, and
caught
forty-two pickerel, some weighing
orchestra.
two and two and one-half pounds.
The affair was largely attended, and the
The lake is nearly all frozen over. Rockproceeds amounted to |96. Much credit well Spencer, of the fish hatchery, skated
and
is due Mrs. F. A. Orcutt, president,
to the head of tbe lake Sunday. Be reMrs. G. H. Gould, vice-president, pro tern, ported few open places. Tbe boys made a
vain attempt at ice boating, but the wind
and the circle committee.
was too light.
Alfred Robinson and Charles Taylor came
E. W. Lord’s New Office.
Saturday to measure the wood. All that
needed now Is snow for hauling. The
is
E. W. Lord, (or the past five and a hall
Robinson crew has about 800 cords to
years assistant commissioner o( education haul. Hub Emery and A1 Harding, of
of Porto Bico, has accepted a position as Bar Harbor, are employed to hsul it. C.
New England director of the national P. Bennoch is loading two cars this week,
and W. F. Chute has loaded' three.
child-labor committee. Mr. Lord will
have an office in Boston, from which point
COMING EVENTS.
he will conduct the campaign for effective
child-labor laws throughout New EngBLAB WORTH.
land. He enters upon his new work JanTuesday evening, Dec 31, at Odd Feluary 1, 1606. Of his work in Porto Bico, lows
hall—Dancing and card party
the Porto Rico Review says:
under auspioes of woman’s alliance of
The retirement of Mr. Lord from the depart- Unitarian church.
ment of education will be regretted by every
Friday, Jas. 10, at Liberty hall—Fourth
friend of education in the island. He had
become so thoroughly identified with our annual State convention J. O. U. A. M.
educational institutions as tube regarded as
Friday evening, Jan. 17, at Hancock
inseparable from them. From the very be- ball—Dance.
ginning he has been an indefatigable worker,
Friday, Jan. 17, at Odd Fellows ball
and what is more to the point, a moat successful one. Why he resigns we do not know; District convention of Odd Fellows.
—

but this we do know; that education in Porto
Rico has not suffered any such set-back since
the educational era, In the sense of free
We have
schools, dawned for our people.
heard that Mr. Lord will renew his labors in
Boston, and that he haB a very attractive posiHowever this may be, the
tion in that city.

careful deliberation. Consolidation has
been discussed from time to time for several years past, and the fact that at the
meetings of botn lodges last week the vote
to consolidate was unanimous shows that
the masonic spirit of unity prevailed in
this important step.
CHURCH NOTES.
BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A. A. KiUam, pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 29 Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.15. Christian
Endeavor meeting at 7. Evening service,
at 7.30.
Bible Btudy and prayer service at 7.30
Friday evening.
Annual meeting of Society Monday
—

evening.

CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 29 Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Evening
service at 7.30.
at
7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening
—

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. V. F. Sendee, pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 29— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Junior
league at 2.30. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 29— Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.

abbrttiannente.

The Finest Lines I Ever Had

Review wishes him well.

FOR THE
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Mrs. Stella Bay Wiggin is quite ill.
Percy Garland, who has been employed

HOLIDAY TRADE

in Massachusetts the last three years, is at
home on a vacation.
Margaret Matthews, who has been employed at Bar Harbor for some months
past, is at home for the winter.

ARE IN, AND YOU CAN SEE THEM AT MY

30 MAIN ST.

Misses Jessie Fullerton and Vina Bay,
of Bartlett’s Island, who have been visiting friends here and in Brewer, are home.
Mrs. Lydia J. Milliken, who has been
two weeks at Bar Harbor with Mrs. Lionel Stewart, is home.

The lines consists of

spending the past

furniture

|

everything found in a first-class
and house-furnishing store.
_i

WEST ELLSWORTH.
There will be a school Christmas tree at
the grange hall on Christmas night. Miss
Lura P. Carter is the teacher.

The date for the dancing and card party
to be given at Odd Fellows’ ball under
Mrs. Emery Bonzey went to the hospithe auspices of the woman’s alliance
week for [a surgical opbeen tal in Bangor last
of the Unitarian church, has
eration. She is reported as doing well.
moved forward to New Year’s eve, next

STORE,

.

C. R. FOSTER,

ELLSWORTH,

......

MAINE.

ffluttml Bnttfit Cotnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

►rsyer Meeting Tagic

For the VVe.k

EDITED BY

tUrjirning Die. O, 1907.

Its Motto:

El REV. S. T! rovi.n.
Tojtla.—F.trclg: missions. The corning
Kuw n*ay we
triumph, o' t !u c~.es.
hasten It?—Isa. xi. l-lo.
la tLls part of the eleventh chapter
ft his prophecy Isaiah foretells the
Idvent and the character of the Lard
Jesus Christ au-.l prophesies the victorious spiritual restoration of Israel
trader Him and the coining of the
gentiles also to. His standard which
grould mean the universal triumph of
the cross. Centuries have passed into
history since the great prophet spoke,
tint through all the years there has
been arf increasing fulfillment of his
prediction, and never in the history of
the world did the signs of the times
Indicate their complete fulfillment
more than today. The coming triumph
Of the cross is assured. Those who are
Interested in hastening it are not engaged in a losing but a winning cause
and therefore should be the more zeal
onsly consecrated to their work as related to foreign missions. The world
may seem steeped in wickedness and
In sin. but our God is a great God
and in a day may turn tbe current all
tbe other way and literally fulfill the

1

all communications to

A FLAG TO BU FBOCD OF.

The America*,

At a fourth of July dinner in Shanghai n few
years ago, the English council, in toasting the
British flag, said: "Here's to the Union Jack,
the flag of nags; the flag that has floated on
every continent and on every sea for a j
thousand years; the fla; on which the sun
never sets."
It was such a strong sentiment that the
Americans were a little overawed until the
American humorist, Eli Perkins, was called
to toast the stars and stripes.
Looking
directly into the face of the Englishman he I
said: “Here’s to the atari and stripes of the |
new republic; when the setting son lights np |
her stars in Alaska, the rising sun salutes her
on the rock bound coast of Maine. It is the
flag of liberty, never lowered to any foe. and
the only flag that whipped the flag on which
the snn never sets."

Ellsworth, Me.
THE THREE KINGS.

The kings came riding from far away
Melchoir and Gasper and Baltasax;
Three wise men out of the East were they.
And they travelled by night and they slept

by

day,
For their
star.

guide

was a

beautiful, wonderful

And when they came to Jerusalem,
Herod the Great, who had heard this thing.
Sent for the Wise Men and questioned them,
And said: “Go down into Bethlehem
And bring me tidings of this new king.”

Here4a a nice quotation I thinks
THB

And the three kings rode through the gate
and the guard.
Through the silent street, till their horses
turned
And neighed as they entered the great inn

T'-day the nc-iae of battle.
7 be

next

1. Tli? past triumph of the cross is nn
n of it's future triumph. Who;;
Christ ascended into heaven He left
the cate of tbe church in the bauds of
aleven men and a few other followers.
He commanded them to preach the
gospel "unto the uttermost parts of the
earth." It seemed like an impossible
task, and yet withiu a ecutury the
In
Roman world knew of Christ.
three centuries a Christian emperor
ruled in Rome. Since that time Christianity has spread throughout Eorotie,
America and from them to tbe great
gentile nations cf tbe worfd. It has
Tbe
met with persistent opposition.
blood of martyrs has been the seed of
the church. Yet It has ever gone on
“conquering and to conquer.” Through
•be past only can we read the future.
iWhat has been can be and will be.
and still greater things will be. for
“God Is marching on.”

Fut the windows
were

auiautxuicui

vi

iuc

nui in

And

improvements. Missionaries
•f the cross only a few years ago refor
traveling,
quired great time
months to cross the ocean, many days
ef walking from stations on mission
•elds, weeks and months for communi-

com^

liwv

UODUIGS.

Fa. 11, 1-12; Isa. 11. 1-3; lx, 6. 7; 111, 7:
lxll, 1-12; lxxlli Dan. il, 31-Si; Mlcah
tv, 1-3; Matt kill. 33; xxvlU. 19. 20;
Acte t 8; Rev. vi. 1, 2.
Value of PladgM In India.
Secretary Halllwell of the Indian
Union describes an address In which
Sir Andrew Fraser, lieutenant governor at Bengal, highly commended Christian Endeavor, and here is an extract
from fba{ very encouraging speech:
*T remember eoee when ou tour corn-

tag across a solitary Indian Christian
who, I suppose, never saw a Christian
missionary or minister from one year’s
end to another. He was e very small
postmaster In an oat of the way*vli-

"1 forgot how I

to know that
fee was a Christian. Perhaps he came
to aae me, or some one may have told
him of the Uttle service wa held in onr
tent. At any rate. I came to know
about him and sent for him to have a
talk. I found that he knew his Bible
well, that every day ha and his wife
read tbe word of God together and
prayed, and were sometimes joined by
one or two of the villagers.
“To such as these, to the Indian
Christian scattered abroad in the vlllagta, lonely men or Uttle groups of
two or three, the Christian Endeavor
pledges are a very great help.”
came

Complete Mastery by Christ.
What Bndeevorere need to long for
and also earnestly pray far la the compete mastery at themselves by Christ
The Instrument may be a poor, mean
sue, bat If swept by the touch of His
kingly hand and enveloped sad indwelt every day by His divine presence the possibilities of experience and
aai ilns will lie great Indeed.
Poet as I am, young, strong and free,
Ta ha the bast that I can be,
truth and righteousness and Thee,
Lord of my life, I come.
Australian Christian Endeavor Link.

closed and the doors

light in the stable burned.
kine,

—Longfellow.

|
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|

|
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A Merry Christmas to you all, dear
Mutual friends. May the joys, the associations or the memories of the day, bring
to each of you pleasure or help or comfort,
so that some need of your heart shall be
satisfied, some hope ire realized, some
courage stored up for the future.
Though scattered as we are among ao
many homea and in so many different
states, Christmas Day our thoughts will
go to the East and West, the North and
South, to the many members of our valued
M. B. circle.
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3tnong tl>c ®rangtr*.

Chrtto, overseer; Georgie Ghetto i«.
turer; Jay Condon, stewerd; Alfred Chet.
This colama U devoted to the Grange, es- **
etewsrt; Bay Gray, tree.pecially to ths graagea of Hancock county. nrer; L B. Coombs, secretary;
Myrle0t.
Ths colama is opsa to all grangers tor ths cntt, gatekeeper; Gertrude
Mseon. Oere.
discussion of torlos of geasral interest, sad Mamie
BiUinge, Pomona; Madeline Ham
for reports of grunge meetings. Make letters
Flora; Blanohe Boberiaon, lady asaUtant’
short and concise. All communications must
Lottie Gray, organist.
be sigsrd, but names will not he printed ex- ■teward;

kitTery to caribou.
Mrs. John R. McMahon, baiter known
by her maiden name and pen name ol
Margherita Arlina Hamm, died in New
York laet week, aged forty yeara. Mrs.
McMahon had been a newspaper and story
writer for years, and was the only woman
war ooneapondent in Cuba daring the

cept by permission of ths writer. All comSpanish-American war.
pknobsoot.
munications will be subject to approval by
Dr. Edward Pay son George, a prominen the
Penobscot grange met in regular
editor, but none will be rejected without
meet
dentist of Thomaaton, died Thursday of good reason.
ing Friday evening, Dee. 20. Three canblood poispning. He practiced dentistry
didates were instructed in the third
end
fourth degrees. W. 8.
sixteen years in Frankfort, Ky., and in the
Bridges, worthy
DATCB.
Civil war was in the Confederate army,
master-elect, haring 'declined the office
Friday, Jan. 10 —Meeting of Green a new ballot was taken which
a
North
captain in
serving as a
resulted in
Carolina regiment. He was born in New Mountain Pomona with John Parity the election of Boy F. Leach.
grange, Bast Sullivan.
It was voted to have Installation Jan
Hampshire sixty-live years ago.
3
Friday, Jan. M—Meeting of Hancock Refreshments were served during the
The Congregational church in Wiscasaet,
Pomona
with
reoeea.
After
grange
recess
Sedgwick
a
courtgrange.
short
of
Lincoln
a
the
and portion
boudty
programme
was carried out consisting of
house, were burned Saturday night by a
songs, readSTATE G1A1VOB.
etc.
There
is
stories,
were
church.
It
ings,
Are which started in the
forty-three
The thirty-fourth annual meeting of the
patron* present, including six visitors
supposed that the furnace in the church,
State grange was formally opened from
Maine
Rainbow
and
destine,
where a fire had been started to heat the
Narrsmissic
Dec. 17 at Lewiston by State Master Obagranges. An enjoyable evening wee spent.
building for Sunday, became overheated. diah
of
Hock
who
for
ten
Gardner,
land,
The loss on the church is fB,000 and on
years has been at the head of the order in
HIGHLAND, NOKTH PENOBSCOT.
the court-house |B,000.
this State. The forenoon was devoted to
Highland grange held its regular meetVery Rev. Michael C. McDonough, pas- the opening of the convention, while ths ing Friday evening, Dec. 20, with
about
tor of St. Mary’s Ostbolic church in Ban- annual address of the state master and rethirty member* and on* visitor. Tbs
gor, has been appointed by Bishop Walsh fbrts of officers and committees occupied treasurer-elect, having declined to
serve
to succeed the lste Rev. Mgr. Thomas H. tbeattention of the
patrons at the after- tor tpe ensuing year, Bro. W. Homer
Wallace as pastor of St. Patrick’s Catholic noon eeaalon.
Lowell was elected to dll the
vacancy.
The reception given the Patrons of Bro. E. E. Gross gave an
church, of Lewiston, and will leave the
interesting acfirst of next month to assume his new Husbandry by the
of
count
of
his
Lewiston
and
to
people
the State grange at
trip
duties. A new pastor of St. Mary’s parish Auburn in the city hall
Monday evening Lewiston.
will be appointed probably in February.
was in every way a success.
Hundreds of
FAMOUS. HAMOOCX.
Gecrge A. Thomas, aged eighty-eight the leading citizen! of the twin cities
Pamola grenge held its regular
were
and
while
who
for
more
than
had
meeting
the
function was
present,
fifty years
years,
Dec. 21, with
eighty
been the great entertainer of Portland, under the auspices of the Lewiston and Saturday evening,
members and four visitors present. After
died Friday. He was known to members Auburn business men’s association, it
the usual business, four candidates were
of the theatrical and musical profession all was general, and everyone was interested
introduced and instructed in the third end
over
the country as “Uncle George’’. in the success of the occasion.
fourth degrees. A harvest supper followed.
A concert was given by the St. Cecilia
William W. Thomas, Jr., lor many years
Peet Master Denlel H. Saunders was
minister of the United States to the court boys’ band of Lewiston, and there was a
and sa a token of
appreol Sweden and Norway, is his nephew.
pleasing vaudeville entertainment. An reported very Hi,
ciation of bia many past favors and his
the part of
Herbert S. Dyer, aged forty-five, ol address was delivered on
efforts
in
untiring
the
making
the business men by I. B. Isaacson, presigrange a
Portland, prominent throughout the State
dent of tbe Business Men’s association. ■access, the relief committee was instructas a mineralogist and expert in graphite
ed to procure for him a Christmas rcmemmines, was accidentally shot and killed Mayor Morey welcomed the guests in be_

half of the citizens of the two cities. A
was made by State
Master Gardner. To the music of an orchestra, many enjoyed dancing until a
late hour.
The election of officers took place Wednesday. There was no choice on the diet
ballot for master, the re-election of Obadiah Gardner, of Rockland, being contested
sharply by frienda of C. 8. Steston, of
Greene. On the first ballot Stetson bad
Gardner an, scattering 6.
Mr. StetMoen bad taken out the chamber and sup- an,
son lacked two votes of the
necessary maposed he emptied ont the cartridges, but
jority. On the second ballot, Mr. Stetson
He
one remained in the chamber.

by bis own gun Friday afternoon at
CsmsponDriui.
Madrid, while hunting. A man passing
in a sleigh beard cries coming from the
The Kvll of Intemperance.
bushes, and upon investigation found
Gott’b Island, Dec. 11,1807.
Dyer lying in the snow with a wound in
To the Editor of The American:
the body. He died a few hours later.
1 leel that I cannot withhold a lew
Mabel Pelkey, aged twelve years, ol
word, ot approval in regard to the corWaterviiie, was killed Thiksday by the
ol
bom
North
Fenobrespondence
“H”,
discharge of a revolver in the hands of her
scot, concerning the Old Town riot. 1 am uncle, Charles Moen, at the latter’s home.
is
man
really glad that there at least one
The children were playing with a revolve;.

in onr denr old State ol Heine who will
condemn those law-breakers who set at
defiance onr officer, when in the discharge
ol their official duties.
ouch lawlessness, when carried on in
is a disgrace, and should bs
1 any place,
condemned by every loyal citizen. I
Dear Auut Hadge ana Mutual*:
sincerely bops that we may hear words of
How nicely everything was expressed in the
j condemnation from every law-abiding
last issue of Th Auxucam. When I am I
who is opposed to lawlessness and
the busiest, lots of things come to me that I j citizen
could write, bat when the time comes that I < anarchy, for it can bq called nothing else.
1 read with disgust what some papers
could have the time to send a few thought#,
state in regard to the expense of sustaining
they do not drop easily from my pen.
1
Yesterday I saw in the papers I was reading s Sturgis commission. Hr. Editor, but
these few selections, and they appealed to me for those
lew-breakers, there would be no
so strongly and helpfully that I thought they I
cause for such officials.
Tbe two greatest
might be of some good to others. I send them evils of
land all know
our
were
in sections numbered so yon can print
and intemperanee- The former
whole or part as yon choose. They contain slavery
such rich things that I could not pick out just has been whiped out, and I do sincerely
what you would like beat. To all the aunt# hope that tbe other evil may also be
and sisters I send greetings of the season.
i overcome.
Ibish Molly,
It is surprising to me to tee some men
A merry Christmms and a happy New Year!
who uphold the sale of intoxicating
To every one of oar friends, old and young, i
ss a beverage, when the effect Of
far and sear, in every state in the Union, S liquors
every city on the continent, everywhere! his salanic majesty’s death-dealing cup
them
and
man*
holiday greetings reach
M*7,
ifold blessing* be showered upon them, may have entered families well known to
through the Christmas season and all through them. Still we hear so few voices raised
*
the New Year about to dawn.
•
against wha( is now the greatest evil of
We are approaching the end of another ( our country, and which causes, directly
I
is
a
time
to
look ahead, to view
good
year. It
the prospect. It is also the best time for in* I or indirectly, a large percentage of all the
trospection. for retrospection; the time for murders, to saj nothing of the broken
an
account of stock, for summing np !
taking
hearts, the starving children, the homes
the balance of profit and loos.
Try this, aud see what yon find. Do you of misery and woe.
discover any results in gain worthy a man?
Are there not others who may be beard
Have yon finished a year of profitable growth?
What nave you acquired that is valuable—
from qn this subject; if so, Is t them bs
what that is nourishing to the intellect ask*
afmd to speak.
Chips.
ing culture, useful to the arte wanting skill, not
inspiring and satisfying to the soul? weigh
—

!

FSI BHD.

We*are sorry for all yoor painful experience, but pleased to know you are improving now. Your letter and quotations will
be greatly enjoyed.
Aunt Madge.

Then tbe kings rode ont of the city gate
With a clatter of hoofs in proud array;
But they went not back to Herod the Great,
For they knew his malice end feared his hate,
And re^nmed to their homes another way.

physical

cations with their co-laborers at home.
But how all has changed! Great ocean
liners to carry them across the ocean:
■wift traveling steam trains to bear
them from station to station; telegraphs, telephones, oceanic cables and
even the wonderful Marconi system of
telegraphy are being used and will be
more frequently used in their labors.
The world is growing smaller every
day, and God’s hand is in every advancement for the sooner
triumph of the cross.
8. Another Indication of the coming
triumph of the cross Is the increasing
Interest which laymen are taking in
Its advancement. The burden formerly fell upon the women of the church
and even the children, but now the
men are being aroused to great interest in the work, as evidenced by the
laymen's movement recently formed
and the increased gifts of our Christian
rich men to the cause of missions.
But all can help in bringing about
the future triumph of the cross. Every
dollar given to missions, every effldent
effectual prayer offered for the world’s
salvation, every aoul saved, hastens by
that much the coming of the Lord,
when all men shall acknowledge Him
to be the King of kings and Lord of
lords.

a

OF A

In putting sleeves in waists, gather the top
three times close together and they will stay
In place better while basting them in. I
haven’t written half I want to, bat all you
will want to read, I think; anyway, I want to
come again, so will hope I haven’t worn my
welcome out this time.
Hope you will all have a delightfully pleasNaillil.
ant, happy Christmas.

barred.

And cradled there in the scented hay,
In the air made sweet by the breath of
The little Child, in the manger lay.
The Child, that would be King one day,
Of a kingdom not hum in, bur divine.

tu

conveniences indicates the
coming triumph of Christianity. God
directs all things, even great modem
material

only

were

VALUS

So long as we love we serve; so long as wc
are loved by others I would almost say that
we are indispensable; and no man Is useless
while he hsa a friend.—Robert Louis Stevenson.

yard;

the victor's song.

tadlcatl

ftr

“Helpful and Hopeful

terchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicit*
communications, and Itssuocessdepend* largely
on the support given It In this respect. Communications rou*t be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permissionCommunications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

The i:: Mentions of the coming triumph t I the cross and its speedy coming are many and forceful.

iuc

"AUKT MADGE**.

The purpose* of thl* column are succinctly
stated la the title and motto—it is fur tbe mutual
benefit, and alia* to be helpful and hopeful.
Being l„r tbe common good. It la f#r tbe common use—a public servart, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In-

couplet:

Am

used to ran ia to yoor niece’s when you visited there. You will know my reason for not
answering your card.
I wonder if the M. B. who ia ia Malden intends to go to the Ellsworth reunion, which is
to be held in Paul Revere hall, Boston, in February, and doea she ever go to the meetings
of the Pine Tree association In the Mmlden
I attend the association, and
auditorium.
wonld like to meet her if the doea.
Christmas is most here. I saw some useful
home-made gifts, among them a covering for
silk waists, made of a square of cheese cloth,
fine, pretty colors, an inch hem all round it,
feather stitched, a small hole cut in the
Center as large as a silver dollar and feather
stitch ronnd that, to pat over the hanger, and
it keeps the waist fxvm dust as it hangs in
the closet.
I came across this article about onr flag;
think it is good enough to pass along:

AtturtUtamu*

YTff

I

Our delicious Cod Liver
preparation without oil.
Better than old-fashioned
pointed was
elected, by one majority.
the revolver at the little girt and snappped
The other officers are: Overseer, Boy- cod liver oil and emulsions
it several times until the chamber re- ;
den Scarce, East Holden; lecturer, W. J. to restore health for
volved to the cartridge, when it was disSouth China; steward, D. G.
Thompson,
The
bullet
entered
the
Old people, delicate children,
charged.
girl’s ;
Hall, West Eden; assistant steward, E. C.
head. She lived but a short time.
weak
run-down persons, and
1 Patten,
Topsham; chaplain, J. H. Little,
South Paris; treasurer, E. E. Additon, after sickness, colds, coughs,
BTONINGTON.
Leeds; secretary, E. H. Libby, Auburn; bronchitis and all throat and
Mr*. George Eaton is very ill.
gatekeeper, a K. Cushman, Steuben;
Howard G. SpoSord and wile are at Ceres, Mrs. W. J. Thompson, South China; lung troubles.
Hotel Btonington.
Pomona, Mrs. Boyden Beane, East Try it on our guarantee.
Mrs. C. P. Moon and son are in Exeter, I Holden; Flora, Mrs. C. a Steston, Greene;
Q. A. PARCHER, Druggist.
lady assistant steward, Mrs. E. C. Patten,
N. H., for the holidays.
1

Florian

Arey

is home from

academy for the holidays.
Simeon Goes is building

Hebron,

Topsham.

Ellsworth, ruine.

_

HASSAPAqUA, SOUTH BLUHHUA.
held a regular meeting Thursday evening, Dee. M. The folthe west end near the Condon store.
officers were elected: L. H. SibMrs. O. T. Ware and daughter Grace ar- : lowing
rived this week from Sedgwick to visit ley, master; B. E. Sylvester, sr., overseer;
j Aliee Eaton, lecturer; B. E.
Sylvester, jr.,
friends.
steward; Gonxelo Herrick, assistant stewJames McGuire left tor New York on
|
Lulie Gandage, chaplain; A. W.
ard;
I
Tuesday. He will be employed there for Eaton,
;
treasurer; Beulah Eaton, secrethe winter.
tary; Leslie Gandage, gatekeeper; 8. C.
1
J. J. Smith, president of the Benvenue Eaton, Ceres; Flora
Hodgdon, Pomona;
Granite Co., came from New York on Sat- Grace Sylvester,
Flora; Martha Sylvester,
urday to look over the works.
lady assistant steward.
The clam factory at Burnt cove clones
SRDOW1CA.
this week. The employees will give a ball
Sedgwick grange met Dec. 20, with a
Monday evening. Music by the Granite
fair attendance. The third and fourth deCity band.
were conferred upon one candidate.
Deputy-Sheriff Eaton arrested an Italian grees
The worthy master being absent, in atwith an unpronounceable name, for selltendance at State grange, the lecturer
what you have in the scales of truth—
ing liquor. He was filled |M, and sen-Then at the balance let’s be mute,
filled the chair. Refreshments were served
tenced to thirty days in jail.
SOUTH BBOOK8VILLE.
We never can adjust it”—
by lady officers.
That is, for the yean that an gone. The past
Tbe schooner Louisa Frances, Cupt.
There are many rumors in the air regardis a record. The figures are made, and like
the laws of the Mcdes and Persians, they Chatto, is discharging coal at the steam- ing the business on ths quarries. It is
KABB3BSIDB, SOUTH BBOOHSVHAB.
not—they must stand as they an, boat wharf.
change
said that the Benvenue will start up
whether for or agaiast us.
At the regular tnnstlug of Harborside
Crosby Ladd, who is attending the sem- again next week and that several of the grange, P. of H., Wednesday
Thanks for yoor letter and the clippings.
.Dec. 18, the
con tracts.
I am Tsanrvinf some for the New Year’s inary at Bucksport, is at home foe the other companies have large
following officers ware chosen log the enChristmas holidays.
The grand ball given by Uniform rank, suing year: T. T.
column.
Havey, master; M. D.
Oapt. J. F. Hutchinson and crew, of K. of P., at the'opera house on Wedneswas
a
decided
success.
About
schooner Menawa, which is hauled up at day,
ninety
Charles Kingsley, an English clergyman, Mariners harbor, S. I., era at boms.
couples were present. There was great
enthusiasm over the naw drill. The Bar
poet and novelist, wae born on Jane lj, mg, at
Mrs. Viola B. Haskell, teacher of Buck’s Harbor band furnished music.
Dartneosr, Devon. Both as a wViler and in hie
Harbor school, accompanied by fifteen ot
An Italian boy named Guiney, sliding
personal Intercourse with men, Kingsley wae
her pupils, visited the Cape Boater school
a thoroughly
stimulating teacher. As a
down hill, ran into a telegraph pole, and
he
was
Thursday.
and
earnest.
vivid, eager
preacher,
waa knocked senseless. He was carried A Won*trial
Pilot,
One ot the very best of his writings is a
Oapt. Joshua L. Chatto, of South Blue- into Mrs. V. Gees’ house, and a physician
sermon called "The Use sago of the Church
died at the home of his daughter, sent for. When the physician arrived, the
hill,
Skin
Skin
to Working Men". As a novelist, his chief
Mrs. J. E. Cousins, Saturday, Dsc. 14. boy was sitting up looking around for his
facaltlee
power lay la his descriptive
sled, and than want out to slide again.
Cato ami
“Westward Ho,” “Hypatia,” “Two Yean Capt. Chatto was a former resident of this
Nihil.
Dec. B.
place, but moved to South Blushill a few
Ago,” “At Last”, were his later novels.
Braisas.
He leaves a widow and three
As a poet, he wrote but little, bat that be years ago.
DUSKY.
wrote with singular facility. He died at children by
a farmer marriage- CSpt.
Doan’s Ointment U the bn* skin treatThe fishermen am not doing anything
in
Eversley
Hampshire, after a short tllnaes, Joshua B., of Sargent villa; Warren H., of
tor want of ice.
on January a, 1*75.
B. B. 8.
ment, and the cheapest, because so little
South
Brooksville, and Mrs. Jacob
Everett Stone caught a large mink in a
Far your response to request -for sketch Cousins.
is required to cure. It cores piles alter
trap a few days ago.
of Charles Kingsley, I am truly grateful,
Dec. 21.
C.
ot torture. It cures obstinate cases
yean
There will be e union Christmas tree in
for 1 wanted it lor our column very much.
Not long ago 1 beard of a young lady wbo
the Baptist church Chrietmaa night.
of ecrema. It cores all skin itching. It
OELAND.
went into a bookstore end asked for
Stephen H. Goodwin, who haa been ill curse skin
eruptions. It heals cuts,
Charles Kingsley’s latest book, not knowMr*. J. Fred Partridge baa been quite with the grip, is able to be oat again.
ing be wae dead. However, she is not a ill several days.
scratches
and abrasions without
bruises,
Bart Young, of South Surry, baa moved
reader of our column.
Miss Annie Johnson, ol Dedham, ia at into Mrs. dan Chrter’e house in tbii
leaving a soar. It cane permanently.
John Ames’ for a few weeks.
village.
Dear Aunt Madge and all Ihe M. S.’s
Ellsworth testimony proves It.
Bev. W. B. Dunham baa been balding
Mrs. D. B. Connor haa spent a few days
I am Just glad to be able to “take my pea in
Beat Bluehill the last
revival
at
C. E. Sinclair, blacksmith, living on
of
this
week
Mrs.
with
D.
G.
meetings
Rich.
hand” and drop yon a line. Since 1 wrote to
two weeks.
you all before, I have been In the hospital
Ospt. Adalbert Webster, who has been
Main St., near the edge of the town, EllsM. B. Linneken, E. D. Smith apd J. F.
again, but thanks to skilful surgeons and very ill several weeks, remains a boot tbs
careful nursing I am out once again, though
Staples upraised the estate ot Bettis Da- worth, Me., says: “I suffered for years
vis
oue day last week.
it will be months before I can take up my
from an Irritation which a number of
Miss Helen Marks has returned to Vasusual work.
Mrs. Dunham, wife of Bev. W. fl. DunI have enjoyed the nice letters every week. sal boro, where she has charge of cos of
ham, came home from Mew Brunswick ointments and remedies failed to oars. 1
The papers which came when I could not read the graded schools.
UatWadnaaday night.
base bean in misery when enraged in my
were kept tor me.
Mrs. Eunice Asha is at boms after a
lbs. MoOruw, wife of Bev. J. D. McO, Dell, what a mess you must have had. brief
business, and the irritation fairly tortured
visit with her cousin, Mrs. Albert
Grow, of Pembroke, with her daughter
I have just had three ceilings in my flat
of Hat Orland.
Flossie, is vieitiug her eon, Sandy Mo- me. I learned of Doan’s Ointment and
whitened, and it made lets of dirt and dust- Gay,
of this piece.
bat won’t yoa be flue whan you ere all done?
Mrs. Lana Gilpatrick ia at home after Onw,
procured it at E. G. Moore’s drug store.
Fled Linneken, who has been clerking
I want to thank all the sisters who sent me oaring for Mrs. Elmer Barnard a few
It not only benefited me, bnt cared me,
the cards. I have quite a collection and none weeks. Mrs. Barnard la
for Shaw, Hammond A Osrney, of Fortimproving after land,
and lean recommend it without hesitasame home Saturday night to spend
are more valued than those I have of Maine s
serious illness of pneumonia.
Christmas with his parents.
and from Maine people.
tion to any parson suffering from fesema,
a.
Dee,
D.
Dec. M.8.
Yes, B. B. fl., I am the same woman wbo
hemorrhoids, barns, or anything for
A Dangerous Deadlock,
which an ointment is required.”
Makes the Liver Lively.
Here’s Good Advice.
that sometimes terminates fatally, is the
Palsy's Orlno Laxative gives permanent reFor sale by all dealers. Price 10 cents.
0. S. Woolever, one of the best known
of liver and bowel functions. lief in esses of habitual oonsuputlon, as It
merchants of Le fiaygvill*, N. Y., says: stoppage
To quickly end thia condition without stimulates tbs liver cud restores the natural Foster-Milburn Go., Buffalo, N. Y sola
“If you are ever troubled with piles, apwithout
these
action
of
the
bowels
irritating
disagreeable sensations, Dr. King’s New
like pills or ordinary cathartics. egente for the United States.
ply Bncklen's Arnica Salve. It gnred me Life Pills ahould
always be your remedy. organs
of them for good 20 years ago.” Guarannot nauseate or grips and is mild sad
Guaranteed absolutely satisfactory in Doss
Bemember the name—Doan’s—and take
mams Foley’s
Remember
th*
to
take.
teed for bores, wounds, burns or abrasions,
pleasant
every case or money back, at E. G. Orlno Laxative and refuse substitutes. G. A.
25c. at E. G. moose’s drug store.
no other.
Moose’s
store. Me.
Psscnsa.
a

new store at

Conpoun#—Cures
Ecztaw,
Itchini,
Eruptions,

__

BafltuM set attimtwru

Massepaqua grange

Works Wonders.

drug

brnnee.

pleasing response
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Tnlaa leaving Blleworth 7.11 a m and 4.30 p
BA.aadarrieiawBlleworth ll.ram, 10.52pm.
connect with Washington Co. By.
t Btop on signal to conductor,
gSteps only to loaee powongero from points
oastol Washington JsacMoa.
Thee* trains eoaaoetat Bancor with through
to and from Portland,
tnlaa

QMjdaia jUaa,
an

to proearnestly requeetly
the train*, and

*

ill

and Fall* to

O. P. * T. A.

BOOTHBY,
P. EVANS.
Vlce-Pre*. and Goal Maaacer.

GEO.

_

B.

EABTBRN

Steamship Company.
Meant Detert and HlaahUI OlrlAlon

TWO nir

bBBTIC*.

lltawi hnli
Bar IHikB ta Him
Rockland ta Boaion

08.00.

01.78.

Btaaaar leaver Bar Harbor at 8a m

Hoj-

Harborfstonlnrlon.
ssraSMssr
North
BoekUad, eonnectl-g
Hareh and
•teener for Berto a.

with

unnoHNs
Btaanar laoTW Foatar’e wharf. BoMoo, Tueevia
daya and Friday* at tpw.for Wlnlarporl

Bookland and laaaewadialo landing*.
Laoro Bookland at M8 a at or on arrival0'
•learner from Boaton, Wednoadaya and Baturdaya, for BlaohUl and Bar Harbor »U Interne
diets landtag*.
All fnlght, aloepl Uveatoek, U tnaored agalnei
6re and nsanae risk.
B. 8. J. Honan, Agent, Bar Harbor, He.

A Theatrical
Santa Claus,
By JEFFERSON DE ANCELIS.

HE week before Christmas In
New York, "once upon a time,
not so very long ago,” showed
Broadway full of eager shoppers, making tracks through a heavy
fall of snow which the street sweepers
had not yet cleared away. Up and
down the magic street and Its companion arteries In the retail district a
jostling crowd, pushing, fighting Its
way, sought to catch glimpses of the
many treasures temptingly displayed
In the shop windows. Great extremes
of life bumped elbows. The girl from
the east sfde, coming down from the
slums to view the good things—things
forbidden to her pocketbook—brushed
her threadbare skirts against the fur
lined gown of the danghter of the rich.
The almond eyed Celeetlal from the
Chinese district mingled the opium
scent of bis blouse with the delicate
violet of the well dressed crowd. Chlldren from Fifth avenue In their smart
clothe* edged away from squalidly
dressed urchins with unwashed faces
and uncombed hair.

happy contentment reflected on the faces of thousands. In
contrast to tbs pinched, hungry, hopeless, feverish eyed faces of the other
thousands so strangely mingled on the
world’s greatest thoroughfare.
At the Rlnlto theater great preparations were in progress for the prodnc-.
tlon of a new comic opera. Rehearsals
bad been going on from early morning
until midnight, day In and day out.
The back of the big stage was a veritaUnfinished scenery and
ble chaos.
There

was

mysterious looking “props” were being
skillfully fashioned Into counterfeit
presentations of camels, for there was
to be a grand march of the king's carathe desert

There was an
elephant, too, aa big as life, and osvan across

any moment. Tenderly the rough old !
fellow led the bonny one to a proscenium box nnd, lifting her Into n big
upholstered chair, which she far from
filled, bade her wait. A busy rehearsal
was
In progress, whleh the child
watched with no special curiosity, for
the sight was a familiar one to her,
until after a succession of nods she fell

asleep.
Every

DEER ISLE.

Christmas In
Cactus Center.
.caret in Cactua Cantar, and there ain’t no bargain atoraa
Far to atart them Monday ruahee that
break down the etouteet doora,
But wo had tome Chriatmaa ahoppin’

WOMEN’S

the stage was too busy
to notice the mite as she rested there,
one foot curled under, her
pretty face
snugly pressed into the corner of the
softly padded chair. Her red tam had
slipped off, and her hair was loosely
massed in ringlets about her face and
neck.
In a few minutes the stage
manager abruptly stopped the evolutions and singing to announce that an
hour would be given for something to
eat. So there followed a hurrying to
nearby cafes and luuch places, and the
big theater was left dark and silent,
where only a few moments previous
had resounded the voices of chorus, the
shuffling and patter of feet and the
shouts of the excited director. After
awhile, one by one and In pairs and
more, the company began to assemble again.
There was still a good
half hour, and the boys and girls
of the chorus accepted the opportunity
to chat and gossip as they sat on
boxes, bundles of carpet or even squatted on the floor of the stage, their talk
causing a hum to reeound throughout
the big auditorium.
And still the child slept on.
Suddenly there was an ominous hush
as Manager Hardcrnft strode upon the
stage, shaking snow from hts fur lined
coat and shining silk hat. His keen
eyes pierced the darkness toward the
boxes, probably In an effort to detect
any of the company who might be
stealing some comfort In the box seats,
a
He
privilege, strictly forbidden.
roughly demanded to know who the
“kid" was asleep In one of his forty
dollar chairs. Calling old Pete from
his post at the back, be wanted to
know who let her la, anyway. Going
to the little sleeper, Pete deftly took
the envelope from the little hand which
still clasped It, however loosely. The
great man impatiently tore open the
note, gave It a swift glance, crunched
it and, throwing It among the footlights, gave a pull at bis cigar and
strode hurriedly into the street. The
company crowded forward to view the
little Intruder.
Tony Thompson, the
comedian of the organization, picked
up the note, straightened out its creases
and read aloud:
one on

that tha town ain’t over yet,
Jeat baoauaa of ono amall woman and
a drug atora toilat aat.
Sha

Cactua Center’a teacher, and
aha hadn’t iaft tha atage
'Fora aha had tha boya plum locoed,
and I don’t bar youth nor age.
Sha waa cute and amart and pretty,
and aha might ’a’ bean hare yet
If it hadn’t been for Dawaon and hia
drug atora toilat aat.

THE TWXEEIiIKG LIGHTS ILLUMINATED THE
PIUUHK or SANTA CLAUS.

trlcbes and weird objects, all piled In
confusion with artificial plants and
floral devices, glittering armor and all
the thousands of odd things that were
being prepared for the most dazzling
comic opera of the year, “The Minstrel
of the Sahara.”
The scenic artists had been working
day and night for weeks, and, with the
"opening" now only a few days oft, the
managers were nervously dreading
that the beautiful effects would not be
finished In time. To add to this fear,
Henry Granger, the artist on whom
the projectors of the great spectucle
had mainly depended, had succumbed
to the strain of working for days and
nights without sleep and scarcely stopping for anything to eat. He lay at
his little east side home, tossing and
raving in the delirium of typhoid fever.
He had been absent from the
“painter's bridge” for nearly a fortnight, and, although his loss was considered serious at first, some one else
had filled his plncc, and now he was
forgotten. Scenic artists, like actors,
are Improvident creatures, and If any
-of the warm hearted stage folk had
had time to think of aught except the
uuuee tuui

ueiguru

bo

ueaviij

ou

euvu

might have
every one they
thought that the sick man, out of work
and helplessly ill, might be suffering
for want of money. Granger was a
favorite generally, and many a time
had he gone down Into bis scant savings to help swell a contribution to
some needy professional in distress. If
anything ever reminded the company
of Granger's absence it might have
been that his little girl, an only one of
aeven, came no more with the artist's
meals, as she used to when be painted
away up there on the “bridge.” She
was a sweetly coy little thing, her
great bine eyes aet In a thoughtful
and pale face, surrounded by golden
curls.
And now It was Christmas eve, at 4
o’clock In the afternoon
Old Pete,
the stage door tender, was startled
from hts reveries back In the shadow
of his cage by the sweet voice of a
child. She had “a note from mamma
to Mr. Hardcraft, the manager.” No,
the manager was not around Juat then,
but she could wait He might be back
and

People

an

Talkies About U.

sad Tar cun* oougha,
bronchitic and all throat and lung trouble*.
Remember th* aaaa* Folay’s Honay and Tar
and refuse to accept come unknown preparation of little or ao merit which may contain
aom* harmful drug*. The genuine contains
O. A.
no harmful drugs and 1* sate and sun.

Pasoans.

After exposure or when yon feel a eold coma tew doeee of Foley’s Honey and
rar and It will expel the cold from your system. It cares the moat stubborn coughs and
solds, and prevents pneumonia, G. A. Pabdhsb.

Batter.

A coupon—good for xoc box of Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment or xoc package of Sweet’s Headache Powders wrapped with every bottle#

Best

loose, per ton.

Baled..I<@

6
3

Straw.

Loose.
Sail
Baled.
13
Vegetables.
Potatoes ,pk
20 Onions, b
04 303
02 Parsnips, lb
Turnips, b
03
03 Carrots,
03
Squash. lb
03 Cabbage, ib
C3
Beets, lb
05 Beans—per qt—
Radishes, bunch
Celery, bunch
20@25 Yellow-eye
10312
30
10
Pea,
Spinach pk
Frnlt.

Oranges, dos"
Apples, pk
Cranberries qt,

30 333
25350 Lemons doi
25@50 Pineapples,each 15323
10pl2

For Muscular Strains
Folks who have used Lee’s

once will use no other.
Comes in
the bottle that contains about twice as much as you
get of
any other for 35 cents. Ask your nearest trader.

CALDWELL SWEET CO., Props.

Bangor, Maine.

Those racking headaches quickly disappear when Sweet’s Headache
Powders are used. 10 cents.

Groceries,

IT WAS THEN BEACH THE

8HOOTIN'.

Well, the biddln’ started lively, and It
got to gittin’ hot,

plugged the punctures in it, and
we plugged the wounded, too,
And agreed we’d arbitrate it, and the
bunch 'd see it through,
So we sent a gift committee, but they
came back sorer yet,
Fer the teacher ’d fluttered eastward,

ing on take

The Christmas turkey is a little cheaper
than the Thanksgiving bird, the price
ranging from 25 cents a pound for a western bird to 30 cents for a “native”.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Oonntry Pnxlace.

Chickens.133:0
Fowl.12318

put his hand deep Into bis
pocket and brought up a piece of

stitution

price.

Bay.

Coflee—per b
Rio,
.163-25
35
Mocha,
85
Java,
b—
Tea—per
Japan,
.453.65
Oolong,
.803 65
Sugar—per b—
Granulate), 06)4306
Yellow, C
-05k
Powdered,
O83IO
Molasses—per gal

thsn begun the shootin’, no one
to know jest how,
And 'twas lack of ammernition that at
last broke up the row,
And thirteen of us was hurtsd, but the
worst blow that we met
Was in findin’ that some bullets had
gone through that toilet set.
It

was

eeems

But

■

we

so we

have that toilet set.
—Denver Republican.

CHRISTMAS NEAR THE POLE.
Where Seal Meat and Whale’s Blubber
Take Turkey's Place.
“I think Christmas, 1883, was my
most memorable one,” said General
Greely, tbe artic explorer. “With my
command I was proceeding southward
in the hope of obtaining help, and
about the 20th of October we ensconced ourselves in a little hut at
Cape Sabine. Our supply of food was
runniug very low, and we were on
very short rations, every one being allowed Just food enough in each twenty-four hours to sustain life. Under
these depressing circumstances and
amid the awful silence of the polar
night the cheerfulness that we continued to maintain was remarkable.
“Christmas day came at last—Christmas in the arctic regions! At 0 o'clock
we had our breakfast—thin soup made
of peas, carrots, blubber and potatoes.
Our Christmas dinner was served at 1
o'clock—first course, n stew of seal
meat, onions, blubber, potatoes aud
breadcrumbs; second course, served
one hour ufter first, a stew of raisius,
blubber and milk; dessert, a cup of
hot chocolate. One of our party had
some tobacco still left, aud he very
kindly made a cigarette for each one
In our little party.
“I will wager that In all Christendom that day not another present was
given or received that gave such Intense delight to the recipients as did
those little rolls of tobacco and paper.
They were quickly aflame and being
puffed away at for dear life, and thus
memorable Christmas—a
most
my
Christmas near the north pole—ended
In smoke.”—Pittsburg Dispatch.
Poet—That man down Iu the arbor mak-

Rloe, per b
.063.00
20 325
Vinegar, gal.
.03
wheat,
.oj
Oatmeal, per b
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.01
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Cracked

THE KINEO
OAK FURNACE

Granulated meahb 02k

Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
Kerosene,

that burns wood

.65 3.70
12

iseer,

m:

.158.30

Steak,

Roasts.

Cornoa,
Tongues,
Tripe,
Steak,
Boasts,

Lamb

Lamb,
Tongues, each
Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

Sea trout, lb

Oysters, qt

.12 f.25

.068.10
IS

.05303

Fork,

to

one

house

lb.

Chop,

Ham. per lb

Shoulder,
Bacon,
Salt

Lard,
18 320
Sausage, lb
.103.15 Venison, lb
Steak,
10*30
Chops,

17*25
10@;3
11* u

admit
est

25
30

Baugor,

You’ll Not Need Much

without your masterful hand at the helm
there will be a marked shrinkage in
values, both in your personal and real estate.
Then there’ll be all your debts to pay.
Are you sure you have life insurance
enough to provide for it all ?

TO

CURE

PAIN.

Mfg. Co.,

Maine.

Aiken, Agent,
Bunking.

Necessary to Treat the Nerves Bo
Internally and Externally.
Nervous headaches, rheumatism, nei
ralgia, toothache, and other ner
troubles need
internal
treatment
well as external.
Get right at tl
nerve centre
with a
small
dose
t
Neuralgic Anodyne, which ^ill sootf
and quiet the whole nervous syster
At the same time, rub a little Anodyr
the affected part, and it will dr
Mts way through the pores of the skf
to the aching tissues and throbbin

is wlmt your money will
invested in shares of the

A
is

now

open.

earn

If

NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
ments, 81 per share•

nerves.

Neuralgic Anodyne is so uniforml
successful in curing
all
aches
an
pains that it is sold by dealers ever;
where with the understanding that ti
money will be refunded if it does n
do all that is claimed for it.
A larg
sized bottle costs but 25 cts.
Neuralgic Anodyne is also invaluab
In quickly curing colds, croup, so
throat, etc., and In taking the sor
ness out of bruises, sprains, cuts ar
chilblains.
Made by The Twitched
Champlin Co., Portland, Me.

\ ^,'wepi^pUy^btiSn,u!^aiidrFweig^,%^

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mifrtgage and
reduce it every month? Monthlv
and interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
▲. W.

particulars Inquire of
O. W. Taplev, Sec’y.
First Nat’I Bank Bldg.
KrNO, President

Free

Yeterisary Book'

Infallible guide. Makes every mau
bis own horse doctor. Postage Sot

I

"Generally debilitated for years. Had sick
headaches, lacked ambition, was worn out
Burdock Blood Bitters
and all run down
made me a *ell woman.”—Mrs. Chas. Freitoy,
Conn.—Advt.
Moosup,
Praise From New England.
Mrs. 8. Joyce, Claremont. N. H., writes:
"About a year ago I bought two bottles of
Foley’s Kidney Remedy. It cured me of a
severe case of kidney trouble of several years’
standing. It certainly is a grand, good medicine, and I heartily recommend it. G. A.

no

near-

Ellsworth, Maine.

»

yourself, after your dead—but your family
will keep right on wanting three meals a
day; the landlord will want his rent just
the same as now; taxes must be paid on (
investments, and, as a general proposition,

the

& Nutter

F. B.

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Ask

has

Kineo agent for esti-

Noyes

40
15
25

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh GO
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 7G pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans lfe
good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pound?F
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and pea9, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

furnace

it

mates or write to

12,318

150

the

your

suinme r

this

that

equal.

lv317

05
jRoasts,
Fresh Tlih.
06 Scallops,
06 Smelts, lb
12018 Clams, qt
14
50
Fuel.

this

Users of

coal

or

just
in

put

15*18

l«*r.25
103 I

Wood—per cord
Coal—per too
5 00 36 50
50
Broken,
Dry hard,
3 00 *5 00
7 5J
Stove,
Dry soft,
7 50
Roundings per load
Egg,
7 5-j
100*1 25
Nut,
5.00
65*
Blacksmith's
Buttings, hard
Grain
and
Feed.
Flour,
62 }£
Flour—per bbl—
Oats.bu
6 25*6 51 Shorts—bag—
IfO
ICO Mix.feed,bug,
155
Corn,100lbbag
150 Middlings,bag 155*160
Cornmeal,bag
Cracked corn,

well is

equally

.35
Havana,
Porto Rico,
.50
.60
Syrup.
Meata and Prorlslona.

Veal:

one

Mauyteaopl* an talking about bow quickly
colds,

Foley's Boacy

—

(new) per h.1631*
Best dairy (naw)..
Dutch (imported)..DO
Nenfcbatel.
.■«
■ggs.
Fresh laid, per doz.33^40
Poultry.

Fer every mind In Cactus on that single thing wae sot.
Purty soon I’d staked my saddle, worth
two hundred dollars net,
Just to own fer one short second that
blamed drug store toilet set.

"Quick, there, Jennie; Dring mat Dig
Cossack coat with the fur all around
the edges.
Bill, run for those boots.
Hurry, now. Somebody get me an old
man’s wig, long white hair, mind you,
and a beard.
There, that's just the
thing. Here, you all stand back In the
shadow.
Now, girls, sing softly the
music that goes wKh the entrance of
the queen’s barge In the starlight.
That's It—Just a little softer!"
The sound of celestial music filled
the place. It was dark save where the
twinkling lights of the Christmas tree
Illuminated the figure of the merry
Santa Clau3 standing alongside, with
his kindly face turned toward the
slowly awakening child. She opened
her eyes, blinked them again from the
light, sat straight, rubbed her eyes
with her tiny fists, stirred herself and
then, settling back in the big chair,
sobbed aloud. Jumping down from the
stage, the Santa Claus took her on his
lap and tightly held her In his arms.
“What’s the matter, little one? Don’t
you see that Santa Claus has come to
take care of you?”
“Yes, I know, dear Santa, but I am
crying because I am afraid I’ll wake
And tbe
up and find It Isn’t real.”
trembling child huddled closer.
“But It Is real, and you are not asleep.
See this handkerchief tilled with money for your dear sick papa. Now take
It home, and tonight be sure to hang up
your stocking, both of them, for when
every little boy and girl Is asleep I am
going to make my rounds, and I am
not going to forget you.”—Atlanta Con-

Drop from
45 to 85 cents.
A holiday slump in the price ol eggs,
which within a week have dropped from
45 to 35 cents a dozen, ia the feature of the
local market. Eggs are coming in faster
than the dealers care to take them at this

Creamery per*.£5338
Dairy. 28830

la with reluctance I write to ask If you
cannot aend me a few dollars to be paid
back aa soon aa my huaband la able to
I have uaed all the money
work again.
he has saved for the doctor’s bill and to
purchase medicine and our neoeasttles.
We have not had a cent In the house for
two days now, and not only are we—my
Uttle daughter and myself—In need of
food, but I fear that If I cannot renew the
prescrlptlona for the medicine the doctor has ordered Mr. Granger will have
I dislike very much to ask
a relapse.
this favor of you, but our condition la becoming desperate. You will be doing an
act of kindness we shall never forget If
you will send something to aid ua In our
predicament, and may-God bless you for
HELEN GRANGER.
It. Respectfully,

lows:

Slump In Price of Eggs

Cheese.
Beet factory

Hardcraft; Esq., Manager the Rialto
Opera Company;
Dear Sir—I beg indulgence for thua Intruding upon your time and patience. It

money, and then without a word there
was a tinkling of dimes, quarters and
halves as they dropped into the hat of
the fat and rosy little comedian. The
collection was tied up In a handkerchief and noiselessly placed Into the
lap of the sleeping child.
A happy
But that was not all.
thought came to the comedian, now as
serious as a Hamlet. From a roll of
money he whipped a twenty dollar bill.
In a very few minutes the property
man and his assistant had placed on
the stage In front of the sleeping girl
a nice green Christmas tree, purchased
without much ado from the vender on
Others had hurriedly
the corner.
brought little red, white and blue candles, strings of popcorn, tinsel and
candy hearts, which were quickly attached to the boughs of the cedar.
While this was going on Tony was giving orders In rapid succession, as fol-

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

waa

It waa old and aoratehod and apeokled,
far ’twaa in hia eaae far yaara,
But old Dawaon, aharp and clever, put
a whiapar in our eara—
'Lowed ho’d aell that aat at auction, and
ha aaya, “Now, boya, you bat
Thia’II make a hit with teacher—thia
here awall new toilat aat.’’

John

Some

The remains of Mrs. Emma F. Ordway,
daughter of William C. Gray and wife,
who died in Manchester, N. H., Dec. 10,
were brought here for interment. Funeral
waa held at the residence of
Capt. L. W.
Gray, Rev. L. M. Bos worth official ing.
The interment was at Mt. Adams. Mrs.
Ordway la survived by three sons, Harold
F. and Fred E. Joyce, of Deer Iele, and
Ralph E. Joyce, of Los Angeles, Cal., and
one daughter, Rena M. Joyce, of Rockland ; also by her parents, one sister, Mrs.
Ada H. Marshall, of Deer Isle, and two
brothers, Capt. L. W. Gray, of this town,
and B. E. Gray, of Manchester, N. H.

Subscribe.for The American

Tuttle's Elixir
Insures sound horses. Cures splint,
spavin, etc. S100 reward
for failure where curs Is possible.

curb,

TUTTLE’S ELIXn CO-

!*• Uaverty St.,
sa, Maaa.
Beware of mil blisters: they gias
only temporary retie/, if any.

Notice
Pauper
contracted with the

City of 111.

worth to support and
lor non who
Having
need assistance during the next In man
care

may

are legal reddest, ol KlInroTth. IMS
all persona trotting them on my smsnsr. as
hers Is plenty ol room and acoammodattsw to
care (or them at the city y..nn homo.
v.. J. Dmxnatmr.

and
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The housewives’ cry,
The maidens’ prayer,
“

Bread, Biscuits, Pie

Beyond Compare.”

ing love Is a divinity student. Parker—
Tea, I know; but who is the divinity?
A Beal Wonderland.
South Dakota, with its rieh silver mines,
bonanza farms, wide ranges and strange
natural formations, is a veritable wonderland. At Mound City, in the home of
Mrs. E. D. Clapp, a wonderful case of
healing hae lately occurred. Her son
teemed near death with lung and throat
trouble. “Exhausting coughing spells
occurred every five minutes,’’ write# Mr#.
Clapp, “when I began giving Dr. King’s
New Disoovery, the great medicine that
saved his life and completely cured him.”
Guaranteed for coughs and colds, throat
tnd lung troubles, by E. G. Moons, druggist. 80e. and ft. Trial bottle free.

TownTalkTlour
(Amerloa’e Qreateet Winter

Wheat Patent)

The

Ask your Grocer for "Tld-Blts“ from "Town Talk"—the latest
Cook-book.

answer

makes,

Meets each demand,
Its rolls, loaves, cakes
Seem Sleight
of hand.”
0
“

republican party. Got.
€hf <£ Usnjorth American, j tbe
has lost tbe confidence and
L

▲

WV,
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least that is tbe
W aahicgton.
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sentiment in

Toe President and Secretary Boot.
Postmaster-General Meyer and Secre-

AT

clmwoeth, Maine.
rt m

tary Garfield are all deeply gratified
withdrawal of Secretary
the
at

dAM OvS COCKT\ PCBLlsHTSfe CO
F. vr. £ laj-str. Ekitar *»d Mzsuer
W If.TTTT** * «-r••>:!»:« E lisor.

Thi> week’s edition of The
Americas is 2,500 copies.

2,304

Average for the year of 1906.
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whereof te writes.
The object of the new law, as stated
in the opening section, is “to obtain
nn.iorm system for the perma-

last and all the

__

_

would be

throughout

delayed

the

cor TTY GOSSIP.

State,

rather than

has-

tened.
Under the former law for State aid
for highways, Hancock county towns

Bucksport seminary received s Chnstbequeathed by the
present of
late Fred B. Gian, of California.
mas

the front with
Now Oriand
very generally availed themselves of
robust boys, weighing «,
triplets—three
aid.
to
secure
State
the opportunity
S-j and 7% pounds respectively, born to
Thirty of the thirty-five towns appro- Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Gray Saturday.
State
and
for
roads,
money
priated
much
done.

good, permanent

work

was

corns*

to

Our Sunset correspondent
Sellers, now in ber 106tb year, is in
Her usual health, sleeps well, has a good
appetite, and seems ss well as she was a
writes: ’-Aunt

Salome

Coder the new law, which fixes the
amount which can be appropriated
according to the valuation of the
town, the money available for State
road work in the smaller towns will be

year ago.”

Edgar L- Roberta, of Brookaville, bad a
piece of corn and a piece of barley growin bis field aide by tide. Ob one stalk
very materially reduced. Our con- ing
of corn be found one ear in which barley
tributor gives some figures illustratwas mixed in with the corn, and both
ing this point in the case of one Han- corn and barley wen
perfect.
cock county town.

The An ericax is heartily in accord
Our North Penobscot correspondent
with the movement for better roads writes: “We shall watch with interest
and permanent road work, and it may the operation of the new tax lew. The
be that, on he whole, State super- tax-payers in this section are anally very
vision to obtain a uniform and more prompt in the payment of their taxes and
efficient system of road-building, may need no special stimulant in that direction/' Lucky Penobscot!
prove a good thing, but if the provis7

ions of

the
progress of

new

law

retard the

road building, aa it
do in
Hancock
seems
county a: least, the new law seems to
ns to be retrogressive rather than pro-

good
likely to

gressive.
The Presidential Race.

Secretary Taft retamed to this
country just in time to find a remarkin the condition:;

improvement
attending his presidential boom, most
of which has occurred daring his trip
able

the Atlantic. The secretary
back filled with enthusiasm for
the progress which is being made in
in the Philippines, the increase of the

across

comes

spirit among the people,
amenability to governmental control, their increased interest in governmental affairs, and their
augmented prosperity.
Beginning with his arrival in New

conservative
their greater

York, Mr. Taft has received a continuand
friends
and
ous
ovation,
strangers, statesmen and private citizens have extended the heartiest congratulations on the work he has done
in

promoting harmony

between the

United States and Japan, in increas-

ing the friendly regard for this country in China, sod in exerting a restraining and salutary influence on
ih« Filininoa.
Almost the first news which Secretary Taft beard on landing in New
York was that the New York oounly
republican committee bad refused to
endorse Got. Hughes for the presiHe would not, however,
dency.
Gov.
comment on the occurrence.
Hughes’ friends in Washington are
distressed over the refusal of the New

York committ^, and they perceive
that a grave mistake has been made
both by the governor and by his
in opposing the national
policies of President Roosevelt, and
thinly veiled flings at the
President’s methods.
They now realise the fact that the
Yast majority of the republican party
stand for the policies of Theodore
Roosevelt, and that they will not
support a candidate for the presidency
who sneers, at them, even in n veiled
An earnest effort is to be
manner.
made to indnoe the governor to
retract Ua sneers and to make some
pnbBe utter sacs in which he will
endorse all of the Roosevelt policies.
Hfe too late for Mr. Hughes to make
his peace with the President. He has
cant bin lot with the New York city

republicans,

the

men

who

hate

Roosevelt because be has uncovered
rascality and made Wall street gambl-

ing,

at least tor the time,

Ho baa

won

the

unprofitable.

support of the

inNewYorkcity, hot unless there is
“reactionary” movement in
a
great

Yea; there is another man in Hancock
county as much to be envied as Qspt. William Dix. Capt. Thomas Tapiey, of West

the main

throaghfare running through

their town

designated

as a

eater.
Senator?

majority of

Second- baud

Ac

drew.

wear it

^ have it in all

of time.

can

men

_

PATTERN'S

A useful present is a clock.
T’.-ey keep tally on the flight
From

91 upwards.

cold ano

oolo filled.

An rare as

ALSAX FIR TWIGS—Farmers and cbl!~
dree make mosey cutting bslsuc ft:
twigs. Write at ©ace for particular*. Pis
Pillow Co-, Word Baildisc. New Tork CUy

Silver Ware.

SfoJUL Ismua.
or ANNEAL MEETING
at
INLAND TELEPHONE COMEANT.
i*
hereby given tbat the aaaaal
-^^OTICE
^.1
aceetiag of tbe stockholder* of tbii
«®p«T wifi be add at tbe office of Seth W.
Norwood. Southwest Harbor, oa Monday. th<
tbfneesih day of Jaauary. im, at two o'clock
p- m~ for tbe purpose of electing a Board ol
Direct©;* and a C.erk. and receiving and acting vooa tbe reporta of the officer*, sad
for the transact*©* at each other buainees as
assy properly come before the meeting.
Dated the ninth day of December, one thousand nine bandied and seven.
Gcoaos A Neal Clerk.

a

NOTICE

based apes their valuation, the smaller
towns, although Ussy will receive more
State aid in proportion to the a noent expended than tie larger ones, will get
much lent than they now receive for the
work they are doing.
Of the twelve towns which have this year
expended in and upward, and which will
receive (300 from the State, only the four
largest will paaa that limit under the new
tew; eleven others will' receive upwards
of (300; the remaining twenty will get
smaller sums in proportion to their ruination. For instance, one town that has
this year expended IBiJS in permanent
improvements, and will receive (M13)
from the State, under the new tew will
only be entitled to receive $32.46. which,
it i* obvious, will make it impossible in
the fotare to carry on usy systematic improvement on its six miles of State read.
Permanent work has been carried on in
twenty-seven towns in this county the
present year, and some idea of the
character of the work done can be gathered from extracts from the reports of the
selectmen in the different towns.
In Bloehill, on the road from Bloehill
village to Sedgwick in continuation of the
work done last year, a section of more
than half a mile w cleared of rocks and
ledges, by blasting one hundred times and
improved by patting in stone cal verts
and drains, and by applying 51# loads of
gravel to the snrface, making s stretch of
road of which that or any town, might be

Fountain Pens.

Sterling silver wan. lor table use, is
great necessity. I carry a large as-

._.
._
1 arkers,
Waterman
s Ideal,
,.

Moore's doD-breakable,

awtment of ax* t»*t makes.

Many woald prefer sterling sifrer.
bet tbet- parse la not long enough to
afford it—so they think. I have Bogm A Bros. Star brand, and the «Sbrated OseMi Conuanntt; sijver-ttlaird

■

ware.

market.
weais

Aiken A lamuenio.
Lambert Co \r„„
-Merrail
tile fmm
irom
cantlie,

91

The latter w the best oa the
It easts a little more, bat

to 95.

na

longer..'

j

_

SILVE* NOVELTIES IN OKEAT
VAMETY. They seem as pcpnla.- today as six tears ago.

ganized plantations and unincorporated
townships, will now be obliged to make
None*.
appropriations for this purpose, it will be TT*HE annual meeting of the stockholder* of
the
Hancock
X
County Agricultural Sofound that, aa the amounts required are
ciety will be held at Merrill A Hinckley**

Th.
Tb*

._.

lar*f«t M#ortmf‘lt

in

EUsworth.

PRICES

REASONABLE. !
A. W. GREELY, Ellsworth.

wore at B!aehi!3 on Friday. Jan. If. SN, at 2
p. ou. to act on the following bonne**, to wit:

To bear the report of the secretary.
To hear the report of the treaaarer.
To elect a hoard of di ectora. and to transact any other businem legally brought before
said meeting
C. S. Ssowuas.
Blnehii!. Me-, Dec. E tMT.
Secretary.
CASH* or TMANHS.

fPO the many neighbor* and friend* who so
X kindlr and willingly assisted a* during
the nickne** and death of our dear one, we
extend our sincerest thank*.
C. W. Wizt*m.
C. C. Kn«.
W. B. Etna.
Lamoiae. Dec BUST.

THE NULLIFICATION OF THE SUNDAY
STATUTE OF THE STATE OF MAINE.
was hunting and shooting i*
on ounday is Csaicsiou Park. Oct I,
I9E. The State of Maine mast indemnify me
in the sum of IUV and ITAt. L e. flea
thousand dollar* for nullification of Sunday
“clese tine" law. A like amount u>.a*t he
paid to mo for each and every violation of the
Decalogue by the State of Maine aad the federal government of the United State of AmericaMast Cathaaot Fncn Arana.

unjk

THERr.

Write

as

for fall pertiealon.

2 1-2 per cent, interest part on accounts
sabject to check ef $500 or more.
S 1-2 per cent, oa

ANNUAL MEETING.
Bock sport National Bunk of Books part.
annual meeting of the stockholders
of this bank will»e held at their banking-rooms, Tuesday, the fourteenth day of
Janaary. rest, at 3 o'clock p. m.. for tbe choice
of directors, and tbe transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.
EdwjUO B. Moo a.
Cashier
December*. 1W.

UNION

THJB

Borings

TRUST

Accoant*.

COMPANY,

ELLSWORTH, MAIMS.

TAKE NOTICE.
besides Maine laws for close
I2JM to hS.003 or thirteen

penalty
time is from
THE
months in state

proud.
1

prison: Saadaps. #3.000

to

#?*Mi or fifteen months' imprisonment, in
each and every case of trespass in Cuniculocos park from this date.
Mast C. Fuxtx Acstis.
Aug, n. 1SCT-

—

_

ABCILDIXG

—

LUMBER—A

YOCXO

a

I'P-TO DATE

aieigh.
with dMcripib* and price. Suiea
SLEIGH
office E'lrwortb. Me.

have made permanent
improvements
thereon. The five that have not yet taken
are
this
work
Cranberry Isle*. Isle an
up
Hast. Penobscot- Sorrento and Verona,
but under the new tew they will be
obliged to make appropriations for. and
commence this system of road-building.
But ae not only ail towns. bq> also or-

Maa to lcara the departameat atore
baaiaua. Salary M per week.
Apply
to Howaao Wun at C. L- Moraac’i, Euaworth. Me.

and

more.

tSUiitrfe.

TO ALL

woMawtivn
wwwankind.

Herald.

HIGH GRADE BOAR

Addreas: F. J. CHE KEY A CO-, Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggist*, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Waltham, Elgin, Hamilton
and other makes of American
watches in gold and gold-Slied
cases.
Can supply demand for
watches from 91 to 950 or

generally

State rood, and

Send for list of testi-

JEWELRY
DELIGHT

IS A

ITsilii^s*

DO

cure.

*

Watches and Clocks.

Aldrich, Allison. Crane

In Franklin the 'improvement was made
where it cost $125 to blast rocks and clear
SPECIAL NOTICE.
cos Trespass xa Canicnlocas Park. I
Brooksviiie, eighty-three yean old in them away before even sufficient width
demand protection to life and property
Jane, who reads without glasses, has never could be obtained for the road.
from the oaunty of Hancock, the State of
State* of America
lost a tooth, “since be lost hit baby
In Hancock * part of the money was ex- Maine, and tbe United
Mast C. Fttn Atrvrur.
teeth. hitches up his team and drives two pended by contract, s method which
miles to church every pleasant Sunday
should be employed as ter as possible inmoraine.
all road building. In this place aaiomobiles are very common in summer, and a
1ROM WASHINGTON.
section of twenty rods was built across a
For service a*, my stable.
W VSHI .'OTOX. D. C_ Dec. 33 ( special
dangerous curve in the road, by removing
of
senator Hale is resting here during the ninety-two c-^bic yards
Xo. 5 Oak Street, Ellsworth.
iedge by blastholidays. He is one of the few senators ing. and buildinc Telford road at the
V. H. CUIDl.
who does note are to get away from the ends, with one stone culvert, for *255.
In the town of Oriand a centre drain
capital, for the weather is milder here
than it is farther north. He got through nearly a quarter of a mile in length was
Lrgal Xstim.
with his task of selecting Senate commit- made of stone, four feet deep, at a cost of
STATE OF SAISK.
©59. after which the surface was gravelled.
tees shortly before the adjournment for
C3XAZCTOBS
AflVE*THES*5T
OP
SALE O F
In the other towns, in almost every case,
the holidays, and is now getting ready
LAJTBS OF 5 OK-EES ID EXT OT5US.
for the big work a heal after New Year's. what had been the hardest place to get
apsid laaes os lands situated in tbe iow& of
tinier Harbor. in the county of Hancock,
The senator goes up to the capitol atiW through has been changed to a solid and
for the year 1307.
daily to look after his mail, and attend t? ^permanent piece of road. By this method, 'PHE following list of taxes on real estate
Other p-nling business. During the re- the standard of the whole road is raised i X of non-resident owner* in the town of
Winter Harbor aforesaid, for the year 1*07.
| cess be also finds a little time for consul- for continuous travel, making it possible committed to me tor collection for said town
tation with cabinet officers and others to carry s larger load the entire distance. on the 23d day of April. 1907. reMain cpaid:
aad notice is
given that if said taxes
The two great requisites for permanent with interest hereby
about mstters that are helpful in preparand charges are not previously
work are gravel and stone, but conditions paid, so much of the real estate taxed as ts
tasks
of
session.
He
for
the
the
and
ing
j
sufficient to pay the amount due thereof, inSenators A'drlch an 1 Allison will virtually vary greatly in different towns, some cluding interest and charges, will be sold
draw the currency bill that Congress is being fortunate in having both kinds of without further notice at public auction at
town hall, in said town, on the first Monday
expected to pass sometime daring the material, some having gravel only, others in February. HOB. at 9 o'clock a. m.
Name of owner, description
stone by the roadside near where they are
winter.
of property.
Total.
Mr. Hale is giving a lot ox study to that needed, while in other towns neither kind
of
material
can
be
to
work
out
obtained
without
the
south
Main
oa
went
on
land
St,
provisions
question, trying
by
by
of Mary A Band. on north by land of
that will be of some utility if enacted into expense of a long haul; therefore ia orA B Newman, on east by Newman St.
law. Toe House i» doing very little or der tc expend the money in the way that
1 acre.
Lpt of land bounded on north by
nothing toward solving the problem of it will yield the best results, these conMain St, on east by land of Be
currency legislation, which means that ditions must be considered, for in none of
Tracy, on south by California cove.
on west by land of f H Daria,
acre,
oar country towns is it advisable to unover
th?re
to
wait
on
intend
the
they
with boat houses thereon.
dertake to do permanent work by a fixed
action of t he Senate.
Undivided % of lot of iand bounded
on west and north by land of A J
The Maine senator believes in being rale.
Flint and C E Smith, on east by Main
He
St, on south by land of J M Joy. 4%
very careful about this legislation.
Senator Hale’s Fireside.
acres, *14.71 tan, 51 int
*15 n
would confine the iaw to providing for an
The private office# of Three or four Daniel--on. Mrs Percy, or unknown,
elastic currency through the national
lots No & sect A. on Park Ate. and
Senate leaders are very important place*,
lot No M, sect A, oa Schoodic ave.
banks, oased upon government bonds. a»
acre. .42 tax. Hi int,
44
because there the men who guide the desnow .and also upon certain other gilt-edged
French. Mary A. land known as Flat
tinies of legislation at the north end of the
west of Grindstone
situated
island
bonds. Mr. Hale is very far-seeing, and
Neck, 1 acre. *115 tax. J1 int,
t £5
ait at the round table* and decide
is given to looking ahead whenever im- capitol
Hover. T F. or unknown, lot of land
what shall be done. These private offices
on plan of H D Joy
127.
shown
No
portant legislation is proposed. He prob- are
property, recorded in Hancock Co
generally back of tne committee
ably can see what the effect of a given law rooms.
re* of deeds, book of plans 2, pa*e II.
1
14*
acre. *1.1* tax. At iat,
will be as well or better than any other
One of them looks like the fireside cor- Needham. Charles, or unknown, lot No
man in public life.
unknown, shown on plan of HD Joy
ner of a well-to-do New
England farmproperty, rec ir Hancock Co re* of
The senator is convinced that the greatdeeds, book of plana 2, pa*e 44. .42
est caution should be exercised in basing house. It is the private office of Senator
as i»t,
14
an
elastic currency upon other than Hale of Maine, and is immediately over Bobbins. W Morgan, or naknown, lots
government bonds. Otherwise he is con- the private office of Senator Aittn^, of
No«,4* *7,«.«:.«• and 71. sec JU
Non. 82. sec ll. No >2,55, sec J, No 45.
fident there will be embarrassing compli- Rhode Island, both rooms being much
54. Sec L. 27,82, Sec H. shown on plan
cations, that will include appeals to Con- frequented by the leaden for conference
of H D Joy property, rec in Hancock
reimburse
to
bonks
and
individuals
gress
Co re* of deeds, book of plans 2, pa*e
who have loet money through such pro44,1 acre. *U8 tax, .11 lm€,
147
Joe Sac.
ceedings. He thinks that only such a law
Bodick. Fountain, lot of land hounded
as seems imperative to meet future re- j
south by land of H D Joy, on west by
mu the hew tu formerly
waters of Frenchman's hay, on north
quire meats should be attempted, and will!
ued aa u Italiaa duty. Price Star,
by land of Flint ft Smith, on seat by
not listen to any of the asset currency
u nflMtri of&ce. Bax Haxaoa *
land of Jenaie Tracy eet. 88 acres.
apply
schemes that a*e advocated by some i l«o> Brrxa Pown Co. EUaworth.
Lot of land known as Neds island.
members of the House.
Lot of land bounded on south, by
VAXB
Aaother of
TV'EATHKR
thoce
land of Faith Moore, on west by watf>
weather run—horae—for aale at Turn
ers of Frenchman’s bay. on east by
•iM Reward, tlM.
Axaaicea office. Will heaeldekeu. CxUor
land of Nancy Joy. 24 acres. *24JS
The readers of this paper will be pleased to write.
2821
tax. M imu
learn that there is at least one drevled dislimited quality of luaber— Statue. John W, or unknown, lot of
ease that science has bee* able to cure in all
land Vo 78. Shown on plaa of Grindhad
Jot*,
plaard
aprace
piae
boarda,
its stage* sad that is Catarrh. Hall’s Ca- etc. at
stone Veck, recorded In Hancock Co
ruuathlr prlcea.
M. C. inn,
tarrh Cure is the only positive cure bow Caaiealocai Park
re* of deeds, hook of plans 2. pa*e u,
Hula. Etypt. Me.
know* to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
lh acres, *748 tax, 47 int,
8 IS
being a constitutional disease, requires a con? 8. er unknown, lots
SchUckeaayer,
stitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
of land Vo it and 24, see D. shown oa
Elite
taken Intern ally, acting directly upon the
plaa of H D Joy property, rec in
Mend and mucous surfaces of the system,
Hancock Co re* of deeds. book of
thereby destroying the foundation of the dis- OTUBX—The Brick Store oa Water street
2. pace 44, Vj acre. .42 tax. 42
plans
kaowa
the
Clark
O
*
Davit
(tore. Appa
ease, sad giving the patient strength by
int.
.44
constitution and assisting Ply It AW. CXaax. EUaworth.
buildingIn up the its
Vote, ess Fannie, undivided i* of lot
work. The proprietors
nature
doing
of land heundad oa north by land of
have so much faith in its curative powers that
Fay F Laxrabee, on east by town
they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case
P|d|i QkstA
road, oa south and wool by land of
that it fails to

I_■

and Knox ret comfortably settled into
those rocking chain and Senator Hale
pails his broad, new mahogany rocker
out of the earner, there's
something going on of interest to The country.
dent
Boston
of
Ccrre*por

j

but is for Taft,

they

When

CoKtri^adnl-

Br tiie provision* of tbe ia« enacted by
the :a«I legislature. the work of permathat bis course will greatiy simplify nent improvement on the State roads will
! tbe situation. While the President os the firs', day of January next pass to
baa never taken the Cortelyon boom the control of the State coamiaitwr of
seriously, and while even many of the fair hears, aod the money raised by the
instead of being
secretary’s own friends have apnre- towns for this parpose.
as under the present law. will
ciafed tbst be would inevitably be voluntary.
then l«w (tBitifcry.iid th txttct
regarded as the barkers’ candidate.
each town will be required to ap! some of bis less discreet friends have that
propriate will be fixed according to their
the
to
entirely
promulgate
sought
valuation, which will be found to be a
i erroneous idea that be was the Presivery great change from the present condident’s second choice. The President, tions.
Of the thirty-five towns that comprise
i however, has clearly indicated to his
friends, that be ha* no second choice, the county of Hancock, thirty have bad

first,
improvement of main highways time.
throughout the State, to secure the
co-operation of the municipalities
It is doubtful if ever before has tbe
and the State in providing means democratic national committee held
therefor, and to provide for more as spiritless and hopeless a meeting as
efficient and economical expenditure that in Washington last week.
“I
of moneys appropriated for highway
guess we ll have to nominate Bryan,
construction and repair", bat it looks
although 1 don’t see the slightest
at least,
as if in Hancock county,
chance of electing him,’’ was the
while a more “uniform system" of declaration of almost every member
State road bonding might be obtained of tbe committee, made, of coarse, on
by the new law, the amount of such condition that be would not be quoted
permanent work done each year will in the newspapers. Speaking for
be materially lessened, and the main
publication, each one aeeerted his
benefit to be derived from the bond- confidence in
Bryan and in his elecing of State roads, i.e., the completion tion.
of a connecting net-work of wellnent

roads

when

—

Cor tel} oo from tbe presidential raceHis statement is taken to amount to
•neb a withdrawal, and it is believed

—

Xcjrrtisrmrntf.

a

■

In another column we print u articoncle on tie new State road la
tributed fcy one in a position to know

bnilt

purpose*. Pint of alL, Senator Hale keep*
wood fire burning in the grate. It it
one of the very few blaring hearths at the
Then be keeps a number of rockIN
LAW capital.
MATERIAL
CHANGE
ing chain, just the kind one sees ~a the
farm
up in Mains. They are far mo*e
AFFECTING THEM.
comfortable than the stiff-backed furniis overrun.
ture with which the
capitol
FOR STATE
ROADS There
APPROPRIATION*
is
never
a
whiff of tobacco
smoke in there, for the senator never
NOF COMPTI-aOBY—5SLAUL TOWNS
smokes and the statesmen understand it
WIIX RECEIVE ECT LITTLE AH>.
so well that they, throw their cigars away

STATE ROADS.

|

State Koad*.

a more

Hughes

support
of the rank and fi.e of tbe party. At

Horace Jordan est. 1 acre. .42 tax, .02
.44
int.
J. M. Gstsus, Collector
of taxes of the town of Winter Harbor.
Deeember 21.1287.

Ijgal Sottas.

Eqal liotufs.
STATE OF KAIKE.
couxscroas

Aovzansnurr
or
sals
UXD* OF XOU-SEStDfcjrr OI5EX*.

Unpaid

of

real estate $itaxied in the
town of Hancock, ia the county of Hancock.
for the yea* Or.
J
following list of taxes on real estate
for non-resides! owners, in the town of
Hancock, for the year 19TT, committed to me
for collection for said town, on the fifteenth
day of May, 1*87. remain unpaid; and notice
< i* hereby given that if said taxes, interest
and charges are not paid before the first Monday in February next, so ma^h of the real e*i tate taxed a* is sufficient to pay the amount
due therefor, including interest and charge*
will be sold without farther notice, at public
auction, on said first Monday in Frbruarv
; next, at i o’clock in the forenoon, in the tows
; kail, in said town of Hancock.
Name of owner, description o!
Amt of
real estate taxed.
tax due.
Campbell George and Edward. land
joining Lamoine line.
• 1 96
Carr. J J. portion of Wm E Hodgkins
! estate joining Lamoine line,
9
i Carr. E T, J* portion of homestead of
Isle Eieixer Crabtree, with boildinga,
5 64
Estey. Augusta, portion of Nahum
Hodgkin* hMne»tesd. with cottage.
4 11
Fezria, Mrs J W, lot on Buttermilk
road.
«2
Grave*. E K. \ undivided portion Black
5 35
; lot; Calvin Grave* homesiead.
Gerrish. Wm C. portion former homestead with barn,
77
Higgles. George estate, land bounded
on north by b alii van river, on east by
land of Crabtree fit Hsvey, on soath
and west by land of Guilford D Martin.
62
Kellam, Wm, lot oa Stabawi road,
46
McKenzie, Colin, portion D Harley
estate,
166
Moon. E Eocene, former homestead.
S 14
Maloney, Maria E. lot bought of
Mathew Kearae oa Stabawi road; undivided portion Howard lot with
.table; lot bought oi A F Burnham
oa Stabaa! rood.
gm
Pierce, Fannie B, portion of load ia
southwest corner at town, went of
Buttermilk road,
§1
Seed. E P estate, lot bought of A Brenton,
si
Treworgy- Abram eetate, lot of land
joining I Amman tine.
Tabbott, Jam*, W, lot of laad described rtg of deed*, rol 114. p Ml,
71
Gain* H. Torse. Collector
at taxe* of the town of Hancock.
December a. 11*7.
taxes oa

THE

STATE or MA1KE.
COIXXCTOB’S
AOmTBBUn OF

«*« ■

OF

LASS, or XOS-XBnoaXT OTAXXAUnpaid tax*, oa lands titnatad in the town

lAmoine. in the county at Hancock.

of
for the

fKE following

list of tax** oa real rw.tr
of non-resident owner. In the town of
Lamoine aforesaid, for the year US, committed to me for colloetioa for said town, on
the twertv-.ixth day of April, 11*7, remain
unpaid; and notice in hereby given that it
aaid taxes with Interest sxd charges are not
previously paid so much of the real estate
taxed an Is so Orient to pay the amount doe
therefor, including interest and charge,, will
be sold without farther notice St public auction ns town hall, in said town, on the drat
Monday in February. MM. at 1 o'clock a. m.
Kama of owner, deecription of property.
Vslne. Tax.
A Bird Cough, t acre,
A MM d M
A Bird Cough, Liadon Hodgkins

g^rsofE7Free-sn.

USjscres,
Heirs of 8 J Freeman. Francis
Desisles est .tscres.
Henry D Oervtsh. u scree.
Henry D Gerrish,H, seres.
Henry D Gerrish, It seres,
Henry D Gerrish, !4 seres,
Clara D Oerrish. homestead.
Clara D Gerrish,4 acres,
Caddie Hodgkins, homestead.
*4 acre,
laaac S Hodgkins, homestead,
Hacre.
Edmund Hamilton, M scree,

»«

l tj

KM
MM
MM
MM
KM
MM
MM

M
Id
71
IB
41
UK
M

11* M

T11

HIM

id

IBM

Id

Kelson Walker. II seres.
MM
1M
Gao. H. Coeouca, Collector
of taxes of town of Lamoine, Maine.
Dec. ». 1667.

A record it better (non

a

protpecCw.

STATE OF MAINE.
COI.LSCTC*’*
iDVKtTUni EX ?
O?

SALE

OF

LAIM or VOX BKSiDEXT OWNLEs.

Uapxud Ux«i 01 zenl exuie «itux:«d in the
city of Ellsworth, in the county of Haecock,

for the year MET.
list of taxes on rti: estate
owners, in the city of
Ellsworth,
year 1907, committed to me
for collection for said city, on the Jd day of
Xty, 1997. remain unpaid; and notice is here*
by given that if said taxes, inure.*: and
charges are not paid on or before the first
Monday of February next, so much of tbe
real estate taxed as is sufficient to par the
amount due therefor, including interest and
charges will be sold without further notice, at
public auction, on said first Monday .l February next, at 9 o'clock in the forenoon, at
the office of the collector of taxes. :l said
Ellsworth.
Name of owner, description of
Am*, of
real estate taxed.
tax dae.
Builuntine. John A James, camp a:
Green Lake,
315
Brown A Leathers, camp at Brtirb
115
pond.
Brown. Mrs Linaie M. store and lot at
19 45
Ellsworth Falla
115
Bunker. John, heirs of. Meadow lot
Drinkwater. Mrs Julia B. V D Curr.s
52 M
place. Pine st,
Drinkwater, Arthur and William, land
on Water Si. 2 iota land W J Austin
23 90
est, land of Estey esi.
2 30
Duffy, Hugh J. 9 seres laad, riverside.
5 90
Donovan. Timothy, homestead Grant
Ford. Mrs Lixzte. land cor Oak and
? 9®
Lincoln Sts,
Garland. James H. Reuben Moore
) 29
place, Reed’s Brook,
Garland. Frank B. house lot, sear W
2 33
Haslara.
6iu, Charles A, Had of Eldridf..
» »
Gray Henry w. Jowph Gray place.
Francis I, house aad lot. West
^
Hodgkins, Willi, c, 4 acre, laad 8nrr y
1»
read,
Jones. Arthur M. 14 of Wm 11 Jones.
non-resident
THEforfollowing
for tbe

Higgins,

homestead. Bn;side.
Joy. George J. c A McCartney place.
old Bancor road.
Joy. Maaoa. heirs of. noose aad lot
Hick St.
Johnson, Charles E. 104 acres land oi
Roger, A Ingalls,
Lawford. George, c, acre land of Theodoeia Frye,
Maaoa, Edward G. island la Branch
pond opp. Nieolin.
Morgan. E I aad wife. Tamer Hl.l

> ’>

»

l< ’■«
2 *>
S»
115

_

land. South St.
March. Mrs Samuel
Water St.
!
Phillips. J D. pert at

J, hotue
Albert

2s a

lot.

115

Smith

l U
W

piece. Barside,
Sargent, Newell, laad oi Rebecca Avery,
Salisbury. Georg* A. J F Tonrtoleue
place. N. Ellsworth.
Stewart, Mrs Wm A. Lottie Crockett

2 25

85

Labrador farn,.

Whittaker, Georg* J. bouse aad lot.

135

Stats St.

Ellsworth,

of
Dec.

A. M. Foaraa. Collector
oi Ella worth tor !M
M, 1WT.

taxes

STATE OH XAUIP.
coLucToa'a urniamn or

uu

or

Lana or aoa-maatnaarr owxias.

of
Unpaid tares oa lands situated la tbe towntb,
Brooklia, la the county of Hancock, (or
year Mr.

at tana oa real estate
owner, ia the town of
Brooklia aforesaid, for lb, year 1407. committed to me for collect lorn foe said town on the
twentieth day of April. M*f. remain unpaid,
aad a otic* la hereby girea that if said taxes
with interest aad charges ars not precious,?
it
paid, ao mack of the teal estate Used asinsaSeient to pay tbe aaaawnt dae therefor,
w*1
be
will
clndiug ini*rest ud
without farther aotiee, a* public auction. St
town hall, la aald town, oa the Stat Monday
in February. 1999, it 9 o'clock a. m.

rpHf following Uat
A of bob.resident

doi

incld ia
Acbg*-

Bw2f^nd* M*7’*****
Cahill.

Ella! heir, of,

**’*°* ** **"

lot No Si. West

*

«
1 61

Morris, William, ir. cottage aad lot No
600
It. West Bad.
F. A. Bowaas. Collector
".
of taaes of the ton of Brook
Brooklia, Dee. SAMK.

Xetc tpaper circulation is what count, fm
adrorluort.

Subscribe for The American-

ELLSWORTH BRIDGES.

Statistics Gathered tor State Highway
Department.
The State commissioner ot highways has
been gathering bridge statistics from
towns and cities all over the State.
Among the great lights of several past
legislative sessions have been the attempts
to pass a general bridge bill. The first
was introduced some four sessions ago snd
provided that the State should take over
ail the longer bridges of the State, paying
a certain amount for them, and should
thereafter maintain them. Fully one-half
of the members of the legislature committed themselves to the support ot the
measure. Seeing only the fact that they
might have some expensive bridges in
their constituency which the voters would
like to have unloaded upon the State,
senators and representatives hastened to
get themselves on record as In favor of this

seemingly popular

measure.

The newspapers brought out the fact
that the bill as then famed would cost the
State some 12,000,000, and even then the
bill nearly received a passage.
Each succeeding session the measure
has come up, although in a less radical
form, and at the last session nearly secured passage, being beaten by the members from the cities and from the counties
in which there are few large bridges.
One of the chief objections to the
been its
measure has
indeflniteness,
as there has seemed to be little limit to
the amount that it might cost the State.
The next legislature will be In a position
to approach this subject intelligently, as
the result of an order that was introduced
the last session authorizingthe State^ommissioner of highways to make an
investigation to ascertain the length,
physical character and condition, original
cost and annual cost of maintenance,
together with such other information as
he may deem pertinent or necessary, concerning each and every bridge within the
State.
n
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State commissioner of highways has sent
oat blanks to all city and town clerks for
information concerning every bridge over
six feet in length. City Clerk Conning*
ham, of Ellsworth, has carefally compiled
the information concerning Ellsworth
bridge*, and forwarded it to Augusta. He
finds a total of nineteen bridges over six
feet in length In Ellsworth. They are
as follows:
Main street, Union river; length, 120 feet;
width roadway, 28} feet; sidewalks 7} feet;
cost. 95.779; built in 1896*7.
Infant street. Union river; length, 106 feet;
width, 16} feet; cost, 92,500; built in 1907.
Bangor road, Union river; length, 192 feet;
width, 17 feet; cost 96,000; built in 1901.
Mariaville road, Union
river (Brimmer’s
bridge); length, 204 feet; width, 16} feet;
cost, 91,400; built 1822; rebuilt, 1887.
North Ellsworth, Wiukumpaugh
stream;
length, 16 feet; width, 18 feet; estimated
cost, 9150.
Bangor road, Tourtelotte (or Dunham) brook,
length, 80 feet; width, 14 feet; estimated
coat, 9250.
Old Bangor road, Tourtelotte (or Dunham)
brook, length, 23 feet; width, 17 feet; estimated cost, 9200.
Old Bangor road, Branch pond stream; length,
32 feet; width, IS feet; estimated cost, 9900.
Branch Pond stream (near Hooper mill),
length, 34 feet; width, 15 feet; estimated
cost, 9900.
^
Branch Pond stream (near Hooper mill),
length, 87 feet; width, 12} feet; estimated
cost, 9250.
Old Bangor road. Branch Pond stream (Bonsey bridge), length, 87 feet; width, 14} feet;
estimated cost, 9500.
Lakewood, Reed's brook, length, 45feet; width,
16} feet; estimated cost, 9850.
Water street. Card's brook, length, 18} feet;
width, 16} feet; estimated cost, 9150.
Bayside rood, Whittaker’s brook, length, 16}
feet; width, 18 feet; estimated cost, 9100.
High street. Card’s brook; length, 20 feet;
width, 20 feet; estimated cost, 9250.
Boggy Brook road. Boggy brook; length, 22
feet; width, 15 feet; estimated cost, 9150.
Nicolin roadv Boggy brook; length, 18 feet;
width, 18 feet; estimated cost, 9150; built in
1894.
Shore road, near the Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.

mill; length, 27 feet: width, 80 feet; estimated cost, 9150.
shore road (new bridge now building), length,
SI feet; width, 15 feet.

John D. Weed and wife left for Boston
Thursday to spend Christmas with
friends.
Mrs. Emma Damon left for Boston last
Monday, called there by the illness of her
sister, Mrs. Lucy Ide.
Mrs. QeorgeL. Holden left for Lynn,
Mass., Friday to meet Capt. Holden in the
schooner Florence Leland.
Dec. 23.
H.
_

A Boston lawyer, while cross-examining
the plaintiff in a divorce trial, brought
forth the following: “You wish to divorce this woman because she drinks?”
“Yes, air.” “Do you drink yourself?”
“That’s my business!” angrily. Whereujonthe unmoved lawyer asked: “Have
you any other business?”

HJbtrtUsrrunte

As Others Think.
In Ellsworth Hus

to His Own Opinion.

square miles of soil had been destroyed as
the result of forest denudation, and that
the destruction was then proceeding at
MEANS TREATMENT OF TREES AS the
rate of one hundred square miles of
OTHER CROPS.
fertile soil per year. This enormous loss
--»
of fertility by soil wash can be
prevented
TO BE CULTIVATED AND HARVESTED by
forestry and the regulation of grazing,
WHEN RIPE—VALUE OF FOREST8
the destruction of forest plants by overIN PRESERVING WATER SUPPLY.
grazing being accompanied by a loss of
surface soil through erosion, as is the case
Practical forestry does not forbid the with forest destruction.
catting of trees, it rather treats them as a
PASSING OF THE PINE.
crop to be cultivated and harvested when
ripe, care being taken to do it without
waste, and makes ample provision for re- At Present Rate of Cutting, Pine
Will Soon be a Thing of the Past.
production. It is only when the ripe wood
is harvested properly that the forests atThe position which the United States
tain to their highest usefulness.
has held as a
lumber-producing nation
A forest lumbered in the usual way is has, perhaps, been due more to white
pine
harvested at an enormous cost to the than to any other wood. The timber of
forest itself. The young growth for the this valuable tree, which has
played a most
present and the future is injured or killed; important part in the material developthe uncarcd for slash provokes and feeds ment of the nation, is fast
disappearing
fires, and the productive capacity of the and now it is as costly as the finest Ameriforest land ofttimes is destroyed for scores can hardw'oods.
of years to come.
Rev. Edward Everett Hale,
the'chaplain
On the other hand, proper methods of of the Senate, who has
always taken an
forestry not only maintain, but increase interest in forestry, deplores the passing
the capital value of forest land, the crop of white pine as our foremost
wood, and
is harvested more completely, although tells how in his own lifetime he has seen
leas rapidly; the way is prepared for the day when “the masts of
every vessel
reproduction and the young growth pro- that sailed the Seven Seas were made from
and
the
New
of
forest
fires
is
tected,
danger
England grown pine; while to-day
minimized. To be able to do this Intelli- very little white pine is cut in New Enga
full
land
of
the
life of
gently
knowledge
big enough to furnish a good-sized
trees must be obtained in order that it spar.” He tells also, to Illustrate the inbe
to
may
possible
co-operate with nature creasing cost of the wood, that he ordered
in bringing about the desired results.
a set of book shelves on which the cabinetmaker made a price, and then asked
FORESTS CONSERVE RAINFALL.
whether they should be of mahogany or
roresis property nanmeo not only tarwhite pine.
nish ■ continuous and undiminishing sup1118 white
ply of wood, but they protect the soil and from New pine production has shifted
England to the Lake states, and
act as a natural reservoir, insuring a conwas the
leading lumber-prostant supply of water for rivers. The tre- Michigan
state for twenty y6ars, from 1870
mendous importance to the country of the ducing
to 1890, with a supremacy based on white
conservation of the forests for wood alone
pine. In these two decades the cut was
already has been shown in figures.
160 billions of board feet, valued, at the
No figures are possible to show the inof production, at not less than two
calculable value of the forests in conserv- point
billions of dollars, or nearly half as much
ing the water supply. Strip the forests
as the value derived from all the
from the hills and valleys of the very again
fields of California from their diswestern ktates, where the greatest oppo- gold
in the late ’forties until the present.
sition has been shown to the President’s covery
The rich forests of Michigan were once
land policy, and many of the streams that
thought inexhaustible, and lumbering
now furnish water for reclaiming the descontinued in a most reckless manner for
ert lands would dry up. Others would be
the people awoke to the
torrents daring the wet season, and per- years. Suddenly
fact that the thoughtless destruction of
haps not even trickling rivulets during the trees had thrown
6,000,000 of acres on
the dry season.
the delinquent tax list. These white pine
Forests conserve rainfall, preventing
barrens point to the terrible penalty of
drought within their confines during
the forest resources which should
rainless periods. The litter which covers wasting
have been the heritage of all future genthe floor of a forest saves I he water which
erations.
would otherwise be lost; the water thus
Ah idea of the increasing scarcity of
retained finds its way by seepage to the
white pine timber is given by the New
sources of springs and streams and thus
York F. O. B. quotations, on a basis of
maintains their steady flow. Deforestacarload lots. “Uppers,” of the best grade,
tion and drainage cause a rapid flow, and
cost $97 to $114 a thousand board feet, and
the immediate result is freshets and
the “selects”, or next lower grade, cost
floods, and the final result is drought
$79.50 to $99.50. Men who are not yet midduring long-continued rainless periods.
dle-aged remember the time when these
HOW THK WATER IS SAVED.
grades could be purchased at $15 to $25 a
Rainfall escapes from the ground upon thousand feet. The present quotations on
which it falls in five ways—through evapo- quartered white oak, which are $75 to $80,
ration, transpiration, surface run-off, offer another basis of comparison which
seepage run-off, and deep seepage. By indicates the condition of the market for
evaporation is meant the moisture which white pine.
The best stands of this timber now in
passes into the atmosphere in the form of
vapor from water and soil surfaces, and this country are in scattered sections in
from objects resting upon such surfaces, Minnesota, New England, and parts of
Idaho. The species in Idaho is sometimes
including vegetation.
Transpiration is that portion of the rain- called silver pine. Some of the country’s
fall which sinks into the soil, and which best white pine is found on the Indian
is later taken up by the vegetation reservations in Minnesota and Wisconsin,
through the roots and given off to the at- and scattered stands are found in the
mosphere through the stems and foliage. states of Wyoming, Montana, Colorado, (
To this Utter should be added, although and one or two other states.
not actually a part of it, the comparatively
At the present rate of cutting the tree
small amount of moisture taken up by will soon be practically a thing of the
the vegetation, but which through chemi- past. The small stands in the national
cal change’becomes a part of the organic forests are inconsiderable, but they will
be managed with the greatest conservavegetable structure.
tism by the government through the foruy suilate ui au|Muuai
that portion of the precipitation which, est service, and through this method and
from the lime of falling until its exit from practice of reforestation, it may be hoped
the drainage basin, passes over the surface that the fine old tree will furnish timber
without gaining access to the soil. On for other generations.
the other hand, by seepage run-off is
meant that portion of the rainfall which
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
sinks into the earth, but which later reapEugene Simpson is away on business.
lower
surface
at
on
the
elevations,
pears
A deer was seen on the Mill pond Satand with the surface run-off escapes from
urday.
basin
in
the
streams.
the drainage
By
Nathaniel Noyes and son Roscoe are at
deep seepage is meant that portion of the
which sinks into the soil, West Oouldsboro.

|
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m umout

precipitation

NORTH DEER ISLE.

Everyone

PRACTICAL FORESTRY

u

Right

but to such depths that it does not reappear later on the surface of the drainage
basin. Evaporation and transpiration are
frequently classed together as evaporation.
PENALTY OP DEFORESTATION.

Stream flow consists of both surface runoff and seepage run-off. Although these
two cannot be separately determined,
total run-off admits of accurate measureSurface run-off may be considered
ment.
as flood water, while seepage run-off is
that portion of the drainage which gives
the streams a sustained flow.
It is evident that any factor which
decreases the surface or superficial run-off
and increases the seepage run-off is of the
utmost importance in regulating the flow
of streams. Again, forests, by checking
the velocity of the wind and covering the
mineral soil with a thick layer of dead
leaves and other forest litter, effectively
prevent soil transportation by both wind
and water. On high elevations, where
streams generally have their birth, the
influence of the foreBt in this respect is of
the utmost importance.
So great is this influence that it exerts a
marked effeict
topography. In
upon
mountainous regions particularly, the repeated destruction of forests permits the
soil formed by the decomposition of the
rocks at the sources of streams to be transported to lower elevations, with a conseof the
quent slow change in the details
landscape. Such regions, if unforested,
ore apt to have precipitous slopes and
scanty soil on the higher elevations.
In that case there is no adequate medium
to absorb the rain, and it flows over the
such
surface. On the other hand, if
regions are well wooded, the slopes are less
of
precipitous, and a considerable depth
soil usually covers the broad summits.
As a result, the rain water is absorbed, the
surface flow is reduced to a minimum, and
of water is furnished to
a

While everyone has a right to hia
opinion, yet it la wise to alwaye
consider what others think and profit
by their experience.
Nothing make# life so miserable, or
interfere# so widely with the ueefulneti of the average American, as indigestion, and itTs well for us to give
consideration to what others
think about this remarkable affliction.
p. A Paroher ia positive that in
Mi-o-na stomach tablets he haa an
Absolute oure for indigestion and the
putny
disagreeable symptoms that follow this
disease, each as distress after
fating, coated tongue, bad taste
in the
month, dizziness, flatulence,
nervousness and debility.
Hia action in selling Mi-o-na on a
guarantee to refund the money unless
it
cores, shows plainly his belief in
steady supply
value of this remedy. He take?
streams.
the risk, and there will be no the
ago Professor Shaler estimated
charge whatever for Ml-o-na unless Teninyears
the upland regions of the states
yon are satisfied that it has relieved that
south of Pennsylvania three thousand
yog oT indigestion.
own

Fred

Noyes and wile attended State

grange at Lewiston last week.
Hiram Whitaker, ot Oouldsboro, and
James Hill, of West Oouldsboro, were in
town last week.
A. Fred Stevens, of Millinocket, will
spend Christmas with his mother at William O. Emery’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearson have the sympathy
the comunity in the serious illness of
their little daughter Esther.
of

Mrs. Charles Dunbar was operated on
last Tuesday. Dr. Simmons, of Bangor,
and Dr. Phelps, performed the operation.
Harry Meynell, Fred Bridgham, Dr.
Oeorge Patten and sister arrived home
Saturday, from Boston, for the holidays.
There was a fairly good attendance at
Sorosis Friday evening. The programme,
which consisted of musical shadow pantomimes, reading and phonograph selections, was much enjoyed. Mr. Joy played
for the dancing. Mrs. Boynton and Mrs.
Carr are matrons for the next meeting.
H.
Dec. 23.
_

Soft Boiled Shirts.
dear old lady, but she lived at
was a bit behind the
times. She nad been reading the advertisements in a city newspaper chance had
She

was a

Hardscrabble, and

brought her way.
“Father,” she asked her husband, “what
is these here negligee shirts they talk
about V’
Father, being a man, was equal to the
occasion.
“Don’t know what they be f he grinned.
“Well, you area back-number. Negligee
shirts ain’t quite so stiff and choky as a
b’iled shirt—I mean a reg’lar fcard-biled
shirt. A negligee shirt is something you
might call a soft- b’iled shirt.”— Woman’»
Home Companion.
Uncle Toby
aghast at finding a
darkey with his arm around Mandy’s
waist. “Mandy, tell dat niggah to take his
ahm ’way from round yo’ waist,” he indignantly commanded. “Tell him yo’eelf," said Mandy, haughtily. “He’s a puffed stranger to me.”
was

ILL WIND THAT BLOWS NO ONE GOOD!
Owing
ago,

certain

a

have

We

to the Financial Crash which

clothing

firm in Yermont

just received from the assignee

bought 150 Men’s Suits, Eighty-five
Fifty Children’s Suits at

Men’s suits

are

on

the Dollar.

Scotch, Wool

and

The

Cheviots;

$6.98, $7.98

and $9.79. The Youths’
and Children’s Suits at the same reduction.

We have also bought from a Wholesale
Furnishing Goods House, who needed

Rare

Bargains In
Furnishings.
some

money,

Some choice

sanitary fleece-lined Under-

2002 HARTFORD

pick of

the

a

few weeks

assign,

and

we

Clothing Stock.

worth 50c and 65c

we

shall sell at

35c. Outside Blue Jersey Shirts, all sizes,
regular 50c goods, at 37c. Blue rib 15c
hose at 9c. Brown rib 15c hose at 9c.
Black rib 15c hose at 10c. Heavy extra
quality 25c hose at 18c. Large assortment
Men’s Fancy and Plain Handkerchiefs, regular 10c goods, 4c.
50c White Silk
25c
23
c.
Handkerchiefs,
Suspenders, lift.
On many odd lots in our regular stock
we have put
special prices; in some cases
less than half price. We intend to make
this sale memorable. It is rare to find such
values as we shall offer at this busy Christmas
shopping time.

mostly the famous KIRSCHBAUM MAKE, formerly sold for $12, $15, $18 and $20. We
have put them in three assortments at

Men’s

our

country

forced to

was

wear

Youths’ Suits and

Fifty Cents

to this

came

KERSEY HEAVY MEN’S PANTS, $1.19.
'_

•

THIS

SALE

WILL

BEGIN
V

Friday Morning, December 20,
AND

WILL

CONTINUE

THREE

WEEKS.

RELIABLE CLOTHING C0„
First National Bank

Building,

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

®oses Flowers,
Fine Floral

REMEMBER
Xtl

U

J.VJ.

FED’K H.
•

JJ

J.IX

±J

U

111

and

MOSES, Bar Harbor.

MARINE LIST.

■-M

jg
|
1
1

ATHERTON—At Bluehill, Dec 18, to Mr and
Mrs Fred W Atherton, a son. [Harlan P.J

ROUNDS—At Ellsworth, Dec 21, to Mr and
Mrs Fred E Rounds, twins. Tboy and girl.]
STINSON—At Stonington, Dec 19, to Mr and
Mrs Herbert W Stinson, a daughter.
STINSON—At Stonington, Dec 17, to Mr and
Mrs William Edmund Stinson, a daughter.

MARRIED.
CROSBY—GOODWIN—At Bucksport, Dec 18,
by Rev J W Price, Miss Blanche Crosby, of
Bucksport, to Frank Goodwin, of Brewer.
DAVIS-FARNHAM—At West Brooksville,
Dec 20, by Rev A C Hunt, Miss Edith B

Davis to Charles Sinclair Farnham, both of
West Brooksville.
DUNTON—HEDGES—At Sound. Dec 18, by
Rev Stephen Green, Miss Faith V Dunton,
of Bar Harbor, to Carl W Hedges, of New
York.
HARKINS—RAWSON—At Ellsworth, Dec 19,
M
by Rev Vivian F Hendee, Miss Kathryn Mt
Harkins to Edwin W Rawson, both of
Desert.
HERRICK—LANE—At Sedgwick, Dec 18, by
Rev C C Koch, Miss Fannie Herrick to John
Franklin Lane, both of Sedgwick.
HIGGINS—DUNTON—At Sound, Dec 18, by
Rev Stephen Green, of Bar Harbor, Miss
Ruble Florence Higgins, of Sound, to
Geoige E Dunton, of Bar Harbor.
LYNCH—M’GOWN—At Ellsworth Falls, Dec
22, by Rev H W Conley, Mrs Carrie Lynch,
of North Ellsworth, to Wallace McGown, of
Bar Harbor.

DIED.
ATHERTON—At Bluehill, Dec 21, Harlan P,
infant sen of Mr and Mrs Fred W Atherton,
aged 8 days.
CARTER—At Sedgwick, Dec 19, Mrs Melinda
J Carter, aged 87 years, 5 months.
JELLISON—At Otis, Dec 21, Sereno E Jellison, aged 88 years, 8 months.
MALIEN—At Stonington, Dec 13, Esther
Malien, aged 8 months, 13 days.
PALMER—At Stonington, Dec 12, Mildred
Palmer, aged 2 months, 2 days.
PATTERSON—At North Orland, Dec 17,
Charles Patterson, aged 65 years, 2 months,
14 days.
SEAVEY—At Dracut, Mass, Dec 15, Mrs Helen
ESeavey, formerly of Mount Desert, aged
77 years, 6 months, 7 days.
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Gasolene

is good Crown and Bridge work;
with me this difficult and particular service is a specialty; my
work is of the most lasting aud
Take
no
satisfactory kind.
chances ;letmeserveyou. All work
methods.
Write
guaranteed. Easy
for particulars and prices.

SCIATICA, LUMBAGO,
Swollen, Aching Feet and
Limbs without using med*
icines or liniments.
50c. a pair. Booklet FREE.
At Drug stores or by mail.
THE HUXHAM PAD CO.
5 Park Sq.
Boston, Mass.

Engines

8.1 Sim Dl d. 8.,

57 Main St.,

and Launches.

styles and sizes, 11-2 to 20 H. P.. 2 and 4
cycle, l, 2 and 4 cylinders. Jump spark or make
and break. Don’t forget our 3 H. P. complete
for 988.00 Send for catalogue.
PALMER BROS.,

CLARION.
Whether it’s

WIRING.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.

Wirlai end Sup,lies Cheerfully atveu.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Laundry Bldg, (west end bridge).
on

J. P.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
|

ELLSWORTH

BRIDGE,

MB

CITY RESTAURANT.
MEALS AT ALL HOURS.

Single meals 35 cents.
0 meal tickets, $1.50.
OEOROE A.
Street.

Franklin

TILTON,
Ellsworth.

■

$toft«stanal

Ellsworth.

POULTRY WANTED.

PAT, NO WAS HICK,*'

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. E8TSY & CO.,

ELDRLDGE,

Main Street,

ELLSWOETH

END

range or a fur-

"Clarion", it ia
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

Full Line, of

WEST

a

nace—if it is a

ELECTRICAL

‘‘NO

Bangor, Me.

THE—

Portland, Me.

48 Portland Pier,

Estimates

year round.

Pads1 DENTIST CAN’T DO

to the feet or any
part of the body stimulate
the nerves, STOP the PAIN
and CURE by absorption

F-A-ZLiNdZElR.
25

all the

SOMETHING EVERY

I RHEUMATISM,

BORN.

Rodney Gray, triplet sons.
PEREZ—At Stonington, Dec 12, to Mr and Mrs
Henry Perez, a daughter. [Isabel.]

Absorbent

1 Applied

quarters.

BOWDEN—At Orland, Dec 15, to Mr and Mrs
J Wesley Bowden, a son.
BUTLER—At Franklin, Dec 16, to Mr and Mrs
Carl J Butler, a daughter.
CARLISLE—At Ellsworth, Dec 19, to Mr and
Mrs Eugene A Carlisle, a daughter.
CLOUGH—At Surry, Dec 18, to Mr and Mrs
Robert H Clough, a son.
CONDON—At Stonington, Dec 9, to Mr and
Mrs Edward H Condon, a daughter. [Gertrude Elizabeth.]
EATON—At Bluehill, Dec 19, to Mr and Mrs
Hollis B Eaton, a son.
GRAY—At Orland, Dec 21, to Mr and Mrs

Open

HUXHAM’S
h

Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar Dec 13. sch Georgietta,
for New York
Ar Dec 16 sch Fannie and Fay, for Bar Harbor
Ar Dec 17, sgh Hazel Dell, for New York
All the above will remain in port for winter

Work for any and
every occasion

HYDE,. WHEELER CO.
(Established 1864.)
41 North Market St., Boston, Mass.
Can

get top marker, prices aud will make
prompt returns for
VEAL
LAMB- POULTRY
Butter, Eggs A Farm Produce.
Market reports, tags, shipping certlflcates, stencils, etc., furnished free.
|
Strictly Commission.

®atS».

EDMOND"X"WALSH,
ATTORNEY
AND

W. T.

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
Offices, First National Bank Building.
Mains.
Ellsworth,

HOTEL!I

BRDBAICBR, Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert St.
A convenient aud homelike
while in the city shopping.

place to stay

An excellent restaurant where
service combtn.es with low prices.

AMERICAN ADS

Rooms 81.00 per

PAY BEST
TRY

WINDSOR

good

day and np.

’M

B

■
B

The only moderate priced hotel of repu-

B

PHILADELPHIA,

j

tatlon and consequence In

ONE

B
B
B

S

<aggmt«mtnt«.

hat tubttribert al 107
tht 11 7 pott-offlcvs in ffanmek county.
Alt tht other papers in Ike County combinod do nci reach so many. The American is not -he only paper printed in
•Hancock county, and has neves claimed to
<#€, but it is the only paper that can prop
arty be called a County paper; all the
-rest are merely local papers. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
tion
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
An Hancock county.
if* American

COUNTY NEWS.

f*

Tor ettJitional

u

Nets*,

sss

Mis; Alice Black has gone to Castine to
attend the winter term of normal school.
Wentworth Staples and wife are home
from Lincoln, where they have been visiting relatives.

Mrs. Frank Lunt has been spending a
week at Southwest Harbor with her
daughter, Mrs. Gertrude Tolman.

|

f

trip

New York. During bis absence Mrs.
Hanna has gone to Calais to visit her aunt
■and her son Pearl, who is employed on the
Washington County railroad.
Tarr

were

I

|

Spray.

Mrs. Mellie Robertson snd little son, of
Bar Harbor, are visiting Mrs. Robertson’s
father, R. L. Latty.

'Gapt. C. W. Sprague, of Stockton, who is
"in business in Boston, is in town, called
here by the critical illness of his mother,
Mrs. L. R. Sprague.
A social- and supper was held at Seal
Cove hall, Saturday evening, Dec. 14, to
raise money to pay freight on a hearse,
soon to be purchased of a New Bedford
Arm. About (12 was realized at the hall,
and contributions sweUed the fund to (19.

Gapt. George W. Dow, of Melrose,
Mass., master of the ill-fated schooner.
Thomas W. Lawson, recently lost on the
English coast, has many relatives here,
Dow is a son of the late William and
^pt.
Naomi (Ober) Dow, both natives of this
-town, who removed to Hancock many

years ago. Relatives on both sides are
sorry to hear of his misfortune.
The many friends here of Miss Mary
Pierce, of Boston, will be glad to learn
that she has sufficiently recovered from
her long illness to be removed from the
hospital to the home of her aunt, Mrs.
William Koppel, Dorchester. Mass., where
ahe will remain until able to resume her
work as trained nurse in the Massachusetts homoeopathic hospital. Miss Pierce
was to graduate from there in June next.
Dec. a.
N.
_

MOUNT DESERT.
James B. Allen, a student at Kent’s Hill,
is home for the holidays.
The grammar and primary schools closed
very suddenly, owing to illness.

Capt. Isaac Somes, mate of the schooner
Oraoe Stevens, is at home for the winter.
Miss Marion Iawson, of Egypt, Mass.,
-who has been visiting her aunt, Miss M.
E. Lawson, for a few days, returned home

Bev. William Forsyth, of Bncksport,
oocupied the pnlpit in Union church Sunday morning. Owing to the inclemency
of the weather, bnt few were out.

Osarge 8. Parker, who haa been

em-

for the past
is home helping care for his
tew
brother, D. C. Parksr, who U very ill.
K“Dec. 18.

ployed at Northeast

OBITUARY.

Mr*. Helen E. Seavey aged seventyseven yean, six months and seven days,
formerly of Mount Desert, died Dec. IS at
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Martin C.
Lnrvey, at Dracut Centre, Maas.
Mia. Ssavey had been in tailing health
for the peat three yean, and had bean
Mesa to Blderlr Psopl*.
Host sldsrlj people have some kidney or
Madder disorder that is both painful and
dangerous. Foley’s Kidney Remedy ashas
It
proven a boon to many elderly people
■tlmulatoathe urinary organs, corrects irregularities *—1 tones up the whole system. Comat once
menM taking Foley's Kidney Remedy
ssd be ^porous. Cl. A. Psacnan.
A

mas

recess.

are home from
of Maine for the Christ-

AMHERST.
Sewell Nickerson shot a bear recently.
A. K. Haslem, of Waltham, is in town.

The yonng folks are rehearsing for
entertainment tor New Year’s eve.

an

Schools opened Monday, Dec. 16, with
the following teachers:
District No. 1,
Helen Jewett; No. 2, Mrs. Ervin Roberts;
No. 4, Vara Haalem.
The Grover boys are repairing their mill
and getting ready for A. H. Has’em, who
will saw hard wood there this winter.
They wiU cut all the bashes from the mlU
to the road, which will give them a good
mill yard.

cared for by her daughter with whom she
lived at the time of her death. She had
been a member of the Methodist church
for over fifty years, and was highly esteemed by all who knew her.
She is survived by her husband, Horatio
S. Seavey, one son—Charles 0., of South
Framington, Mass., and two daughters—
Mrs. John M. Kingsbury, of Lowell,
Mass., and Mra. Martin C. Lurvey, of
Dracut. She also leaves two brothers and
three sisters—L. R. Plummer, of Wisconsin; Mrs. Abbie True, of Iowa; Willard
Plummer, Mrs. Amanda Gray and Mrs.
Alvira Haywood, of Bradford; also twelve
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. Interment was at Edson cemetery,
Lowell, Mass.
SOUND.
A pretty double wedding took place at

COUNTY NEWS.

•re

at

home from Massachusetts

for the

ployed In the poetoffloe,

wee

compelled la

home last week on aocount
lameness.

return

George W. Rodick, jr., has bought W.
L. Hussey’s place. He will take possession in the spring. Mr. Husaey wiU

ol

Nathan Smallidge was at the Freeman
house last week tor a week-end visit.
Curtis Young, who has been at work at
Bar Harbor, is at home for a short time.
Dec. 21.
Qa
NORTH SULLIVAN.
Miss Mina E. Robertson is steadily im-

proving.
Miss M. E. Moon, who has been
ill, is
somewhat improved.
Miss Beulah Wooster was on the sick
list a few days last week.
Onlaa Springer Spent a tew days in Bar
Harbor last week on business.
Mrs. John

Mortimer,

who has been suf-

fering with rheumatic fever, la Improving.
Ralph A. Springer, accompanied by his
mother, Mrs. Onlaa Springer, left last
Tuesday for Providence, R. I. Mr.
Springer was hastily summoned home by
the death of his little daughter.
Many
friends extend sympathy.
Dec. 21.

Ervin Frost’s family, of Bar Harbor, is
in town for the winter. Mr. Frost is in
the woods for J. O. Dunham.

u
EDEN.

Miss Edna

Emery,

of

Salisbury Cove,

spent Sunday with Miss Josie Leland.
William Higgins, who has been spending some time in New York, is at home.
The Central school will close Dec. 20 to. i
two weeks' vacation. The pupils are
preparing for an entertainment tobegivei

Thursday evening.
The primary school closed
Friday for

vacation of three weeks. The teacher
left Saturday for Dexter,
where she will spend her vacation.
D®*-1®Sub.
a

Mist Ripley,

__

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Tracy was in Rockland Monday.
Anthony Bye was in Rockland this week.
Mrs. Fred

RadcliBe

left

Wednesday

morning for Merchant’s island.

William and Charles Newbert, of Apple
ton, are guests of R. W. Judkins.
The grip is prevalent in many parts of
the island, but so far South Deer Isle has

escaped.
Mrs. Richard Smith will leave this weeV
for Boston to spend the holidays with her
daughter, Mrs. Gilman Bray.

begin
There was no preaching at the Methoholiday recess.
moving as soon as snow comes. He will dist church Sunday, Dec. 13, owing to the
Presiding Elder H. B. Haskell will hold go to Bangor. His many friends regret storm and the ill health of the pastor.
quarterly conference here the first week that be will leave town.
Dec. 20.
H.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
Dec. 21.
in January, remaining over Sunday.
O.
Nathan Collar returned to Waterville
Rev. Harry Lee was called to East brook
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Saturday.
ATLANTIC.
Wednesday to attend the funeral of Mias
Postmaster C. Walter Webster is ill'
Sherman
is
in
woods
(or
Lou Wilbur
the
The
school
an
oM-time
closed
resident.
primary
Abigail Bunker,
Thursday. Delmont Torry la in the office.
§ or additional

County Newt

other page t

tee

~

Scammon.

The store of W. B. Blaisdell Sc Co.

William Grant is building chimneys (or
Moses Abbott.

was

The grammar school

will continue five

weeks longer.
burglarized Monday night. It is supMrs. Pinkham was called to Deer Isle
posed that some one in town made use of
last Saturday by the illness ol her brother,
Hervey March moved his family here a key that was lost several months ago.
(rom Bar Harbor last week.
Uriah Morey.
Dec. 21.
B.
Miss Johnson, who has been giving
Quite a number of pupils (rom here are
PARTRIDGE COVE.
music lessons here, has returned to her
attending the grammar school at West
Franklin.
Mrs. Effie Preble is employed at Mrs. home at Deer Isle for the winter.
Chester Williams has moved into the Nelson Young’s.
Austin Joyce, president of the high
woods. He will finish stripping the Vene
The Harmony club was delightfully en- school at East port, came home to spend
Jellison lot this winter.
tertained by Mrs. Henry Bartlett and Mrs. Christmas with his parents, Lewis Joyce
Ernest Bragdon has obtained a position L. J. Smith last Wednesday evening. An and wife.
unusually large number was present. A
on the Bangor and Aroostook railroad,
Alfred Joyce and wife have gone to
_

business session was held at the close of
the evening’s entertainment.

and will leave this week.

The Sidewalk society will meet with
Mr*. Ellen Hayes next Tuesday evening.
There was no service or Sunday school
on account of the snow storm.
the first one for the winter.

Sunday

The schooner William H. Read, Capt,
Ralph Gray, sailed one day this week oni
fishing trip. Charles Gray, Eddie Rogers
I and
Harold Hardy went as crew.
j The youngest child ot Mark Thompson
:
and wife fell recently, striking on her
head. Convulsions followed, but at las
reports her condition was improving.

Portland, where they have employment.
H.
Dec. 1«.
They are now talking of spending next
Miss Addie Ingalls closed a successful summer there, and renting their house
SUNSET.
term of school last Friday. The exercises, here.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Higgins,
Mrs. Henry Haskell, who has been quite
which naturally took the form of a Christwas married to George E. Dunton, of Bar
The mail which should have been here
is out again.
mas concert, were perfectly carried out,
at S o’clock Monday night did not arrive ill,
Mrs. Varnum is in poor health.
Harbor; and Miss Faith V. Dunton, was
and the singing and speaking told plainly until after
Clarence Eaton, who has been at work
as
the
that
runs
8,
Bodwell,
BIrs. Ruth French has gone home (or a
married to Carl W. Hedges, of New York.
of much careful preparation. At the close down to
Vinalhaven, broke her wheel, and on Mt. Desert, came home Tuesday.
(ew days.
Rev. Stephen Green, of Bar Harbor,
of the programme, each child received a the Swan’s Island
Mrs. Arvilla Haskell is with her mother,
boat had to make her
Mrs. Augusta Cousins is suffering with pretty gift from the teacher. Quite a
officiated, using the double ring service.
Mrs. Lydia Saunders, who is in poor
trip.
number of the parents were present, and
pleurisy.
Dec. 20.
health.
The brides entered the church with the
8.
__.
expressed themselves as much pleased,
George B. Scammon is attending State •U
hot only with the exercises of the day, bnt
grooms, to the strains of the wedding
Philip Small, who has been in Bangor
SWAN’8 ISLAND.
at Lewiston.
with the work of the entire term, which
march, played by Mrs. Sidney Higgins. grange
for a few days, came home Tuesday.
has
been
the
Great
Chiefs
and
of
unusually
long.
PortA
was
born
to
Mr.
and
During
Mrs.
daughter
Bailey
Strout,
Both brides were dressed in white silk
Charle Haskell and Walter Eaton are
fourteen weeks Vera Sargent and Persia
Carl Butler Dec. 16.
land, visited Hockamock tribe Thursday
and carried pink and white carnations.
Young have been present at every session.
cutting wood for Florence Saunders.
night.
The hsppy couples took the afternoon
L. A. Lawrie is improving slowly, but is Mias Ingalls went home to Bluebill SaturWork has been stopped at the Dunham
Al. Marts was at Herrick’s hall Saturday.
train, Mr. and Mrs. Dunton for a short not able to sit up yet.
Dec. a.
day and Monday evenings. The hall was Point mine for want of coal, which is,
trip in Boston, Mr. and Mrs. Hedges en
The men here are improving the snow
well filled.
expected every day.
route for their home in New York.
Egetting out firewood.
Dec. 19.
MARLBORO.
Mrs.
The brides received many beautiful
Emma Prock, of Portland, is
Chester Williams and daughter Marjorie,
Homer Wilbur has gone to Clifton.to spending the holidays at the lighthouse
presents and hearty congratulations from Mrs. Millie
Wilbur, Mrs. Bertha Lawrie work in the woods.
atibtrUaniunta,
with her aunt.
hostB of friends, who wish the young
and daughter Verna were in Ellsworth
Bowden
has
to
Trenton
..
couples long and happy lives.
Mrs.
Abbie
Haskell
gone
an
Preaiding-Elder
preached
this week on business.
Dec. 21.
H.
to spend the winter with her son Tilden. Interesting sermon in the Methodist
Dec. 2L
T.
church
afternoon.
Bad
Miss Bernice Orcutt, after spending a
Sunday
INDIAN POINT.
FRANKLIN.
week with her sister, Mrs. Harry Rodick,
Mrs. Esther Knowlton and husband, of
A well-known physician, who
William Norwood is quite ill at the
Capt. Edward Dyer is at home (rom sea, has returned to her work at Bar Harbor.
Stonington, spent last week here with
undoubtedly knows, declares that
home of Melville Richardson.
bad breath has broken off more
(or the winter.
George JeUison, of Clifton, spent a few Mrs. Knowlton’s parents, Dana Burns and
Mrs. Seth Harding and Mrs. John
matches than bad temper.
Mrs.
Effie
in Bangor for a days last week with his wife, who is spend- wife.
Macomber
is
Abram spent Friday in Bar Harbor.
There are araeut
her
(ew days on business.
with
Mrs.
S.
the
winter
H.
Schooner
sister,
James
ing
Boyce, Capt. Alley,
lovers who must
F. L. Higgins and wife attended the,
Bemick.
loaded
atone
at the M. Baird Contracting
Dr. H. F. Collins is in town, (rom Midsometimes wish
wedding of their niece, Miss Rubie F. I
Co.’s wharf last week, and sailed for New
their sweethearts
(or the holidays.
was received here last week from
News
dletown,
Conn.,
to
E.
Higgins,
George
Dunton, at the
sweeter
Miss Charlotte Macomber is at home Sabra, Mont., that A. McC. Howard York Friday.
Sound Wednesday.
) presented
mouths to be kissed.
Dec. 18.
be disabled so that
misfortune
to
Spnc.
had
the
from
(or
the
Christmas
vacaCharleston
Mrs. Abbie T. Walls entertained the
Good teeth cannot
he has been obliged to go on crutches for
members of the W. E. T. S. Thursday af- tion.
prevent bad breathis
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
another man, was
weeks.
with
tome
He,
when the stomach
A public Christmas tree at the town hall
ternoon.
A delicious supper of clam
School closed Dec. 10.
riding from town with a heavily-loaded
disordered.
stew, cake, pie, tea and coffee was served Tuesday evening will attract young and team, when the -wagon overturned. His
The best cure for
B!D. Stebbins came from Bloehill Sunold alike.
at*4 o’clock.
companion had his leg broken in two
bad breath is a
day.
Dec. 21.
places.
H.
The Misses Addie and Maria
cleansing out of .he
Bunlcgf^ Dec. 21.
Abe.
George and Wesley Bartlett killed a fox
bodv bv use of
Saturday.
Sttarttamnits.
BAST LAMOINE.
Lloyd Higgins, who haa been carpenter&66A66666666dA6AOoA6d
Capt. F. L. Winterbotham is at home for ing here, has gone to his home in
St. James’ Episcopal church Dec. 18, when
Miss Rubie Florence Higgins, youngest

S. G. Butler, of Northeast Harbor, visHe has
ited relatives here last week.
gone in the woods (or Chester Williams.
Dec. 16.
T.
_

Breath.

_

I

Ellsworth.

Lawrence Haslem, who went to Machias
to work in a mill, has returned home.

Jessie Fullerton and Vina Bay have
been visiting in Bangor and Ellsworth
the past two weeks.
Dec. 18.
L.

home here.

Make him

a

Herbert Young is at home from Boston,
where he has been employed for the past
six months.

Scoffs Emulsion

baby.

Mias Maddoclu, who has been teacher
here the past year, returned to her home
In Skowhegan to-day.

Scoffs Emulsion is Cod Liver 03
and

Hypophosphites prepared
eas3y digested by little folks.

so

Mias Agnes Boynton has dosed her
home here and gone to Bar Harbor, where
she will be employed for the winter.
H.
Dec. 21.

that it is

_

the

on

Mias Barbara L. Hopkins was in Bar
Harbor last week.

rosy*

Mrs. George Moore and children left
Monday for Pittsfield, Maas.

baby that is fed

Scoffs Emulsion is

a

sturdy,

cheeked little fellow full of health and vigor.

|

Miss Laura

Haynes, who has

ever

saved.

It cores

headache,

backache,

indigestion, constipation and

skin

diseases.

—*

been em-

USE

m*".

8wa m pscott

Sparkling
Gelatine

Percie Moore has gone to Pittsfield,
Maas., where he has employment.
Deo. 21.

ALL ORUOOISTSl so*, and si.oo.

PRETTY MARSH.
Mrs. Allen E. Freeman has been visiting
relatives at Beal Cove and Manset.

the tonic laxative.
,,,
in
This is a herb medicine, sold
drug25c. and 50c. packages by
s
gists and it is saving more doctor
bills than any other medicine has

TRENTON.

a

Consequently

Lane's Family
Medicine

l hb winter.

Sherman Douglass, who is employed in
Kingman, is spending a tew weeks at his

Harbor

_

University

Miss Olive Clark is at home from Eddington for the winter.

Wednesday.
William H. Crafts, principal of the Mt.
Dsaurt high school, was called away Wednesday by the sudden death of his father
In Somerville, Mass.

the

A Christmas tree and concert will be
given at the Congregational chnrch by the
Sunday school. Miss Ethel Fogg, Mrs.
H. P. Burrill and Miss Amy Miller have
charge of the entertainment.
Dec. 21.
3.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

DOUBLE WEDDING.

SEAL COVE.

idays.
Qny and Harold Burrill

In moisture and
dust proof packages.

P

$70.

Dec. a.

Charlie and Edna Johnson are home
from their school at Portland for the hol-

strength.

you

is the most nourishing and digestible food made from flour.
Eat wisely—eat for strength
—Uneeda Biscuit

I

MIDWINTER sale.

*

digest, gives

Uneeda Biscuit

news

was

The Christmas sale by the Congregational sewing circle at Masonic hall on the
afternoon and evening of Dec. 17 was a
pleasant snccesful affair and satisfactory
to the capable president, Mrs. A. C. Norwood, and her busy aids. The weather
was favorable and patronage good.
The handkerchief table proved an attraction. There was a fine display of
handkerchiefs, the contributions besides
Tthose from home friends coming from
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut!, New York, New Jersey, Wisconsin,
and far-off Washington. The circle gratefully acknowledges the kindness of each
and all who donated.
The entertainment committee, A. M.
Lawton, Grace Carroll Clark and Emma
Norwood, had arranged an excellent programme. Piano solos by Gladys Mayo were
finely rendered. A beautiful selection by
the quartette, E. L. and Fred Higgins, A.
M. Lawton and Louise Freeman, followed
the opening piano solo. Readings by Annie and Lena Clark and Mrs. Lida Cousins
were appreciated, as was also a duet by
Mrs. Maud Trask and daughter Margaret.
An original poeih on “The Battle of Norwood’s Cove”, by Mrs. Maud Trask, delighted the hearts of those whose ancestors were in that heroic band which drove
off the invading British warship Tenedos.
The closing number, “The Dwarfs, in
Barbara Freitchie,” was altogether funny,
and to Miss Dora Parker is the credit due
-of arranging this mirth-provoking farce.
Mrs. Harry Lawton, at the piano, as accompanist, deserves hearty thanks. The
proceeds of the sale and entertainment

E. W. Burrill and wife attended the
State grange in Lewiston lest week.

Not what you eat,but what
you

of the death of Mrs. Clarreceived here last week. It
was a grievous shock to the friends she
had won during her two years* residence
at Southwest Harbor, who will always remember her as a bright, lovable woman,
young, merry and helpful, a faithful mem-her of the Congregational sewing circle.
She will be sincerely mourned here, and
-deep sympathy is felt for the bereaved
dmsband, mother and four children.

Thf sad

_

Miss Bernice McLaughlin is home from
Bangor for the holidays.

wisely.

to

ence

Mrs. Joseph Bray man died Dec. 15, after
a long illness.
She is survived by a
husband and two daughters-Miss Susie
and Mrs. Grace Prentiss.
Dec. 16.
B.

The strongest sometimes
eat the least, bnt they eat

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

a
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Captain William Hanna is taking

eee

Mrs. J. A. McHsnghlin and daughter
Ethel are visiting relatives in Brewer.
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Don't think that piles cant be cured.
Thousands of obstinate eases have been cured
by Doau'e Ointment. BO cents at any drug
store.—Adel.

A granulated oelatine

Makes 2 qts. Jelly

Costs JO Cents.

j
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other pagtt

F. M. Herrick, when bcr daughter, Miss
Fannie, was married to Capt. John F.

ng.
Martha Wescott has gone to Bosspend a tew weeks with her sister,

Lane, of this village. The ceremony was
performed by Hev. C. C. Koch, at 8 o’clock.
Mrs. Laura D. Eaton played the wedding
march. The spacious parlois were tastefully decorated with potted plants. Only
the near relatives and friends were invited.
Capt. and Mrs. Lane have a host of friends
here and elsewhere who wish them every

ignes.

happiness.

CASTINK.
Robinson has returned
Harrington, where she has been
Annette

!>untv

Bert Dickson has returned to
ie after spending a number of weeks
ter husband in Rockland.
A. Walker and wife left this week
xskland, where Mr. Walker went to
go an operation in the hospital.
iH. G. Eaton and John Hardy,
tie Deer Isle, were guests one day
eek of Jno. Billings and wife at their
on Court street.

Dec. 21.

COUNTY
NEWS.
Additional
Newt,

fbr

Pree. F. E. Bragdon, of the seminary,
has received a letter from Edwin Ginn, of
Boston, stating that bis brother, FredB.
Ginn, who died in California recently, left
a bequest to the
seminary of $26,000.

busi-

ness.

Harry Barnaby

Mrs. Amanda Sellers, who has been ill,
Is improving.
A. H. Mayo went to Rockland Wednesday, on business.

P. E. Lufkin, who has be n employed at
is at home.
Josephine West, who has been Surry,
Miss Lula Maddocke, of Bluehill, is visyed for a short time in the dental
s of W. S. Payson, has returned to
iting Miss Anua Smith.
me in Sedgwick.
Mrs. Nellie Joyce has gone to BrooksPauline Faye Devereux returns to- ville to visit Mrs. Morris,
rom Stamford, Conn., where she is
Frank Jones, of Bangor, is spending the
Miss Devereux will remain holidays with his family here.
ng.
for the Christmas holidays.
Ten Brooklin Odd Fellows attended the
_i Katherine Davenport, the popular convention at Gastine Wednesday.
librarian, who has been spending a vacsMr. Sperry, of Bluehill, is employed by
of several weeks in Boston and other

Maynard Blaisdell at his blacksmith shop.
places, has returned to her home here.
E. B. Kane and wife have returned from
has
a
Peterson
accepted poaition South Bluehill, where Mr. Kane has been
Joseph
in
inn
store
as druggist
large
Cambridge, running the clam factory.
Mass., and left last week to assume his
Will Nutter, who is employed as a teachwill
His
follow him
family
iuties there.
er
at
Higgins’ Classical institute at
later.
Charleston, hfopending his vacation with
Miss Lewis, who is interested in the his
father, H. J. Nutter.
Maine missionary work, gave a lecture at
Dec. 21.
Une Femme.
the Congregational vestry Wednesday
evening on her experiences in her work in
BLUEHILL.
Maine. The lecture was much enjoyed by
Rob Hinckley arrived from Etna, Dec. 17.
the small number present. It is understood that Miss Lewis has been secured to
talk to the students of the normal school
at a later date.
The convention of the thirty-ninth
district IjO. O. F., was held at Emerson
hall Wednesday afternoon and evening.
About eighty-five visiting members were
present from the following lodges: Star
>f Hope lodge, of Vinalhaven; Pemetic
lodge, of Southwest Harbor; Gov. Brooks,
of Brooksville; and the lodges at Bluehill
and Brooklin. Daring the convention,
work in the first degree was exemplified
jy Gov. Brooks lodge, the second by
Bluehill lodge, and the third by Massasoit.
lodge, of Castine. Supper was served at 6
o’clock in banquet room, while a midnight
supper was served after the work. The
convention did not disband until the
small hours of the morning.
Dec. SB.
G.

health.

baggagemaster

tin Stevens were called to Penobscot last
week by the illness and death of their
father, Mr. Snowman.
Dec. 20.
M.
_

There will be

improving.
Miss Annie L. Dunbar is teaching in the
Emerson district.
Mrs. Helen Hatch is suffering
rheumatic sore throat.

a

dance at the town hall

Friday evening. Music by Monaghan.

with

the

Bucksport train,

The reports of scholarship for the fall
term at the seminary have been

announced,

A

|

Buckaport student of the freshman
class again .wins first place. The honor
this time belongs to Miss Annie
McCaslin,
who has made an average of 96
per cent,
in every study. She is awarded first honors for the term.
Sixteen students have
secqfed an average of above 90 per cent,
in every study, and are awarded second
honors. The list is as follows: Gertrude
Brown, Orland; Mary Calkin, Stockton
Springs; Goldie Davis, Bucksport; John
Day, Princeton; Fred Dickey, Nortbporl;
Laura Dow, Bucksport; Anzelia Harriman.
ence

from Massachusetts, where he has been
business.

on

Walter Sargent, who is attending Bates
college, is st home for the Christmas
vacation.
Walter Nevells, who has been employed
Tapley’a livery stable, West Brooksville, is at home.
at

NORTH BLUEHILL.

E. R. Domansky is ill.
Mrs. Clara Dunbar, who has been ill, is

on

and for the past six months has been station agent at the new station in Bangor.
His place has been taken by Charles
Smith, who is well and favorably known
in Bucksport.

Mrs. Nellie C. Bowden, of Ellsworth,
visited friends here last week.
Mrs. Mary B. Hinckley is teaching the
winter term at the Witham district.
Mrs.

Hannah Thompson, of Sonth
Penobscot, is visiting at H. J. Cunningham’s
Thomas

and wife and A. P.
attending the State grange at
Grieve

Mrs. Clara Clapp, ol North Sedgwick,
is spending the winter with her daughter,
Mrs. Fred Sargent.
Vera Harding, Horace Eaton and SherSargent have returned to Pittsfield,
where they attend the Maine Central institute.
Doc. 16.
Sim.
man

Lyman Blake, of Bangor, is visiting his Soper are
HAKBOBSIDE.
Lewiston.
parents, Daniel Blake and wife.
Thomas Cray is building a piazza on his
Frank Burnham, fireman of the steamer
Fred Candage and wife are receiving
house.
Rockland, ia home for the winter.
congratulations on the arrival of a tenMrs. Atwood Redman is at E. J. Smith’s
Miss Emma C. Ward well has gone to pound boy, December 10.
tor a few weeks.
Castine to resume her studies in the high
Mrs. Charles A. Co nary was called to
Otis Gray and Charles Ladd are working
school.
East Orland Wednesday by the serious illAlvarado Gray.
Capt. Frank W. Hutchins has hauled up ness of her mother, Mrs. Gilbert Blaisdell. for
D.
Dec. 16.
his sloop, Paul Revere, and is home for
Gladys Black, who has been teaching at
the winter.
Passedumkeng, is at home.
BLUEHILL FALLS.
William Veague and son Orville are
There will be a Christmas tree and enThere will be a Christmas tree and con- working in the Tapley mine.
tertainment at the Dunbar schoolhouse
cert
at
the
schoolhonse.
Christmas eve.
Mrs. Ephraim Dyer is at West BrooksRoss Hall and family have moved into ville, working for Rufus Dodge.
J. W. Bowden and wife, J.E. Dority and
wife and Norris Heath attended the State the Sylvester honae for the winter.
Charles Blake sold his sail-boat to Mr.
grange in Lewiston.
Mrs. Percy Wardweli, with her son Albert, is visiting her parents, Alphonso
Emerton and wife, in Binehill.

Jay Dodge, who has been engineer
steamer the past year, is spending a
tion with his father, A. K. Dodge.

on

a

vaca-

David Friend has cut his wood on the

Dodge place. Frank Candage has hauled
it for him.
Annie Johnson has returned home to

Camden, after spending several weeks
here with her sister.
Wilfred Conary is home from Calais,
to spend the holi-

George A. Grindle left last week for New where he is teaching,
York, to Join the steamer commanded by days with his parents.
Dec. 21.
Capt. Charles Daversaux of this place.
Mrs. Isaac Dunbar, with her son Delmont, arrived Thursday from Connecticut,
where she has bean visiting relatives.
A dancing class has boon organised, and
meets every Saturday evening. Music
fs furnished by Monaghan, of Ells worth.
L.
Dec. SO.

Trundy, of Brooklin, last week.
Everett Gray is home from Belfast,
having finished his school. He will go to
Corea to teach this winter.

Capt. Ernest Gray, who has been yachting the past season at New York, is at
home for the winter.
Dec. 16.
G.

Crumbs.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

BROOKBVILLE.
Mrs.

Grace Cloeson is

very

ill

with

pneumonia.

Mrs. Flora McNabb, of Rockland, is
Mrs. Nellie Joyce, of Melrose, Mass., is
visiting at Mrs. Sarah Eaton’s.
with Mrs. L. T. Morris, this winter.
Hollis Eaton and wife are receiving conMrs. L. M. Roberts has gone to spend a
gratulations on the birth of a son.
Mrs.
few weeks with her
Mrs. Emma Bowden visited her daughter, Mrs. Josie Daw, of North Brooklin,

granddaughter,

O. M. Gray, at South BrooksviUe.
Miss Maud A. Yeaton has returned to
SEDGWICK.
recently.
her homejin Ellsworth, after spending a
J. W. Bui* ia quit* Ul.
Herbert Candage is hauling freight from few days with Miss Emma Gray.
John H. Eaton Is recovering from chick- the wharf ban for Fred Cola, of North
A.
Dec. 20.
en pox.
Brooklin.
O. P. and M. B. Limeburner have purRev. G. W. F. Hill ia at A. F. Cole’s for
Mrs. Hattie Tyler, of Brooklin, is spend- chased of K. 8. Grindle his
grocery cart,
a few days.
ing a tew weeks with her sister, Mrs. and are on the road.
Eaton.
J. W. Snow baa gone to Boston to spend Hollis
The remains of Capt. Lowell Chatto, of
C.
Deo. 20.
the holidays with his daughter.
South Bluehill, were brought here for
•
B. A. Braey and family have lately
EAST BLUEHILL.
moved into the J. Watson honse.
Badly Mixed Dp.
Richard Greene and family have moved
Abraham Brown, of Winterton, N. Y.,
Charles A. Oonary and wits returned into their new house.
had a very remarkable experience; he
Thursday from a week’s visit to their paW. F. Chapman and family have moved says: “Doctors got badly mixed up over
rents at Sunshine.
me; one said heart disease; two called it
home from Stonlngton.
kidney trouble; the fourth, blood poison,
Mrs. J.'E. Wilson left Monday tor DorThera will be a Christmas tree and and the fifth stomach and liver trouble;
chester, where she will remain during the concert at the Baptist church Christmas but none of them helped me; so my Wife
advised trying Electric Bitters, which are
winter with her son William.
eve.
restoring me to perfect health. One botJ. H. Hooper, F. H. Smith and wife, T.
The schooner Kate L. Pray discharged tle did me more good than all the five
for
Guaranteed
1 A. Smith, Mrs. Gnptill and many others
doctors prescribed.”
frieght this week for L. B. Grindle and E. blood poison,
weakness and all stomach,
are prostrated with the grip.
C. Long ft Bon.
liver and kidney complaints, by E. G.
C. N. Rhodes and wits left foe Boston on
Dec, a.
_R. Moo—, druggist, 80c.
Monday. Should the weather be severe,
will
remain for the winter.
they
Y. H. Chin is home from Burnt island,
and will remain with his family here. His
nteoe, Mrs. Hall, who has kept house for
him during the summer, will move to
Bluehill Falla.
_

_

_

The Joint installation of Mlnnewaukon
and Colombia chapter,
O. E. 8., which was to have taken place
last evening, has bean indefinitely postponed on aocount of much illness.
A wedding of interest took piece
Wednesday evening at the home of Mrs.

chapter, B. A. M,

All the seed qualttias of Bly’s Cream Balm,
■olid, are found ia Liquid Cream Balm, which
is intended tor use la atomisers. That it is a
wonderful remedy for Nasal Catarrh is
proved by au ever-ineraaaiag mats of testimony. It does not dry oat nor rasp the
lender air-passages. It aliays the Inflammation sad goes straight to the root of the disease. Obstinate old cases have yielded la a
few weeks. All druggists, 76c., including
spraying tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., US
Warren Street, New York.

interment Sunday. Mr. Chatto bad been
ill at the home ol hie daughter, Mr*. Jacob
Cousins, at South Brooksville, for two
months, of cancer of the stomach, and had
been a great sufferer. The. funeral was
held at the chapel Sunday, Bev. A. B.
Carter, of West Brooklin, officiating. Mr.
Chatto leives a widow, two sons—Bert, of
Sargentville, and Warren, of South
Brooksville, and one daughter—Mrs. Jacob
Cousins; also one brother—M. D. Cjutto,
of Surry, and several grandchildren.

jLtjal ygttfw,
STATIC OF MAIHlT^^
COLLECTOR’S

AOTIBTIBBUSHT

OF

SALB

OF

LSVD8 OF BOH-BESIDEWT OWBBB8.

Legal Natictg.
^

NraCK^OT^FOMCC]LOfin5££r^'‘^

Nancy
Hancock County, Maine, ft/
WHEREAS.
deed dated the thirteenth

M. Brown of

Trowatr

her nort-

day of July_
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in tbe town of gage
A D. 1881, and recorded In the fl&gtetryor^
Dedham, In the county of Hancock,forthe Deeds for
said County of Hancock in Toloa*
year 1907.
1188, page 845, conveyed in mortgage to Lydia
following list of taxes on real estate S. Robinson,
npHB
certain lota or parcels ofian#of non-resident owners in the town of
A
situated in the towna of Mount Desert as#.
Dedham aforesaid, for the year 1907, comIn said Hancock County, an#?,
mitted to me for collection for said town on Tremont,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
the first day of Jane, 1907, remain unpaid; and
“Certain pieces or parcels of land sltnate a*.notice is hereby given that if said taxes with
follows: First, a certain piece of land situinter est and charges are not previously paid, ate at
Bartlett’s Ielaud in the town ot Mount
so much of the real estate taxed as is sufot Hancock, bounded and deficient to pay the amount dne therefor. In- Desert, County
scribed as
vis.:
Beginning at the
Dec. 16.
A.
cluding interest, and charges, will be sold •bore at thefollows,
Northwest corner of Edwin Bartwithout further notice at public auction at lett’s
thence
North
homestead;
twenty-seve»
town house in said town, on tbe first Monday and
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
one-fourth degrees East fifty-four and
in Fe bruary, 1909, at 9 o’clock a. m.
three-fourths rods to a maple tree; thenoo
Amt of North
A Christmas concert will be held at the
sixty-one degrees Bast to Amariab
tax dne Bartlett’s
western line; thence South twentyMethodist ehapel next Sunday evening.
Name of owner, deincid in nine
East by said Bartlett’s said »est
degrees
of
Acres.
Value
scription
property.
Achgs. line to aaid Edwin Bartlett’s North line:
Kinney Grindle and wife left this morn- Anderson,
Arthur G, or
thence South slxty-one degrees West by said
ing for Portland to visit their children.
unknown, easterly half
North line one hundred and thirty-two rod*-of public lot No 8, forto the place of beginning, containing twentyTwelve members of Rainbow grange
merly Alfre 1 Condon,
22** $ 65 00 $ 2 20 one aeres, more or less.
attended the meeting of Hancock Po- Byther, Naomi a, or unSecondly, a certain loft of land situated in
the town of Tremont, County of Hancock*.
known, part of Hobb’s
mona at North Castine last week.
tract formerly Rich,
102
250 00
6 94 and State of Maine, and bounded and deDec. 16.
or
unscribed as follows, viz.:
Daley, Cornelius,
C.
Commencing on
45
known, public lot No 2,
67 00
818 the County Road near the dwelling-house of
Public lot No 8,
85 00
Robert Gott; thence Sonth twenty-one and
22H*
NORTH BROOKLIN.
Fred
and heirs of
one-half degrees East, thirty-six rods to a
Dodge,
W J, or unknown, lot
stake and stones; thence South sixty-five deMrs. Kate Giles, who has been in Belbounded on tbe south
grees West, twenty-eight and three-fourth*tbe
Orland
town line,
rods to a spruce tree; thence North twentyby
fast this summer, has returned home.
east by tbe Gore lot of
one and one-half degrees West, thirty-six
M
John Pervear, of West Tremont, is visrods to the road: thence following said road
Quinn, north by
homestead
farm
of
Easterly twenty-eight and three-fourths rod*his
Pervear
and
iting
parents, George
Hiram Johnson, west
to the first mentioned bound, containing six
wife.
farm
acres and nineteen rods, more or less.
by homestead
of Samuel Dodre,
800
800 00
8 23
Third, a certain piece or parcel of land sitG. W. Grindle and Arthur Cole are scal- Fairbanks and Greely,
uate in Tremont, County cf Hancock, State of
or an known,
cottage
Maine, bounded and described as follow* to
loping, a new bed, having been found in
and lot at G reen Lake,
6 80 wit: commencing on tbe County road bound225 00
Bluehill bay.
MoLaud, Calvin, or pning from the bead of Southwest Harbor dow*
tbe South eide of said Harbor at tbe North
ki.own, lot on south
Mrs. Georgia Dow and F. I. Halt, who
shore of Green Lake.
85
45 00
1 65 line of lot numbered Forty four on a plan of
Mount Desert made by Salem Towns in and
McKenzie, Colin, or unwere married at Belfast Dec.
arrived
15,
recorded In said County cf Hancock; thence
known, part of Winhome Wednesday.
slow tract on Ellsworth
follow!: gtbe North line of said lot, thirtybounded on the
two rods and twenty one links to a stake;
line,
Mrs. Laura Choate, of this place, and
south by P L Austin,
thence South twenty six degrees Ease, twenEdward Carter, of Bluehill, were married
homestead, on tbe north
ty five r. ds to a stake and thence North for& McKenHaynes
degrees forty-one rod? to the roadty-nine
by
it Ellsworth Dec. 14.
zie on the west
aforesaid; thence following tbe road to the
by C E
Johnson, east by homeDec. 21.
place of beginning at twelve and one-half
Sub.
stead of Tarbox and J
rods, containing five acres and forty-nino
G Latty,
500 2,500 00
66 75 roos more or less.”
NORTH ORLAND.
AND WHEREAS Henry A. Bickford a*~
Merrill, Eben, or unadministrator of the estate of said Lydia S-known, *2 of No 4, east
Charles Patterson, a war veteran, died at
Robinson transferred and assigned said mort61
80(0
range.
his heme here after a lingering illness of
One undivided <>8 of 98
gage to the undersigned William Caleb Loracres part of the old
fng and Augustus P. Loring by deed of asconsumption and kidney trouble, on Dec.
Eben Merrill farm,
125 00
5 78 signment dated May 13, A. D. 1907, and re617e
16. Funeral services were held at Carter Pcraber, Elmer, or uncorded in said Registry of Deeds, in Book 441*
at
known,
cottage
page 804.
Bchoolhdfise Thursday, Rev. Arthur Price,
Green Lake.
190 00
AND WHEREAS the condition of sai#/.
of Bucksport, officiating. The bearers
Cottage lots No 5 and 6
mortgage has been and still remains broke*
at Green Lake,
00
now therefore by reason of the breach of Urn60
were James Gibbons and Roland
Davip, of Stable at Green Lake,
40 00
7 98 conditions thereof we claim a foreclosure of"
said mortgage and give this notice for that.,
this place, and Charles Davis and Isaac Williamson,
heirs
of
or
William Caleb Loeiho.
Wm,
unknown,
purpose.
Richardson, members of the G. A. R. post,
Poirtof Gore between
Augustus P. Losing.
Dated this seventeenth day of December^
Bucksport. Mr. Patterson leaves quite a
Bucksport town lines
A. D. 1907.
adjoining D M Reed on
<-

Prospect; JosieHeath, Verona;FlorHomer, Bucksport; Florence Leighton, Cherryfleld; Geneva Page, Bucksport; Clara Perkins, Bucksport; Edith
Roberts, Caribou; Celia Smith, Bucksport; Hazel Waldron, Prospect; Lucy
Bert Veazie is at home from Stockton Whitmore, Verona.
Springs.
M^ss Elsie Philip is teaching in Brooklin
SABGENTVILLE.
and Miss Maud Bacon in South Bluehill.
Henry W. Sargent is in Boston on busiThe ladiea’ Baptiat circle was entertained ness.
Dec. 19 by Mrs. W. Q. Qreene, Mrs. James
Warren Beedle, of the steamer City of
Bettel and Mrs. F. L. Stover.
Rockland, is at home for the winter.
Misses Mabelle Babson, Joy Hinckley
Mrs. Martha E. Spooner left Monday large family.
and Jennie Grindle are at home from for
Dec. 20.
Chicago to spend the winter with her
Colby to spend the holiday vacation.
brother.
Mrs. Sherman Hinckley and Mrs. AusCharles Foster returned home Saturday

_

NORTH CASTINE.

has gone to Hot Springs,
where he hopes to regain his
Mr. Barnaby was for many years

Colorado,

>

t ion

other payee,

Miss Blanche Crosby, daughter ot Mr.
and Mrs. Arno Crosby, of this
place, was
married to Frank Goodwin, of Brewer, at
the home of the bride Wednesday
noon,
by Rev. J. W. Price.

BROOKLIN.
on

tee

BUCKSPORT.

H.

A. E. Farnsworth is in Boston

County

tbe east,

B.
MANSET.

15
50 00
1 80
Ebwkbt W. Bcrrill, Collector
of taxes of the town of Dedham.
De ember 16,1907.

Mrs. Edith Dolliver was called to Norwood’s cove last week by the death of her
mother, Mrs. Abbie Lurvey.

STATE OF MAINE.
C-ill- ctor’s A ivert 1sement of Sole of Lands
of Non-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of
Mrs. C. M. Teague and son have gone to
BluehiU, in the county of Hancock, for the
year 1907.
Brewer to spend the winter with her
nPHE following list of taxes on real estate
A of non-resident owners In the town of
daughter, Mra. George Lant.
Bluehiil aforesaid, for the year 1907, comSchools begin to-day with Miss Theresa mitted to me for collection for said
town on
twenty-fifth day of April, 1907. remain
in
McGee
charge of the grammar grade, the
unp&id; and notice is hereby given that if
and MiBs Elizabeth McGee in the primary. said taxes with interest and charges are not
paid, so much of the real estate
Franklin Smith and Isabel Dolliver, previously
taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due
who are attending the seminary at Bucks- therefor, including interest and charges, will
be t-old without further notice at public aucport, arrived home Friday for the Christ- tion at town hall, in said town, on the first
mas recess.
Bessie Moore and Everett Monday in February, 1908, at 9 o’clock a. m.
Amt of
Parker are at home from the Higgins
tax due
Name of owner, descripincld in
classical institute, Charleston.
tion of property.
Acres. & chgs.
Dec. 16.
Mad.
Emery, Charles H, the Willard
Dow farm and Fogg farm on
130
19 00
Long Island.
Pneumonia Fallows n Cold
Charles H, Brown McAlbut never follows tbe use of Foley’s Honey Emery,
ister ft Co, land on Long Isand Tar. It stops the cough, heals and
bounded
on west and
land,
strengthens the lungs and prevents pneuand south by land of Clarence
monia. G. A. Parchrr.
Chat to, east oy land of Stephen
north
Cbatto,
by land of Allen
Henderson or Frank Sibley,
90
6 40
Grlndle, John W, the Polly
Friend lot, part atumpage sold
to Greene in«1905,
liHiikrupt’* Petition for Discharge*
100
7 80
Grlndle, John W, Peters lot and
Iu the matter of
) In
Meadow,
59
4 70
Thomas Sheehan,
Bankruptcy.
Grindle. Medbury J, house and
)
Bankrupt,
land on Long Island,
6 40
lot
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the Dis- Grindle, Cbesley C, land on Eastern Co road near McHard’s
trict of Maine.
2
145
stream,
8HEEHAN, of Bucksport, in the
H, house and
county of Hancock, and State of Maine, Grindle, Edward
land near C J Grindle,
lot
2 80
in said district, respectfully
represents
that on the 21at day of September, last past, he Graffam, Lillian M. part of the
Samuel A Gray lot,
62
6 40
was duly adjudged bankrupt, under tne Acta
of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he Grindle, Harry O.the D B Black
60
8 20
place at W Bluehiil,
has duly surrendered all his property and
Grindle,
the
D
B Gray
Harry O,
rights of property, and has fully complied
lot on town line at W Bluehiil,
1 45
with all the requirements of said acts and of
Hinckley, E H, farm at North
the orders of court touching his bankruptcy.
Bluehiil.
40
8 20
Wherefore he prays that he may be dePerkins, W L, the Samuel Percreed by tbe court'to have a full
kins
52
2 80
lot,
his
estate
from all debts provable against
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts Smith. Charles, land of A J
3 26
Candage.
1%
as are excepted' by law from such discharge.
Sawyer, Mrs Frederick, the
Dated this 16th day of December, a. d. 1907.
Emma Newhall cottage at
Thomas Shbbham,
lot
••Point”,
17 20
Bankrupt*
White Granite Co, quarry and
land bounded east by land of
Order of Notice Thereon.
Bluehiil Granite Co ft G W
Distbict of Mainb 88.
Olay place, south by Bluehiil
On this 21 at day of December, a. d. 1907, on
bay, west by land of A M Carter and Pillsbury est, machinreading the foregoing petition, it Is—
Ordered by the oourt, that a hearing be had
80
7800
ery ftc,
upon the same on the 10th day of January, Walker Granite Co, land at East
a. d. 1906, before said court, at Portland, in said
BluehiU, bounded north by
district, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon: and that
highway, east by land of Lw
notice thereof be published in the Bllsworth
Bridges, south by land of A B
9
6 40
Leach,
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other Young; Wallace C, est, land on
82
6 40
Long Island,
persons in interest, may appear at the said
William G. Giuni, Collector
time-aad place, and show cause, if any they
of taxes of the town of BluehiU.
have, why the prayfir of said petitioner should
Dec.
be
not
BluehiU.
18,1907.
granted.
And ft is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known credSTATIC or MAINS.
itors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Lands
of Non-Resident Owners*
as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
the county of Hancock, for the
at Portland, in said district, on the Slst day
of December, a. d. 1907.
list of taxes on real estate
following
IL. 8.]
Jambs B. Hbwbt, Clerk.
of non-resident owners in the town of
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Surry aforesaid, for the year 1907, committed
Attest:—Jambs E. Hbwbt, Clerk.
to me for collection for said town on the 20th
of April, 1907, remain unpaid; and notice
day
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
is hereby given that if said taxes with interIn the District CouTt of the United States for est and charges are not previously paid, so
the Hancock District of Maine.
much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient
In the matter of
to pay the amount due therefor, including in)
In Bankruptcy.
Andbbw C. Cabby,
terest and charges, will be sold without fur)
Bankrupt,
ther notice at public auction at town hall in
To the creditors of Andrew C. Casey, of said town, on the first Monday in February
Eden, in the County of Hancock and dis- 1908, at 9 o’clock a. m.
trict aforesaid, a bankrupt:
Name of owner, descripAmt.
"VT'OTICE is hereby given that on the 7th
tion of property.
Value,
tax.
J3l day of December, a. d. 1907, the said Bar Harbor Coal Co, Rich PhilAndrew c. Casey was duly adjudicated bankwood lot.
$ 860 $ 9 00
lips
that
the
first
of
his
crediand
meeting
Luther Hastings, or unknown,
rupt:
tors will be held at my office, at 89 Main street,
wood lot bought of W S Trewin Ellsworth, Maine, on the Id day of Janu350
7 66
orgy,
I
in
at
a.
at
o’clock
the
d.
1906,
afternoon,
ary.
Chas Jarvis, heirs or unknown,
which time the said creditors may attend, apland lying south of Bluehill
300
road,
point a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as may properly
Wild land,
100
come before said meeting.
Heath east of Morgan’s Bay
William E. Whiting,
100
12 60
road,
Beferee in Bankruptcy.
Hoses Phillips, Young lot,
Bllsworth, Me., Dec. 18,1907.
bounded on the south by
Dunham lot, on the west by
L. Lord and
fTIHE subscribers, Lyman
60
highway.
X Everett W. Lord, residing out of the
Meadow land near John Oliver
Slate of Maine, to wit: tho said Lyman L.
80
lace,
Lord residing in Boston, Mass., and the Bald
sra Johnson farm,
460
Bverett W. Lord residing In Ban Juan, Porto
% of a tract of land lylngbetween Bluehill road and PatHlco, hereby give notice that they have been
executors of tbs last will and
ten’s pond known as the
dpfy
52 87
1,575
Bugene Hale land,
SAMUEL L. LORD, late of BLLSWORTH, John F Proctor, or unknown,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
a part of the Thomas Coggins
said
And
will.
NO
5 00
being required by the terms of
they have appointed Harry L. Crabtiee, of Arthur I Saunders, 8 J Byard,
Bllsworth, Maine, their agent in the State
87 50
farm at Newbury Neck,
1,500
of Maine, as the law directs. All persons Fred K P Saunders homestead,
150
3 75
having demands against the estate of said de- William P Stewart, cottage and
ceased are desired to present the same for
farm,
2,200
thereto
are resettlement, and all indebted
625
Byron Carter farm,
quested to make payment immediately.
Farm formerly occupied by
Lyman L. Lome.
John J Stewart,
1,800
Evbbbtt W. Loud.
75
Land bought of J O Young,
160
Bllsworth, Me., Dec. 9,1967.
Oyrenus Young, pasture lot,
A part of Thomas Coggins lot,
190
notice
that
subscriber
hereby
gives
fflHB
A lot of land bought for school
X she has been duly appointed adminis25
124 12
lot,
tratrix of the estate of
Lowell Young, 1-6 of John TorOLIVER CALVIN DONNELL, late of
8 75
150
farm,
rey
FRANKLIN,
D. J. Cvbtis, Collector
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
of taxes of the town of Surry.
given bonds as the law directs. All perDec. 16,1907.
demands against the estate
sons having
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imE. Nbttib Scott.
mediately.

itjjal Notices.
\

THOMAS

discharge

Surr^in

fHE

J

8

jtppointed

lrtT

Franklin, Dec. 14,1907.

Til.-. Akbbxoax;

8£iiTU£££

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Setb 8. Watt, of

Lamoiaer
Hancock county, Maine, by bis mortWHEREAS.
deed dated November
1904, recorded in

~

7,

gage
Hancock

registry of deeds, in book 413, page
517, conveyed to the Ellsworth Loan A Building Association a certain parcel of real estate.*

•i. usted in said Lsmoine and bounded as follows:
Beginning at » stake at the road laid oat
around Gully Hill and line of land now or~
formerly of John M. Grant: thence following
said line northerly to what is known as the
Gore Lot; thence following the line of the
Gore Lot eaateily to land now or formerly of'
Isabelle Brown; thence southerly on laid
Brown line to the road aforesaid: thence by
said road westerly to the place of beginning*.,
containing three acres, more or less, with
buildings thereon:
And whereas, the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of tbe breach of tbe condition thereof ?
the said Ellsworth Loan A Building Association claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Ellsworth, Maine. December 6,1907.
Ellsworth Loan A Building

Association,
By J. A. Peters, its attorney.
To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bncksport, in and’
for the county of Hancock, on the thirds
a. d. 1907.
day of December,matters
following
having been presented for tne action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested*.
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the seventh day of
January, a. d. 1908,.at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see-

THE

cause.

Alexander R. Robertoff, late of Eden, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument.,
purporting to be the last will and testament
of sAid deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Charlotte Robertoff, tbe executrix therein named.
Julia E. Paine, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. A certain instrument purporting

to be the last will and testament of said deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by Harry Robinson, the
executor therein named.
Stephen Pettee, late of Sullivan, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Herman Joy
or some other suitable person be appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased**
presented by C. 8. Bridgham, a creditor of
said deceased.
of Bucksport, inEphraim Sullivan, late First
account oT
said county, deceased.
Annice Sullivan, administratrix, filed fee'
settlement.
Blanche Delpbine Young, late of Bluahill*.
in said county, deceased. First and final account of Achsa H. Tirrill (now Rogers), executrix, filed for settlement.
Prudence 8. Emery, late of Boston, la thecounty of Suffolk, State of Massachusetts, deceased. Final account of P. W. Bridgham,
trustee (now deceased), filed for settlement*.,
by Charles 8. Bridgham. administrator of the
estate of the said F. W, Bridgham.
John F. Pherson, a person of unsound mind*,
formerly of 8ullivan« now of Franklin, ix»
said county. Second account of Charles TBunker, guardian, filed for settlement.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahonny, Register.
TO ail

persons interested in me estate Hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bucksport, in and-'
for the county of Hancock, on the eleventh,
day of December, a. d. 1907, being an adjourned session of said December termotf
said oonrt.
following matter having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested.
by causing, a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ells
worth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ells—
worth, in said county, on the seventh day
of January, a. d. 1908, at ten of the clock
in th* forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

THE

se<

cause.

Frankie M. Jordan, late of Orland, in said
Petition filed • y Hattie M.
Hartford, of Rochester, in the state of New
Hampshire, an heir-at-law of said deceased,,
pray foe that the decree of this probate court,
entered ou the first day of February, a. d.
1898, allowing a certain instrqpDent as the last
will and testament of said deceased, may be
vacated, disallowed and rejected and that a
decree may be entered annulling said decree
passed on said fi st day of February, a. d. 1898,
and that it be decreed that said deceased died
intestate and that said petitioner be allowed
to deposit with this court the money sent b®*‘
purporting to be a legacy under said instrument.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Oourf.
A trnecopy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

county, deceased.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
OHARLBS G. DODGE, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds »
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present'
tbs same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imNancy Dodge.
mediately.
Bucksport, Dec. 18,1907.

THE

rviHE subscriber hereby gives notice that;
X she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
HATTIE E. DAVIS, late of SURRV,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directa. All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased arc desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAlice H. Scott.
mediately.

Ellsworth, Dec. 9, 1M7.

^
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'F'he Kaiser's
*
Christmas.

GREAT POND.
FUNERAL OF CLYDE LAUGHLIN.

This community was much saddened by
the sad aocident which resulted in the
death of Clyde laughlin on Monday of
last week, the particulars of which were
published in The American. This is the
second sadden blow to John Laughlin’s
family, as their oldest son, John, jr., a
fine boy of fifteen years, was drowned on
Middle Branch drive some twenty years
ago. Clyde was an expert with rod and
gun, and every one wonders how he could
have been so careless. Beside his parents,
John Laughlin and wife, he leaves three
brothers—Eugene, Mathew and Robert,
and four sisters—Mrs. Ernest Rowe, of
Aurora, Lillian Laughlin, of Chicago, Mrs.
Raymond Williams, and Mrs. J. F. Haynes,
of Great Pond. All except the sister in
Chicago were present at the funeral,
which was held in the church under the
management of A. E. Mace. Miss Garland
conducted the services. The bearers were
Levi Bragg, Eugene Chick, Linwood Chick
and Gny Chick, cousins of the deceased.
There was a large attendance of relatives
and friends. Among those from out of
town were Mathew
Langhlin, Mrs.
Lynott, of Bangor, Martin Langhlin, wife,
son and daughter, of Eddington; Mrs. E.
Frances McLaughlin,
J. Bragg. Mrs.
Frank SlcLaughlin and wife, of Clifton.
There were lovely contributions of flowers
from fri; ids ia Amherst.
Clyde’s genial

of ths Thine* Found by the
British Dead Letter Office.
During the ten days preceding Christmas about 190,000 parceis are handled
every twenty-four hours by British
Soma

officials,

on
are

riod or other.
No longer ago than last Christmas
eve a box was Intercepted containing
150 live frogs, and a short tlmd before
twelve healthy young adders were discovered iu au innocent looking hami>er
whielt was supposed to contain poultry.
Some of the iuclosures are decidedly
Kure-uslic. Of this class was a two fu.it
long cane bearing the indorsement: “A
Cbrp-turns present for Johnny; For
outward application only. To lie well
rubbed in."

■

_

^r.'CTV

business.

visiting

Miss Bernice Williams has gone to Bangor to spend the holidays.
John and Robert Laughlin will go to
Clifton Monday to lumber for the winter.

of his

“After a man has lived in the world
long as I have, he ought to have
found out a great many things by experience. I think I have done so.
as

"One of the things 1 have found
out to my entire satisfaction Is the
proper thing for aliments that
are due directly to the effects of
the climate. For 118 years I have
withstood the changeable climate
of the United States.
“I have always been a very healthy
man, bat, of course, subject lc tlio affections which are dae to sudden
changes in the climate and temperature.

"As for Dr. Hartman’s remedy,
Peruna, I have found It to be the
best, If not the only reliable remfor these affections. It has
been my standby for many years,
and I attribute my good health
and extreme old age to this rem-

edy

edy.
“It exactly meets all my requirements. It protects me from the evil effects of sudden changes; it gives me
strength; it keeps my blood in good circulation. I have-come to rely upon It
almost entirely for the many little
things for which I need medicine.
“When epidemics of la grippe first
began to make their appearance in this
country 1 was a sufferer from this dis-

j
j

|

"I had several long sieges with
the grip. At first I did not know
that Peruna was a* remedy tor
When I heard that
this disease.
la grippe was epidemic catarrh, 1
/ tried Peruna tor Ja grippe and I
”
found It to be lust the thing.
In a later letter, Mr. Brock writes:
“I am well and feeling as well as I
have for years. I would not be without Peruna.”

Legend of St. Stephen. Firet of
the Noble Army of Martyr*.
Ever since that first Christmas eve
the cock has crowed all night long on
the anniversary to keep sway evil !
spirits, for the rock is a holy bird and ;
a knowing one.
There Is a pleasant
tale of him and St. Stephen, the first <
martyr, whose day Is Dec. 26, close by
Totntnuy,
Years Old Last
his dear Lord's.
St. Stephen was Klnif Herod’s stewof
McLennan
a
citizen
BROCK,
ard. it rooms, who served him in the
Born before tbe United Stolea
county, Texas, has lived for 118 years.
kitchen and at table. One nlgbt as he
were formed.
For many years be resided at Bosqne
A letter dated July •, 1108, written for
was bringing in the boar's head for his
Sew 22 prealdemta elected.
Falls, eighteen miles west of Waco, bnt
Mr. Brock by his wife, Sarah J. Brock,
him
Pe-ru-na baa
master's dinner he saw the star shinprotected
now lives with bis son-in-law at Valley
from all aadden change*.
ing over Bethlehem. Immediately be
Mills, Texas.
Veteran of tour ware.
set down the huge platter and exUncle
time
Borne
ago, by request.
Shad a borae when 99 yeara
claimed:
up out of a spell of sickness, when
Isaac came to Waco and sat for his
old.
commenced taking Peruna. I
/
"No longer. Ilerod. will I be tby serva
stick
In
his
hand
the
with
picture, holding
grip
Atwaya conquered
think It Improved my health very
ant, for a greater King than thou U
cut from tha grave of General Andrew
born.”
Wltneaa laa lead ault at the age
much.”
Jackson.
of 110 yeara.
"What aileth thee?” cried the king
In a postscript,Mrs. Brock adds: “He
Mr. Brock Is a dignified old gentleBelieve* Paruna the greateat
"Do you lack meat or
receives a great many letters Inquiring
wrathfully.
man, showing few signs of decrepitude.
for
catarrhal
remedy of tbe age
about what Peruna will do. I do not,
drink that yon would desert my servHis family Bible is still preserved,
trouble*.
answer them all, as I think they can
ice for another's?"
and it shows that the date of his birth
get a bottle and try It."
was written 118 years ago.
“Nay," auswered Stephen; “1 lack
neither meat uor drink, bat the Child
a
that is born this night is greater than
all of us, and him only will I serve.''
"That IS as true,” quoth Herod, smitORANGE NEWS.
present from Halcyon, Penobscot, Osstine,
ing the table with bis fist, “ns that tills
! Highland, Narramissic and Harvest Home
f Cnvftv .Vm r+r «f
•
roast cock ou the platter shall crow lie- ; Fo* udfiitiona
N1C0L1N, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
! granges.
Nieolin grange held its regular meeting
fore us.”
EAST BLDEH1I.L.
NORTH
PENOBSCOT.
Visitors
Dee.
with
a
attendance.
were
the
words
out
of
his
|
21,
large
Hardly
East Bluebill grange held an interestmouth when the cock stretched bis | Bronchial colds are the general com- were present from Lamoine, East Bluebill, I
1
neck and crowed lustily, "Chrlstus na- plaint.
Ba.vride and Harvest Home granges. Re- ing meeting Saturday evening, Dec. 21.
and treas- After the nsnal basiness, e pert of the
Stephen’s
Doris Hatch has been quite ill, but is ports of the master, secretary
evening was spent in practicing the drill
urer snd of the different committees were
words were true Herod was so angry I some better.
sandwiches and by the new degree team. The excellent
that he made his soldiers take Stephen
j Gene Gross returned from State grange given. After degree work,
coffee were served. It was voted that the report of the State grange made by the
outside the walls of Jerusalem and
it Lewiston Thursday.
master was bot h interesting and instrucmaster-elect make arrangements tor the
stone him to death.
And this la tha |
tive, end wee much appreciated by ell
Rev. Mr. Bryant preached an appropri- installation of officers. W. M. Hoyt E. There
reason why onto this day St Stepbsd j
will be work in the first end second
Austin and wife were delegates to tba degrees et the next meeting.
is the patron of stonecutters.—Abble ite Christmas sermon Sunday.
James Perkins and Walton Grindle have State grange.
Farwell Brown in Llppincott’a HagaBATVIXW, SALISBBKV COVE.
been painting the interior of the church.
aha*.
HARVEST HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.
There wee a large attendance at Bayview
Some farmers here are disposing of their
Harvest home grange passed a most enwhen the first
potatoes at present pricee rather than keep joyable evening Dec. 21, with thirty-live grange Wednesday evening,
THE NEWSBOYS’ PIE.
degree was conferred upon two candidates.
them.
in attendance. The first and second de- After the
degree work, a short bat inIt Took Man Who Looked Like Ming-'
Bernice Coombs, of Buckaport, is spendgrees were given in a pleasing manner to teresting
was listened to, oonprogramme
ham to Find It.
few
ing a
days with her parents, George two candidate*. Them war* visitors from siatinx of readings and comic songs by the
oalled for
Tramp! Tramp! Tramp! Two hun- Haynes and wife.
Halcyon, Alamooeook, Arbotue and Skow- brothers. A special meeting is when
the
dred and fifty palm of little feet, keepThere was a box sopper at Grange hall began granges. Boy Troeworthy gave Thursday evening, Dec. 28,
will be consecond
and
third
degrees
ing step, are marching to dinner In the Wednesday evening. The proceeds will two selections on the cornet, with Lettie ferred.
________
New York newsboys' lodging bouse. go towards repairing the church.
Guptill at the organ. A fine programme
Dec. 9.
H.
Five hundred pairs more are restlessly
NORTH LAMOINE.
of speaking, readings and songs was
awaiting their turn upstairs. In prison,
given. Them was singing by tbe quarMias Utah Marshall, who has spent e
hospital and almshouse the great
which responded to an encore. Con- few weeks at her home in Trenton, is back
Mrs. Minnie Hatch, who has been quite tette,
city Is host and gives of .her plenty.
undrums followed. The
third
and with bar sister, Mrs. L N. Salisbury, Jr.
is
ill,
improving.
Here an unknown friend has spread a
fourth degreesprill he in order Dec. 28 on
Walter Young end E. E. Higgins, who
The “draggers” are getting very good three candidate*. Officers will be
gsnerous repast for the waifs who all
installed have been
pressing hay at Southwest Harthe rest of the days shift for tbem- Batches and good prices.
Jan.
11
L
Clam
assisted
Carter,
by
by bor, returned home Pricey.
I
sslves as best they can—turkey, cofCharles Conary and wife, of Sedgwick, Hattie Carter and Martin Giles.
Mrs. Sarah Staples, who went to Portfee and pie. with vegetables to fill In. have been visiting relative* here.
land to spend the winter with her sister,
The clam factories here and at West
As the file of eagle eyed youngsters
LAMOINE.
have doled for the winter.
Mrs. Thompson, has returned in poor
passes down the loug tables there are Stonington
The regular meeting of iAmoine grange
School began {Dec 10. Mary Bartlett is
health.
swift movements of grimy hands, and
was held Dec. 17.
One
was
application
teacher the grammar and Sadie Walaer,
YDec,
shirt waists bulge, ragged costa sag the
received, snd the following officers were
primary.
at the pockets. Hardly Is the file seatelected for the eneuing year: Jeaee E,
Dec. 1»:A.
ad when the plaint rises: "I ain't got
SWurtiacuuntA
Young, master; Melvin Wilbur, overseer;
no pie!
It got swiped on me!** Seven
Sarah Young, lecturer; William K. Salisdespoiled ones hold up their bonds.
bury, steward; Earle Smith, assistant
a
The
superintendent laughs—It Is
steward; Myra Young,chaplain; Jamas T.
O. A. Parcher Asks Catarrh Sufferers
Christmas eve. He tape one tentative- !
secreGrant, treasurer; Flora Stratton,
to Try Hyomei on Hie
ly on the bulging shirt. “What have :
tary; Lester Young, gatekeeper; Hattie
you here, my lad?”
Guarantee.
Qilpatrick, Cere*; Nellie Stratton, Po"Me pie,'* responds be, with an Innomona; Fannie Klttredge, Flore; Elvira
Q. A. Parcher invitee all who gaffer
cent look. "I was scarf it would get
steward.
Smith, lady assistant
from any form of catarrhal troubles to
stole.”
Cake and coffee were served in the dinHyomei ontflt from him with
A little fellow who has been eying
a
late hour when tbe
absolute
i
ing hall. It was
guarantee that if it
one of the visitors attentively takes his
not
does
give perfect satisfaction, the
patrons left for their homes.
knife out ofJiis mouth and points It at
money will be refunded upon request
him with conviction.
There Is no other treatment for
MAKIAVILLE.
Becsuse we make medicines
oatarrh that in any way resembles
"I know you.” he pipes.
“You're a
Mariaville grange met Saturday with a
Hyomei, none that gives such quick
P’llce commissioner | seen yer picture
for them. We tell them all
gaod attendance. The ladies furnished a curative results and Mating satisfacIn the papers. Yoidre Bhighamr
take its
shout
fine
and
after
the
Pectorsl,
programme,
programme tion, no medicine that can
The clatter of knives and forks
oan be sold on a
supper was served. It being ladies’ night, place, none that
snd they prescribe it for
cesses suddenly.
Seven pies creep
to refund the
the men had nothing to do but en]oy guarantee like this,
stealthily ever the edge of the table
coughs, colds, bronchitis, con- themaelveajwhich they seemed to do thor- money unless it cures.
and are replaced on as many plates
Catarrh la a germ diaaeae and can
Then
sumption.
oughly. The ladies are anxiously wait- be oared only by breathing Hyomei,
The visitors laugh. It was a case of
ing until the gentlemen fnrnlah the en- ■o that the most remote air cells in
mistaken identity.—Century.
you esn afford to trust it.
tertainment. There were visitors from the nose, throat and Innge are reached
Ask your own doctor.
to
»
many granges.
by its antieeptlo healing powers,
Where Bells Ring Underground.
all catarrhal genoi are killed,
The beat kind of a testimonial—
way
Near Raleigh. In Nottinghamshire,
Sold tor ovar sixty years.”
ALAMOOOOOX, EAST OMLAXD.
the irritated mucous membrane is
Alamooeook grange held Its regular healed and oatarrh le driven from the
England, there Is a valley salt! to have
been caused by an earthquake several
meeting Saturday evening, Dec. 21, with a ay •tern.
This wonderful medicated air treat
hundreds of years ago. and It la now
large attendance. The third and fourth
9 SAtsAPAsniA.
does not drug and derange the
usual on Christmas morning fov old
degrees were conferred, the fourth being meat
but ta breathed through a
men and women to tell tbelr t-blldren
conferred by the Halcyon grange degree •tomaoh,
little poeket Inhaler that goes with
and young friends to go to the valley.
team in a very pleasing manner.
Wa hsvs so sec rat n! Wo publish
every dollar ontflt.
,,
Btoop down and hear the Is-Iia ring!a.-,'
_tho formal— of ail our medlolnoo.
Sapper was served to about 100 patrons.
The unusual way In which G. A.
merrily In the ruin., of :!,e churvli uu*
After recess, a fine programme waa pre- Parcher sella Hyomei attests hie conder the ground.—Tlt-liits.
Pectoral in hraaking up a cola. sented by the lecturer. Visitors were fidence in the remedy.

j

E.

j

The T. M. C. A. basket ball team won
its first game of the season here Saturday,
defeating the team from Old Town high
ecbool by a score of 36-W.

|

y

Che Cause of Many
Sudden Deaths.

-,

BP. BELLOWED

OFT

TBS ONE WORD "M»-

jajTAEr!"

There is a disease prevailing in this gold twenty and ten mark pieces and
country most dangerous because no decep- another of silver live mark pieces. His
C i III II
'ive-. Ma"y suddcn majesty fills his pockets when he goes
acaips are caused
py walking In the parks at Potsdam, and
P it heart disease, the little children and old men and
heart women who are fortunate enough to
pneumonia,
£ failure or apoplexy meet him or soldiers
standing sentry,
are often the result
st! mping In the snow, are certain of a
cf kidney disease. If
accompanied not Infrequently by
kidney trouble is al- gift,
lowed to advance the r. joke.
The kaiser's best side is seen at
kidney poisoned
**
—

blood will attack the
^vWWaii- —1*^- vital organs or the
kidneys themselves break down and waste
away cell by cell.
Bladder troubles most always result from
a derangement cf the kidneys and a cure is
obtained quickest by a proper treatment of
tile kidneys. If you arc feeling badly you
can make no mistake by taking Dr. Kilmer's
5wamp-Roott the great kidney, liver and
bladder remedy.
It corrects inability to hold urine and scalding pain in passing it, and overcomes that
unpleasant necessity of being compelled to
go often duringthe day, and to get up many
times during the night. The mild and the
extraordinary effect cf Sv/amp-Root is soon
fealized. It stands the highest fer its wonderful cures of the most distressing cases.
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and sold
by all druggists in fifty-cent and one-doliar
Sized bottles. You may
have a.sample bottle of
fbb wonderful new discovery and a book that
tells all about it, both Home of Swamp-Root.
rent free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer & Co.
Binghamton. N. Y. When writing mentios
tuosg this generous offer in t!-N none-.

ISAAC

Druggist

for

F- ee Peruna Almanac for 1908.
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Headache

Invites

Why liefer
to

■

|

Birthday.

COUNTY NEWS.

ftlrfht Help

tme Ida
Ely’s
It renktf abasretS.

^Mr^saacBrodt^li8

Ask your

There is n story current
Christmas.
tb.;t once near the palace of Suns
I Souci the kaiser came upon a half
frozen sentinel with very red nose and
eyes. The sentinel, with stiff Angers,
brought bis rifle to the salute.
"Cold day,” said his majesty. The
sentinel did not reply, but his teeth
chattered.
“How long ! ive you been on duty?”
asked the kaiser. Still no reply.
“Stupid!” said hla majesty. “Why
don't you speak when 1 address yon?”
The sentinel moved his Jaws and lips,
but no word escaped. The kaiser burst
out laughing and. turning to his adjutant, said:
“Take this chap into the palace, put
him before a fire, thaw him out. particularly bis jaws, aee he gets a big
hot drink and a big feed, and, here,”
turning to the sentry, “take this and
I drink my health and the empress’!”
The soldier found voice at last He
bellowed out the one word “Majestaetr
The empress la always practical with
Dre*t ashs say elmth bus wmearbat the
aaaa, 8ewp*Boot, Dr. Klfn.i*. Snap.Root her gifts.
Every year her majesty
H.
T, os every
Metreaddwoo, Rl*s Samoa.
grows mors popular among the best elements of the people. Her unassuming
ways, *11 tlrs freedom from hauteur,
consideration for Servants and kindly
interest In the welfare of the poor and
helpless endear her In ever widening
circles of Germans. She Is fond of pre.
For
senting ladies with costly lace.
The young princes, headed by the
crown prince, show little discrimination in their gifts—ecarfplas. rings,
dogs, cigarette cases, matchboxes, and
so on. being their staple gifts, varied
reecrea for yurt They are the only
sometimes by a book, a picture or a
when I
jhtaf I can find to help me
atatuette.
Victoria Louises gifts of
"
lira an attach of heedache
dolls to her friends are numerous. To
JCMpcctfiUw yovfit
favored friends she does not mind preAir. George Kneel and.
senting kitchen ranges and furnished
dolls' houses.
She Is In close assoWhen sickness monies a <
elation with the matrons' and soldiers’
Ktwood’s Bitters will wor
orphanages at Potsdam, and the num,*ard making a recover;
ber of little girls who receive her gifts
is enormous. Stores of oranges and
gnicUy and beneficially i
honey cakes are collected by her for
distribution on Christmas eve.—Now
York World.
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KING HERCD'S ROOSTER.

BAR HARBOR.

ttw RoiM at Oare
It cleanses, soothes,
basis and protecta
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
away aCold in the Head quickly
foe alien of Taste and Smell.
50 Ota. at Druggists or by
Cream Balm for use in atomizer* 75 u«.
Sly Brother* 58 Warren Street, New York.

speaking
good health and
INextreme
old age, Mr. Brock says:

Ths
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Doctors

Eta

Ayer’s Cherry

An OM Christmas Custom.
A century or two ago there was a
custom In Germany for all the parents
In a town or village to send the presents they designed for their children to
sue chosen Individual, who called at
each house clad In a motley robe, a
mask and a bags Saxen wig. Knocking on the door, he called in a loud
voice for all the good children to appear and receive the gifts which the
‘■"•-■st Child, the Christ-Kiuiliehi. had
This was the primeval
sent them.
Krlss Krlngle. Coleridge describes this
custom and records that the had little
children had r. rod left for their correction—Brooklyn ( liken
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Using Pe-ru-na.
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Wilbur Estabrook, of Bangor, was the
guest of Ezra Williams from Sunday until
Wednesday.
Albert Haynes and Wallace Lord are
home from Jo Merry lakes, where they
have been through the hunting season.
Dec. 3D.

or

PROBABLY

E.

Frank E. Mace is in Bangor
Gny Patterson and wife
friends in Boston.

Escaped the Terrors
Many Winters By

approximately
postofflee
no European court
1,750.000 for the entire ten days during
gives Christmas presents on so which the rush lasts.
extended a scale as the kaiser’s
The contents of many of the parcels
Every one gives presents to ev- are, to say the least, somewhat curiery one else, and for weeks liefore ous, says the Pictoiial Magazine.
A
Christmas secret inquiries are made hamper of live leeches, for instance,
about the most suitable gifts to be- seems a strange sort of Christmas
stow. The empress and her seven chil- gift.
Yet
So dues an artificial leg.
dren mysteriously dash about Berlin both cf these were amoug the parcels
aud Potsdam, visiting Jewelers, toy- “treated” last Christmas. Another long
shops and other establishments where coffln shaped box excited suspicion on
loiuethiug new or striking Is to be had, account of tbe odor emanating thereand they hold a levee every morning from. On opening It, however, nothing
>f tradesmen whom they have no time more dreadful was found than a young
to visit.
alligator in a dormant condition. AnThe kaiser does no shopping him- other evil smelling hamper waa found
Is
but
he
the
Christmas
greatest
self,
to contain no fewer than 300 dead
box giver of all, and his presents in mice, while yet a third inclosed a dethe
fit
desires
of
the
case
every
exactly
funct puppy consigned for postmortem
happy recipient. Early in December purposes to au eminent surgeon.
he makes a list of the persons to whom
Christmas presents of live animals
he intends making presents. His wife are constantly being sent through the
heads the list, and at the foot is usual- post notwithstanding the fact that the
ly some old pensioner or invalided practice Is strictly prohibited. Pigeons,
housekeeper who has served the Ho- rabbits, white mice, rata, ferrets, silkneuzollerns for half a century.
worms, lizards, snakes, guinea pigs
Soon before Christmas the royal mint and even on one occasion a pet lamb
new
sends the kaiser a bag of bright,
have all been dealt with at some pe-

disposition and pleasant smile made him a
genera! favorite with his associates, by
whom he will be much missed, ss well as
in hie bom?. AU extend sincere sympathy
to the bereaved parents and family.
Dec. 12.
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QUEER CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
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